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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION 
 

ITEM NO. 1 FILE NO: 22/264428 
 EDRMS NO: PSC2017-00180 
 
SPECIAL RATE VARIATION - REVISED INTEGRATED PLANNING AND 
REPORTING DOCUMENTS - RATE RISE OPTIONS ENGAGEMENT 
 
REPORT OF: TIM HAZELL - FINANCIAL SERVICES SECTION MANAGER  
GROUP: CORPORATE SERVICES 
 

RECOMMENDATION IS THAT COUNCIL: 
 
1) Receive and note the Independent Financial Analysis 2022 – Consolidated 

Reports from UNE Emeritus Professor Brian Dollery and Professor Joseph Drew 
(ATTACHMENT 1).  

2) Receive and note the community submissions and responses in relation to the 
Draft 2023 to 2033 Integrated Planning and Reporting documents revised for a 
Special Rate Variation (ATTACHMENT 3).  

3) Receive and note outcomes of the community engagement provided in the Rate 
Rise Options Engagement Report (ATTACHMENT 4). 

4) Note the recommendations relating to amendments to the 2023 to 2033 
Integrated Planning and Reporting documents revised for a Special Rate 
Variation (ATTACHMENT 5). 

5) Adopt the Integrated Planning and Reporting documents, being the Delivery 
Program 2022 to 2026 incorporating the Operational Plan 2023 to 2024, 
Resourcing Strategy 2022 to 2032 (incorporating the Workforce Management 
Strategy 2022 to 2026, Long Term Financial Plan 2023 to 2033 and Strategic 
Asset Management Plan 2023 to 2033) revised for a Special Rate Variation with 
amendments provided in (ATTACHMENT 5).  

6) Apply to the Independent Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal under Section 508(2) 
of the Local Government Act for a 2023-2024 Special Rate Variation of 26%, to 
be a permanent increase that will be retained within the rate base with financial 
sustainability being the key purpose of the application. 

7) Subject to the approval of a Special Rate Variation endorse the inclusion of the 
proposed additional affordability measures into the Debt Recovery & Hardship 
Policy to further support ratepayers should a Special Rate Variation be 
approved.  

 
BACKGROUND 
 
The purpose of this report is to officially provide Council with the now available Rate 
Rise Options Engagement Report, the summary of public submissions and proposed 
amendments to the Draft 2023-2033 Integrated Planning and Reporting (IP&R) 
documents revised for a Special Rate Variation (SRV) with the key purpose of 
financial sustainability.  
 
Financial sustainability and a small 1% surplus budget target has always been a key 
focus of Council. Combining factors including the Long Term Financial Plan (LTFP) 
predicting financial strain on the organisation in 2022 due to rising legislative costs, 
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the financial impacts of the state mandated lockdowns for the COVID-19 pandemic 
and numerous weather events have highlighted Council’s reliance on non-rate 
revenue. These factors have further emphasised the organisation’s vulnerability to 
external shocks given Council’s relatively low rate base. 
 
At its meeting in October 2021, Council acknowledged the ongoing impacts on its 
financial sustainability outlook and endorsed the Financial Sustainability and 
Prosperity Fund (later renamed Resilience Fund) to set key directions for ongoing 
financial sustainability. Based on the current LTFP projections, Council will see 
consecutive deficits for the next 10 years and will be considered unsustainable if no 
corrective action is taken. 
 
Council engaged Professor Dollery and Professor Drew through the University of New 
England (UNE) for an independent assessment, in which Council opted to forgo 
traditional commercial consultants as the Professors are widely accepted by the sector 
as independent voices with a level of depth and insight beyond standard practices 
within the local government sector. The reports recognised the effects taken by the 
organisation over the past few years in delivering services valued by the community 
under relatively low rate income compared to other councils of the same size and 
nature, but considered that such an ongoing approach could not be sustained. 
Numerous recommendations were made and have since been implemented, one that 
is now for consideration by the Council is a SRV. (ATTACHMENT 1). 
 
Based on the current LTFP projections, Council will see consecutive deficits for the 
next 10 years and will be considered unsustainable if no corrective action is taken. 
This position was confirmed and presented to Council by Independent Analysis 
Reports commissioned through the UNE by Emeritus Professor Brian Dollery and 
Professor Joseph Drew. 
 
At the Council meeting on 28 June 2022, Council adopted its 2022-2032 Long Term 
Financial Plan (Minute No. 160) (ATTACHMENT 2) which projected a 10 year $80 
million dollar operating shortfall. Along with the LTFP, Council endorsed the Financial 
Sustainability Report and a detailed engagement program, named ‘Our Funded 
Future’ (Minute No. 161) (ATTACHMENT 2), to discuss financial sustainability with the 
community and seek feedback on a number of options.  
 
In July/August 2022, Council undertook extensive community engagement that 
included 5 different options for a SRV, ranging from 26% to 45% cumulative. This was 
alongside options for increasing fees and charges, reducing service delivery, selling 
underperforming assets, removal of the residential paid parking exemption and 
continuing efforts to seek grant funding.  
Council considered the community feedback from the Our Funded Future engagement 
at its meeting of 23 August 2022 and resolved to endorse the development of revised 
IP&R documents. These documents include 2 SRV scenarios, the base scenario of 
reducing services, inclusion of a one-off 5% increase in fees and charges, continued 
efforts in seeking grant funding and the continued investigation with community 
consultation of selling underperforming assets. It was decided that any net profits from 
the sale of underperforming assets were to be placed in the Resilience Fund. Council 
also sought to exclude the removal of the residential paid parking exemption option 
from being further considered.  
 
Through the engagement, it was clear the support for having a financially sustainable 
Council was high, as was the desire for enhanced services in particular areas of roads 
maintenance, waterways and drainage, protecting our natural environment and 
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looking after our public space. These priorities are consistent with the outcomes of 
Council’s Integrated Engagement Program undertaken over the past 2 years. This 
includes decreases in community satisfaction for road maintenance activities through 
Council’s annual satisfaction survey through to 2022. 
 
Following the Council meeting on 13 September 2022, Council endorsed the following: 
 

 Draft Delivery Program 2022 to 2026 and Operational Plan 2023 to 2024, revised 
for a proposed SRV. 

 Resourcing Strategy 2023 to 2033 incorporating the Workforce Management 
Strategy 2022 to 2026, Long Term Financial Plan 2023 to 2033, and Strategic 
Asset Management Plan 2023 to 2033 revised for a proposed SRV. 

 Noting and incorporating the proposed additional affordability measures held within 
the IP&R documents. 

 Place the IP&R documents on public exhibition for a period of 28 days. 

 The revised Rate Rise Options Engagement Plan. 
 
The plans modelled 3 scenarios for community consultation: 
 

 Base Scenario – 2.5% state imposed rate cap assumption. 

 Single Year Scenario – A 26% increase for a single year, being 2023-2024 only. 

 Independent Recommendation Scenario - A cumulative increase of 34.92%, 
being a 10.5% increase for 3 consecutive years 2023-2024 to 2025-2026. 
 

Through the IP&R documentation both SRV scenarios show the increased income 
raised by an SRV would be used to eliminate forecasted shortfalls, covering the rising 
costs associated with delivering planned services to our community over the next 10 
years. Where additional funds are generated Council proposed to increase funding 
into community priorities being road maintenance, condition of public spaces, and 
protecting our waterways and natural environment. 
 
Four proposed additional affordability measures were included in the IP&R documents 
to be considered as part of the proposed SRV in order to mitigate the impact of a 
special rate increase on those ratepayers who may experience financial stress. These 
measures included both pensioners and non-pensioner ratepayers. Subject to an 
approval of a SRV, these additional affordability measures will be incorporated into 
Council’s existing Debt Recovery and Hardship Policy. 
 
RATE CAP ANNOUNCEMENT 
 
During the public exhibition period, IPART announced the 2023-2024 financial rate 
cap amount set at 3.7%. In addition, Port Stephens has been recognized as a 
population growth area and can apply an additional 0.7% - taking the total rate 
increase to 4.4%. As the 4.4% for the 2023-2024 financial year is greater than the 
modelled and exhibited 2.5% rate cap that IPART had instructed Council to use, the 
Rate Rise Options website, fact sheets and FAQs were updated to reflect this change, 
as well as additional communication about the change.  
 
Whilst the 4.4% rate cap assists with Council’s financial sustainability it still does not 
meet the anticipated consumer price index or inflation factor that IPART have been 
reported to estimate to be 5.3% for the next financial year. IPART have also indicated 
that councils should continue to forward project rate capping increases of only 2.5% 
for the next 10 years.  
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Amendments to the IP&R documents relating to the announced rate cap have been 
summarised in (ATTACHMENT 5). 
 
PUBLIC EXHIBITION AND SUBMISSIONS  
 
The IP&R documents were on public exhibition from 14 September 2022 until 12 
October 2022. 
 
During the public exhibition period, numerous submissions were received. Key issues 
have been summarised (ATTACHMENT 3) and recommended changes to the 
documents, where deemed appropriate from the community submissions/ 
engagement or administrative corrections are detailed within (ATTACHMENT 5). For 
privacy and consistency reasons, full submissions have not been made publicly 
available. 
 
RATE RISE OPTIONS ENGAGEMENT 
 
Phase 2 of the Rate Rise Options engagement was revised to incorporate feedback 
on the engagement process and methods gained in Phase 0 and 1 known as Our 
Funded Future. The engagement period ran concurrently with the public exhibition 
period being 14 September 2022 until 12 October 2022. 
 
The engagement was extensive and aimed to continue to increase the community’s 
awareness of Council’s financial situation and its journey to date, and further discuss 
the community’s views on the streamlined preferred options.  
 
The Rate Rise Options communication and engagement program had a community 
awareness reach of 83,999 and participation of 7,819. A number of key themes came 
from community input across all engagement opportunities which included online 
survey comments, community drop in sessions, special interest group presentations 
and Council interactions. The themes encompassed the community’s understanding of 
the SRV application process and ratepaying in general. Key themes surrounded the 
affordability of the proposed rate rise during a time where the cost of living is also 
rising, Council’s financial accountability linked to current and proposed service levels 
as well as local and state based issues separate from the SRV process.  
 
Following the extensive survey during Phase 1, a short 3 question survey was 
provided to clarify the community’s views on narrowed-down scenarios. The survey 
had a total of 671 responses with 883 comments provided.  
 
Question 1 in the survey sought to understand the community’s preference between 2 
different rate rise scenarios that had been streamlined from 5 original options during 
earlier phases, with results showing a preference for the Single Year Scenario, with 
61% in favour. Question 2 asked respondents about how supportive they were of the 
proposed distributions of additional funds to enhance services. The community was 
generally in favour of the financial disbursement (54%) with 22% ‘very supportive’ and 
32% ‘supportive’ of the split. Conversely, 26% were against the proposal, 9% being 
‘opposed’ and 17% ‘very opposed’, with 19% of respondents ‘unsure’. Question 3 
asked whether the community wanted to pursue a rate rise option or the base 
scenario with a reduced services option. Over half of all respondents (53%) were in 
favour of a rate rise and the benefits that increased income would bring. 
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The Rate Rise Options Engagement Report (ATTACHMENT 4) provides a 
comprehensive overview of all communications, engagement methods and outcomes. 
 
ISSUES 
 
Council has and continues to investigate and implement a range of alternative 
measures to address financial sustainability. Council will continue to strive to contain 
costs and run more efficiently through our Service Review Program and affiliated 
processes that are engrained in our culture with reviews undertaken continuously and 
systematically. 
 
In consideration of Council’s engagement with the community on the ‘Rate Rise 
Options’ and the proposed SRV including face-to-face community sessions and online 
survey comments, it is quite clear that the condition of roads is of high priority and 
importance to the community, with the distribution of additional funds being generally 
supported.  
 
In response, Council has modified the proposed schedule of enhanced services to 
ensure road maintenance expenditure is scheduled in the first 3 years of the approved 
rate rise implementation. This will see a faster injection of the allocated $14 million into 
our road maintenance programs, $6.5 million in year 1, $5.3 million in year 2 and $2.2 
million in year 3. Whilst funding for road maintenance has been brought forward, 
Council is still committed to funding the 3 other focus areas of condition of public 
space, protecting our natural environment and waterways from 2025.  
 
Amendments to the IP&R documents relating to the prioritisation of road maintenance 
have been summarised in (ATTACHMENT 5). 
 
Council has considered all feedback gained through this extensive engagement 
process. We value the time and effort taken by community members in participating in 
the process and providing their feedback and submissions. Council’s critical issue for 
the future is to safeguard Council’s long-term financial sustainability and to ensure 
generations to come are well placed to both benefit and enjoy living a great lifestyle in 
a treasured environment.  
 

ATTACHMENTS 
 
1) Consolidated Report - Independent Financial Analysis 2022 (provided with the 

Business Paper for 25 October 2022).   
2) Minute No. 160 and Minute No. 161 - 28 June 2022 (provided with the Business 

Paper for 25 October 2022).   
3) Summary of Submissions. ⇩   
4) Rate Rise Options Communications and Engagement Report. ⇩   
5) Changes to the 2023 to 2033 Integrated Planning and Reporting Documents 

Revised for a Special Rate Variation. ⇩    
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Executive Summary 

Council received in total 138 submissions from the period of the 13th of September 
2022 to the 12th of October 2022 relating to the Rate Rise Options engagement and the 
draft Integrated Planning and Reporting documents revised for a Special Rate 
Variation. Of the submissions, 58 were from individuals, 1 from a community 
association group and 78 were petition style submission in which an individual put their 
name and address to. Most of the submissions were emailed directly to the generic 
council information address however some were in response to direct emails sent as 
per the engagement plan to raise awareness.  

The common themes from the submissions included concerns around the affordability 
of a rate increase, Council’s efficiency and cost containment measures, Council’s 
expenditure on capital projects and not focussing on core maintenance services, as well 
as suggestions for raising revenue through other measures, such as separately rating 
over 55’s lifestyle villages and increasing fees for developers. Noting that there were 
some submissions that acknowledged Council’s need for raising rates, its efforts in 
raising awareness and engaging with the community as well a few submission 
suggested a smaller increase would be more tolerable.  

A summary of each submission and a Council response has been provided with the 
Council Report – Special Rate Variation – revised Integrated Planning and reporting 
Documents – Rate Rise Options Engagement – 25 October 2022. 

Attachment 3
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Integrated Planning and Reporting Documents 2023 to 2033 Revised for a Special Rate Variation 
Public exhibition submissions 

No. Author of 
submission 

Comment Council Response 

Council values the community’s detailed responses to the draft 2023-2033 Integrated Planning and 
Reporting (IPR) documents. Whilst Council has attempted to capture the key issues raised, not 
every comment has been addressed directly in the summary. 

1 Individual 
EDRMS 
22/253560 

Requested location of results from 
the previous engagement. 
Objection to any rate rise. 
Concerns raise regarding the 
affordability during extremely 
tough financial times with inflation 
growing, interest rates, strata 
levies, and cost of living. 
Preference to reduce services or 
put in place user pays. 

Location of previous engagement results 
given. 
In addition to its current Hardship Policy, 
Council is proposing a number of 
additional affordability measures to 
mitigate any financial hardship caused by 
a rate increase.  
Council to consider feedback in relation to 
the proposed special rate variation. 

2 Individual 
22/256050 

Objection to rate increase over 
the standard capped figure. 
Concerns raised regarding the 
cost of living, home loan interest 
rates. Preference to re-adjust 
council expenditure and Council 
only providing traditional core 
services and functions rather than 
being involved in responsibilities 
of other levels of government or 
private enterprise.  

In addition to its current Hardship Policy, 
Council is proposing a number of 
additional affordability measures to 
mitigate any financial hardship caused by 
a rate increase.  
Council to consider feedback in relation to 
the proposed special rate variation. 

3 Individual 
22/256615 

Objection to the proposed rate 
rises in particular survey design. 
Concerns raised regarding the 
extent of the proposed rate rises 
with the rising cost of living, 
increased mortgage rates, 
electricity, groceries, petrol, and 
the current number of homeless 
people. 
Concerns around the increase in 
rates due to new land valuations 
soon to be issued. 

In addition to its current Hardship Policy, 
Council is proposing a number of 
additional affordability measures to 
mitigate any financial hardship caused by 
a rate increase.  
Council to consider feedback in relation to 
the proposed special rate variation.  
Whilst changes within the individual rates 
income may occur depending on the 
variation in land value changes across the 
LGA, Council’s total income does not 
increase with a general revaluation. 
Council has published a video to help 
assist in understanding the rating 
legislation and the land revaluations. 
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Council had not yet received the new land 
values from the Valuer General at the 
time of the public exhibition phase and as 
such put a disclaimer on the rates 
calculator to inform ratepayers of this 
timing matter.    

4 Individual 
22/257984 

Support for Council to learn to live 
within its means with no SRV rate 
increase as the election promised 
no return to SRV consideration.  

Council to consider feedback in relation to 
the proposed special rate variation. 

5 Individual 
22/257985 

Objection to the proposed rate 
rise. Concerns with tough times 
and budget mismanagement. 

In addition to its current Hardship Policy, 
Council is proposing a number of 
additional affordability measures to 
mitigate any financial hardship caused by 
a rate increase.  
Council to consider feedback in relation to 
the proposed special rate variation. 

6 Individual 
22/257994 

Views raised that all local 
governments should return to the 
core business (roads, drains, and 
garbage). Raised issues on the 
decline in customer service over 
the years and seeks more 
concentration on needs and not 
wants of the community.  

Council to consider feedback in relation to 
the proposed special rate variation. 
Council’s Customer Service Charter 
clearly defines the standards that 
community members can expect when 
dealing with Council to ensure a positive 
customer experience.   
 

7 Individual 
22/258183 

Support for not allowing any 
increase in rates and concern for 
financial mismanagement. 

Council to consider feedback in relation to 
the proposed special rate variation. 

8 Individual 
22/258447 
 

Proposed increases are not 
reasonable and will add financial 
hardship to ratepayers, 
particularly aged pensioners. 

In addition to its current Hardship Policy, 
Council is proposing a number of 
additional affordability measures to 
mitigate any financial hardship caused by 
a rate increase. This includes pensioners.  
Council to consider feedback in relation to 
the proposed special rate variation. 

9 Individual 
22/258456 

Unwanted additional financial 
burden for ratepayers, particularly 
aged pensioners 

In addition to its current Hardship Policy, 
Council is proposing a number of 
additional affordability measures to 
mitigate any financial hardship caused by 
a rate increase. Additional measures 
include aged pensioners. 
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Council to consider feedback in relation to 
the proposed special rate variation. 

10 Individual 
22/259891 

Strongly opposed to any rate rise. 
Concerns were raised over the 
survey format, past SRV 
application, and its non-approved 
determination. Proposed to spend 
less on social programs and fleet 
vehicles. 
 

Whilst the previous SRV application’s key 
purpose was to enhance current services 
and provide new infrastructure to the 
community, given the ongoing impacts of 
Covid-19 and other global matters the 
environment in which we operate and our 
financial forecasting has significantly 
changed since IPART’s determination. 
Should an application to put to IPART 
Council would need to satisfy the criteria 
issued by the OLG and IPART.  
Council to consider feedback in relation to 
the proposed special rate variation. 

11 Individual 
22/261725 

No intention of paying one cent 
more to an incompetent council. 

Council to consider feedback in relation to 
the proposed special rate variation. 

12 Individual 
22/261741 

Pointless survey with the only 
options being massive rate hikes 
that people cannot afford 

In addition to its current Hardship Policy, 
Council is proposing a number of 
additional affordability measures to 
mitigate any financial hardship caused by 
a rate increase.  
Council to consider feedback in relation to 
the proposed special rate variation. 

13 Individual 
22/261460 

Objection to any rate increase 
over the rate cap. Concerns 
raised about the survey format, 
and the increase in the cost of 
living. Preference for Council is 
re-adjust their expenditure and 
only provide core services. 

In addition to its current Hardship Policy, 
Council is proposing a number of 
additional affordability measures to 
mitigate any financial hardship caused by 
a rate increase.  
Council to consider feedback in relation to 
the proposed special rate variation. 

14 Individual 
22/262285 

View held that the increase in land 
values in 2022/2023 should 
provide a significant increase to 
Council’s ongoing revenue, 
without the need to impose 
additional Special Rate variation. 
Suggestion made to extend smart 
parking to all boat ramps and 
surrounding streets, with keeping 
Individuals exemptions and 

Whilst changes within individual rate 
notices may occur depending on the 
variation in land value changes across the 
LGA, Council’s total income does not 
increase with a general revaluation. 
Council has published a video to help 
assist in understanding the rating 
legislation and the land revaluations. 
Council had not yet received the new land 
values from the Valuer General at the 
time of the public exhibition phase and as 
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impose a special charge on all 
holiday rentals. 
 

such put a disclaimer on the rates 
calculator to inform ratepayers of this 
timing matter. 
Council currently has a rollout plan for 
paid parking in a number of locations. 
These locations are currently being 
investigated and undergoing community 
consultation. This has been focused on 
main town centres. It may be possible to 
further extend to other locations once this 
town centre rollout is underway.   
Council is unable to impose a special 
charge on all holiday rentals as the 
current rating regulation and legislation 
does not provide an avenue for this type 
of structure. Council has made and will 
continue to make representations to State 
Governments for rating reform on this 
matter. 

15 Individual 
22/265558 

Objection to the proposed SRV in 
any shape or form. Considers that 
the 4.4% rate cap announcement 
is far more than is deserved.  
Concerns raised about the survey 
format and limited options, poor 
fiscal management and excess 
extravagance on projects, and 
affordability for pensioners and 
low-income earners.  

IPART announced the rate cap for Port 
Stephens at 4.4 for 2023-2024 financial in 
which they indicated is lower than current 
inflation.  
In addition to its current Hardship Policy, 
Council is proposing a number of 
additional affordability measures to 
mitigate any financial hardship caused by 
a rate increase.  
Council to consider feedback in relation to 
the proposed special rate variation. 

16 Individual 
22/266196 

Comparison made to 
competitive/private sector 
business models to find a range of 
different means to increase 
profitability. Suggest Council run 
more like a proper business. 
Request details in relation to cost 
savings, efficiencies, productivity, 
investments and cosmetic 
projects.  
Raises concerns around the 
economic outlook and affordability 
on a size of the proposed rate 
increases. 

Council has sections of our organisation 
that work on a commercial basis such as 
Holiday Parks and Childcare however, 
this is not available to all parts of our 
organisation as we provide either 
statutorily required service or community 
desired service.  
Council has included details of our service 
review program which focuses on cost 
saving, efficiencies, and productivity 
within our Integrated Planning and 
Reporting documents and our Annual 
Report. Details of our financial 
investments, are included in the annual 
financial statements and details of the 
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capital works program included in the 
Strategic Asset Management Plan.  
In addition to its current Hardship Policy, 
Council is proposing a number of 
additional affordability measures to 
mitigate any financial hardship caused by 
a rate increase.  
Council to consider feedback in relation to 
the proposed special rate variation. 

17 Individual 
22/266214 

Raised that the repairing of roads 
should be conducted in a more 
cost-effective manner and that 
sand movement work is a waste 
of money and resources. 

Council has 700kms of roads that it 
proactively maintains and manages to 
increase the safety and quality of the road 
network. Council uses Statewide Mutual 
Best Practice and The Austroads 
Standards/Guides to assess and manage 
its assets, including roads. It is noted that 
the increase in rain has deteriorated our 
road pavements faster than usual and the 
funds available to undertake road 
maintenance is less than the increase in 
the cost of works. The majority of 
‘additional funds’ raised from an approved 
special rate will target road maintenance. 
Council regularly completes routine 
maintenance on all outlets on foreshore 
areas in effort to avoid upstream flooding, 
especially if rain is predicted.  

18 Individual 
22/266226 

Raised that the issue of financial 
sustainability appeared before 
Covid-19 and that Council needs 
a much more comprehensive and 
long-term approach to ensure 
financial sustainability.  Approach 
to include, changes to the rated 
revenue base, increase to 
development fees, selective 
reduction in some services, more 
‘user pay’ services that reflect the 
true cost of the services, 
liquidation of underperforming 
assets and exiting partnership 
with Newcastle Airport and 
investment properties.  

Council suffered a financial impact from 
the Covid-19 pandemic however Council 
had forecasted this period of time to be 
financially difficult through its Long Term 
Financial Plan Modelling. 
Council has considered and implemented 
a range of approaches to improve its 
financial sustainability long term, such as 
the sale of underperforming assets, 
increasing fees and charges, further 
rollout of paid parking and continuing its 
service review program.  
In addition to its current Hardship Policy, 
Council is proposing a number of 
additional affordability measures to 
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Protest against Council’s intention 
to raise individual rates due to 
cost of living increases, increase 
costs to renters and business 
owners resulting in a reduction in 
their staff or having to close their 
doors, wage increases generally 
around 3 percent, 

mitigate any financial hardship caused by 
a rate increase.  
Council to consider feedback in relation to 
the proposed special rate variation. 

19 Individual 
22/266231 

Objection to the rate rise due to 
rising inflation and cost of living 
while wages are generally 
remaining static putting 
considerable pressure on families 
after an already difficult few years 
with Covid. Impact on local 
businesses after still trying to 
recover their losses of Covid 
pandemic and rate increase will 
also lead to staff reductions as 
businesses struggle to keep 
afloat. Landlords will pass the rate 
rise on to tenants further 
contributing to the inflationary 
cycle.  

In addition to its current Hardship Policy, 
Council is proposing a number of 
additional affordability measures to 
mitigate any financial hardship caused by 
a rate increase.  
Council to consider feedback in relation to 
the proposed special rate variation. 
 

20 Individual 
22/268669 

Strong objection to the proposed 
increase in domestic rates. 
Statements made around ‘Fit for 
the Future’ and Council’s previous 
SRV application determinations 
towards current financial outlook. 
Council has little ability to work 
within its rates revenue and 
should live within its means.  
Raised issues on Council 
expenditure on unnecessary 
structures and consequential 
removal parking spaces in William 
Street, refusal on significant 
development in Nelson Bay 
reducing the income available 
from completed development, no 
communication of financial 
situation before the election, and 
lack of services received for rates 
paid.  
 

Since 2012 Council has consistently 
delivered a strong, stable or ‘fit’ financial 
position achieving an annual budget 
surplus of 1%. The Fit for the Future 
reports were designed solely to 
investigate the potential of merging local 
government areas. Whilst the previous 
SRV application’s key purpose was to 
enhance current services and provide 
new infrastructure to the community.  
Our Long Term Financial Plan for some 
time highlighted that 2022/2023 would be 
difficult years for our budgets. Given the 
ongoing impacts of Covid-19 and other 
global matters the environment which we 
operate in and our financial forecasting 
has significantly changed since the 
reports and IPART’s determination. 
Council’s capital projects of this nature 
are predominately funded through grant 
funds. 
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 In accordance with Council’s ‘Planning 
Matters to be Reported to Council Policy’, 
Councillors are provided with the 
opportunity for input into the 
determination of development 
applications. When acting as the 
delegated consent authority, the elected 
Council has discretion to either support or 
refuse development applications, 
notwithstanding Council staff 
recommendations. Council is susceptible 
to Land and Environment Court 
proceedings as part of any development 
application, not only those reported to 
Council for determination.    
Council’s published Long Term Financial 
Plan has highlighted that this period 
would be difficult years for our budgets. In 
addition, Council adopted the Financial 
Sustainability and Prosperity Fund (later 
renamed resilience fund) in October 2021 
to set the key strategic direction for a 
financially sustainable organisation.  
Council to consider feedback in relation to 
the proposed special rate variation. 

21 Individual 
22/268720 

Issues raised with the survey only 
providing 2 options, the timing of 
the land revaluation, the 
previously approved drainage levy 
- special rate variation and cash 
and investment portfolio 

The rate rise options survey was 
narrowed down to two options built on 
from the previous survey in July/August in 
which five options were presented to the 
community. 
Council’s drainage levy was introduced as 
a $500,000 permanent special rate 
variation in 1997-1998. It is retained in the 
ordinary rate income base. Since 
introduction 26 years ago the drainage 
levy has increased annually by the rate 
peg percentage applicable to Council and 
it currently raises in the order of $1.15 
million per annum (or an average of 
$32.80 per rate assessment). These 
funds are set aside to be used for various 
drainage works that are included in the 
Strategic Asset Management Plan each 
year. 
As per IPART’s guidelines Council is 
required to communicate the total amount 
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of the proposed special rate variation and 
not past approved special rate variations. 
Unlike most other NSW Councils, Port 
Stephens does not charge a stormwater 
management charge due to this drainage 
special rate variation.  
Whilst changes within individual rate 
notices may occur depending on the 
variation in land value changes across the 
LGA, Council’s total income does not 
increase with a general revaluation. 
Council has published a video to help 
assist in understanding the rating 
legislation and the land revaluations. 
Council had not yet received the new land 
values from the Valuer General at the 
time of the public exhibition phase and as 
such put a disclaimer on the rates 
calculator to inform ratepayers of this 
timing matter. 
Council benchmarks yields and vacancy 
rates each quarter to industry data to 
ensure targets continue to be met.  It also 
undertakes an annual independent review 
of the portfolio to ensure each property is 
fit for purpose and continuing to perform 
in line with expectations, and any that are 
no longer deemed fit for purpose may be 
recommended for divestment as a result.  
Council to consider feedback in relation to 
the proposed special rate variation. 

22 Individual 
22/271974 

Cannot consider a rate rise when 
there is wasted money on the 
construction in the main street 
and roads are in such a bad 
condition with repairs not lasting.  
Requested to see what Council 
has done for ratepayers excluding 
waste management 

Council’s capital projects of this nature 
are predominately funded through grant 
funds. 
The majority of additional funds raised 
through a special rate variation will be 
targeted toward road maintenance.  
Individual received the link to Council’s 
draft Delivery Program and Operational 
Plan which outlines council’s commitment 
to delivering on key directions/goals into 
activities and actions. 
Council to consider feedback in relation to 
the proposed special rate variation. 
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23 Individual 
22/269316 

Raised concerns on survey 
format. Council’s proposal for a 
rate rise shows lack of regard for 
its Individuals, preference to no 
extra rate rise and reduce 
services and fix potholes properly 
and drainage issues.   

Council proposes to use the majority of 
additional funds raised to target road 
maintenance. Council to consider 
feedback in relation to the proposed 
special rate variation. 

24 Individual 
22/269784 

Raised concerns over the cost of 
living pressures and that the 
proposed large increase has 
come from left-field and is a 
complete surprise. 
Questions raised in relation to 
Council’s past financial 
performance. Suggestions put 
forward of Council merger, selling 
Council-owned properties to pay 
down debt, and redirecting funds 
away from strategic planning 
towards maintenance work. 

In addition to its current Hardship Policy, 
Council is proposing a number of 
additional affordability measures to 
mitigate any financial hardship caused by 
a rate increase.  
Direction to current draft IP&R documents 
as well as Annual Report and Annual 
Financial Statements for past 
performance.  
Council fought against the previously 
proposed merger with the surrounding 
Council’s in line with community 
feedback.  
Council is investigating the sale of 
underperforming assets as part of the 
approach to addressing financial 
sustainability. 
The majority of additional funds raised by 
a Special Variation would be targeted to 
road maintenance. 
Council to consider feedback in relation to 
the proposed special rate variation. 

25 Individual 
22/273330 

Strongly opposed to the special 
rate rise due to inadequate 
budgeting, out-of-control contract 
employment, lack of asset 
utilisation, development in LTFP 
in particular, and planning 
opportunity for more high rise. 
Suggested housing provisions for 
a cheaper option for staff retention 
and if Council in unable to trade 
its way out then a forced 
amalgamation.  

Council operates within a treasury model 
and a strict procurement contracts 
process. Council was commended on its 
budgetary control within the Independent 
Financial Sustainability Report. 
Council is currently investigating a range 
of underperforming land sites for sale, 
with the process involving community 
consultation.  
Council has a range of strategies and 
plans that guide where additional housing 
can be provided. We are also working on 
a project to demonstrate how and where 
housing can occur over the next 20 years 
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to ensure that we are meeting the 
forecasted demand for housing. In 
respect to Lemon Tree Passage, we will 
start preparing a Place Plan in early 2023. 
This has the potential to look at housing 
opportunities if this is something the local 
community is supportive of.  
High-rise development is permissible in a 
number of our zones and existing town 
centres. We are seeing an increase in the 
uptake of these opportunities in areas 
such as Nelson Bay in particular. These 
will become an increasingly important 
form of housing to help meet the demand 
for housing and as such, it is something 
that we will continue to look to support 
and facilitate in the future. 
Council provides a staff retention 
allowance which is currently more cost-
effective than housing provisions.   
Council fought against the previously 
proposed merger with the surrounding 
Councils in line with community feedback.  
Council to consider feedback in relation to 
the proposed special rate variation. 

26 Individual 
22/271143 

Opposed to both options being 
put forward. Understanding that 
Council has identified that its will 
not be able to deliver the services 
it is currently providing and 
encourages Council to implement 
all of the recommendations held in 
the Independent Reports. If after 
all recommendations have been 
undertaken if there is a shortfall 
then that amount will be able to 
determine the application of a 
special rate variation.  

Council has thoroughly examined all 
recommendations held in the 
Independent reports, many of which have 
already been implemented and modelled 
into the Long Term Financial Plan, such 
as increasing fees and charges, 
continuous service level reviews, and 
increased tourist revenue.  
Council to consider feedback in relation to 
the proposed special rate variation. 

27 Individual 
22/271812 

No support for any rate rise at all. 
Council needs to learn to live 
within its means like every 
ratepayer has to. Issues raised 
around affordability, current 
economic times, wasteful money 
on street beautification projects, 

In addition to its current Hardship Policy, 
Council is proposing a number of 
additional affordability measures to 
mitigate any financial hardship caused by 
a rate increase.  
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no guarantee that income raised 
by a rate increase would be spent 
where promised, and survey 
format and two options only.  

Street beautification projects are generally 
funded by State or Federal grants.  
Any income raised by a special rate 
variation would be spent in accordance 
with Council’s application to IPART and 
would be required to report back evidence 
of such to IPART and the community.  
Council to consider feedback in relation to 
the proposed special rate variation. 

28 Individual 
22/271851 

No support for either of the two 
special rate variations being 
proposed as Council is not 
equitable when investing in my 
ward. Question raised if the 
information supplied for Fit for the 
Future and Professor Drew 
Report was accurate. Unsure of 
how an increase of either option is 
necessary given health orders for 
the Covid pandemic have been 
removed and if so then Council to 
consider amalgamation.  

The information provided for both reports 
was accurate and financial data was 
audited independently as per legislative 
requirements for Council’s annual 
financial statements. 
Whilst income from some of the Council’s 
income-generating sections of the 
organisation has returned, others such as 
the airport dividend have not. The Covid-
19 pandemic and the Independent report 
highlighted Council’s reliance on and risk 
of these commercial revenues.  
Council is currently facing and will 
continue to face in the short-to-medium 
term high inflation and cost pressures 
which are greater than our income 
streams.  
Council fought against the previously 
proposed merger with the surrounding 
Councils in line with community feedback. 
Council to consider feedback in relation to 
the proposed special rate variation. 

29. Individual 
22/271957 

Raised scepticism over Long 
Term Financial Plan modelling 
and expenditure assumptions. 
Raised issues of affordability with 
a high increase. 

As part of the Long Term Financial Plan 
Council is required to make assumptions 
for the next ten years. The key 
assumptions are reported in the Long 
Term Financial Plan publicly exhibited 
and are based on current and forecasted 
economic factors. Council is currently 
facing and will continue to face in the 
short-to-medium term high inflation and 
cost pressures which are greater than our 
income streams. 
In addition to its current Hardship Policy, 
Council is proposing a number of 
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additional affordability measures to 
mitigate any financial hardship caused by 
a rate increase. 
Council to consider feedback in relation to 
the proposed special rate variation. 

30. Individual 
22/271899 

Opposed to either option for the 
proposed increase in Council 
rates. Raised issues of increased 
costs of living and many 
households on fixed incomes.  

In addition to its current Hardship Policy, 
Council is proposing a number of 
additional affordability measures to 
mitigate any financial hardship caused by 
a rate increase. 
Council to consider feedback in relation to 
the proposed special rate variation. 

31. Individual 
22/272072 

Raise strong objection to the 
proposal to seek a special rate 
variation at all as considers the 
rate peg sufficient to meet 
incremental costs of operations. 
Preference that the maintenance 
of current expenditure levels is 
concentrated on select services, 
specifically on road maintenance 
and reduction in other non-core 
services, delay any capital 
expenditure, disposal of real 
estate holdings of non-operational 
land, and examination of income-
generating assets with alternative 
income sources pursued 
vigorously. 

The rate-pegging regime is calculated by 
using prior years’ costs indexes and as a 
result, it lags and ultimately does not keep 
pace with Council’s expenses. Inflation 
has been in recent years and is 
forecasted into the short-to-medium term 
future as being above the rate peg.  
Where available Council during the Covid-
19 period has delayed capital 
expenditure.  
Council is currently investigating a range 
of underperforming land sites for sale, 
with the process involving community 
consultation. Investment assets where 
Council expects to receive a reoccurring 
income stream have not been considered 
for sale. 
Council currently has a rollout plan for 
paid parking in a number of locations. 
These locations are currently being 
investigated and undergoing community 
consultation. This alternative source of 
income has been modelled into the Long 
Term Financial Plan.  

32. Individual 
22/272073 

Does not want or can afford either 
amount shown in the survey. Cost 
of living increases and that rates 
will go up with the land 
revaluation. 

Whilst changes within individual rate 
notices may occur depending on the 
variation in land value changes across the 
LGA, Council’s total income does not 
increase with a general revaluation. 
Council has published a video to help 
assist in understanding the rating 
legislation and the land revaluations. 
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Council had not yet received the new land 
values from the Valuer General at the 
time of the public exhibition phase and as 
such put a disclaimer on the rates 
calculator to inform ratepayers of this 
timing matter. 
In addition to its current Hardship Policy, 
Council is proposing a number of 
additional affordability measures to 
mitigate any financial hardship caused by 
a rate increase. 
Council to consider feedback in relation to 
the proposed special rate variation. 

33. Individual 
22/272272 

Does not prefer either rate 
increase option and would rather 
see rates increase at the 2.5% 
rate cap. There is no reason for 
such a proposed increase 
amount, especially with the rising 
cost of living, inflationary 
pressure, the current level of 
service provided, and ongoing 
wage stagnation. Also, note that 
Council’s past SRV application 
was rejected by IPART.  

In addition to its current Hardship Policy, 
Council is proposing a number of 
additional affordability measures to 
mitigate any financial hardship caused by 
a rate increase. 
The key purpose of this proposed SRV is 
financial sustainability, whilst the previous 
SRV application’s key purpose was to 
enhance current services and provide 
new infrastructure to the community. 
Council to consider feedback in relation to 
the proposed special rate variation. 

34. Individual 
22/272747 

I do not support any Special Rate 
Variation that Council may wish to 
seek. Concerns raised around the 
inflation rate of 6.1% with further 
increases predicted, cost of living, 
and self-funded retiree on a 
limited income. It is the time for 
Council to reduce unnecessary 
spending while continuing to 
provide basic services such as 
roads, waste collection and public 
space maintenance.  

In addition to its current Hardship Policy, 
Council is proposing a number of 
additional affordability measures to 
mitigate any financial hardship caused by 
a rate increase. 
Council to consider feedback in relation to 
the proposed special rate variation. 
 

35. Individual 
22/273059 

Rejection of the rate rise options 
as the rate cap of 4.4% is a 
significant increase. An 
organisation cannot predict its 
budget needs over 10 years as 
most companies have annual 
budgets they review and adjust 

IPART announced the rate cap for Port 
Stephens at 4.4% for the 2023-2024 
financial in which they indicated is lower 
than current inflation.  
Council is required by the Office of Local 
Government to model a 10 year budget 
known as the Long Term Financial Plan. 
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accordingly. Council should not 
operate in areas that should be 
left to private enterprises such as 
holiday parks and rather focus on 
rubbish collection, footpaths, and 
roads. Council needs to reign in 
its spending on unnecessary 
costs and live within its means.  

Council also reviews the annual budget 
quarterly and reports any significant 
adjustments to Council.  
Council has over the years engaged in 
commercial-based operations as a 
strategy to raise income through non-rate 
revenue sources. Whilst balancing our 
responsibilities of the maintenance of our 
community assets.  
Council to consider feedback in relation to 
the proposed special rate variation. 

36. Individual 
22/273132 

No support for the proposed 
options but would consider a 
lower rate rise and some 
increases in service cost to meet 
the Council’s budget deficit. 
Reasons and alternative options 
include,  

- The financial situation is 
not just Covid-19 impacts 

- Previous drainage levy not 
included in the total amount 

- Condition of roads 
- Increased transport/road 

levies payable by 
developers of extra-large 
houses/multi-Individual & 
commercial/industrial 
developments 

- Charge commercial rates 
for rental & Air BnB 
properties. 

- Lack of rates paid by 
relocatable accommodation 

- Increase charge for 
development services & 
Section 94 payments 

- Service reductions 
restrictions 

- Increase user pay options 
- Asset reduction of the 

investment portfolio 
 

Whilst most of our income streams have 
returned after the Covid-19 pandemic 
some are yet to return. Council is 
currently facing and will continue to face 
in the short-to-medium term high inflation 
and cost pressures which are greater than 
our income streams. The Covid-19 
pandemic and the Independent report 
highlighted Council’s reliance and risk of 
these commercial revenues.  
Council’s drainage levy was introduced as 
a $500,000 permanent special rate 
variation in 1997-1998. It is retained in the 
ordinary rate income base. Since 
introduction 26 years ago the drainage 
levy has increased annually by the rate 
peg percentage applicable to Council and 
it currently raises in the order of $1.15 
million per annum (or an average of 
$32.80 per rate assessment). These 
funds are set aside to be used for various 
drainage works that are included in the 
Strategic Asset Management Plan each 
year. 
As per IPART’s guidelines Council is 
required to communicate the total amount 
of the proposed special rate variation and 
not past approved special rate variations. 
Unlike most other NSW Councils, Port 
Stephens does not charge a stormwater 
management charge due to this drainage 
special rate variation.  
Council has 700kms of roads that it 
proactively maintains and manages to 
increase the safety and quality of the road 
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network. Council uses Statewide Mutual 
Best Practice and The Austroads 
Standards/Guides to assess and manage 
its assets, including roads. It is noted that 
the increase in rain has deteriorated our 
road pavements faster than usual and the 
funds available to undertake road 
maintenance is less than the increase in 
the cost of works. The majority of 
‘additional funds’ raised from an approved 
special rate will target road maintenance. 
Registered vehicles for example trucks 
used to carry building materials to 
construct residential dwellings are legally 
able to use our roads. Council does gain 
funds from local quarries for trucking 
movements and funds from the State 
Government that originates from fuel and 
vehicle tax which contributes towards the 
increasing cost of maintaining our road 
network. 
Council is unable to impose a special 
charge on all holiday rentals or separately 
rate relocatable accommodation as the 
current rating and planning regulation and 
legislation does not allow for this to occur. 
Council has made and will continue to 
make representations to State 
Governments for rating reform on this 
matter. 
Council applies Section 7.12 contributions 
for commercial developments which are 
calculated as a percentage of the cost of 
works of development. Council applies 
the maximum allowable levy that is set 
out by the Environmental Planning and 
Assessment Regulation 2021. Council 
applies Section 7.11 contributions for 
individual developments within 
catchments, these individual 
developments under current legislation 
are capped at $20,000 for each dwelling 
or lot, except for greenfield areas, where 
the cap is $30,000. 
Council has an active program of 
advocating to the State for reform 
concerning lifestyle villages, and is 
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currently working with the NSW 
Department of Planning on this in 
combination with other councils such as 
Mid-Coast Council. Council has removed 
‘caravan parks’ as a permissible use in 
zones where this type of development is 
considered inappropriate, with recent 
approval relying on existing use rights. 
Council would not look to reduce services 
in areas where it makes money for 
Council, there is a legislative requirement, 
or in a matter of safety. Any specific 
reduction in services would involve 
community consultation.  
Council has committed to the further 
rollout of paid parking to increase income 
from user pay options which has been 
modelled into the Long Term Financial 
Plan. 
Council benchmarks yields and vacancy 
rates each quarter to industry data to 
ensure targets continue to be met.  It also 
undertakes an annual independent review 
of the portfolio to ensure each property is 
fit for purpose and continuing to perform 
in line with expectations, and any that are 
no longer deemed fit for purpose may be 
recommended for divestment as a result.  
Council to consider feedback in relation to 
the proposed special rate variation. 

37. Individual 
22/273208 

No support for the proposed 
options but would consider a 
lower rate rise and some 
increases in service cost to meet 
the Council’s budget deficit. 
Reasons and alternative options 
include, 

- The financial situation is 
not just Covid-19 impacts 

- Previous drainage levy not 
included in the total amount 

- Condition of roads 
- Charge commercial rates 

for rental & Air BnB 
properties. 

Whilst most of our income streams have 
returned after the Covid-19 pandemic 
some are yet to return. Council is 
currently facing and will continue to face 
in the short-to-medium term high inflation 
and cost pressures which are greater than 
our income streams. The Covid-19 
pandemic and the Independent report 
highlighted Council’s reliance and risk of 
these commercial revenues.  
Council’s drainage levy was introduced as 
a $500,000 permanent special rate 
variation in 1997-1998. It is retained in the 
ordinary rate income base. Since 
introduction 26 years ago the drainage 
levy has increased annually by the rate 
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- Lack of rates paid by 
relocatable accommodation 

- Increase charge for 
development services & 
Section 94 payments 

- Asset reduction of the 
investment portfolio 
 

peg percentage applicable to Council and 
it currently raises in the order of $1.15 
million per annum (or an average of 
$32.80 per rate assessment). These 
funds are set aside to be used for various 
drainage works that are included in the 
Strategic Asset Management Plan each 
year. 
As per IPART’s guidelines Council is 
required to communicate the total amount 
of the proposed special rate variation and 
not past approved special rate variations. 
Unlike most other NSW Councils, Port 
Stephens does not charge a stormwater 
management charge due to this drainage 
special rate variation. Council is unable to 
impose a special charge on all holiday 
rentals or separately rate relocatable 
accommodation as the current rating and 
planning regulation and legislation does 
not allow for this to occur. Council has 
made and will continue to make 
representations to State Governments for 
rating reform on this matter. 
Council applies Section 7.12 contributions 
for commercial developments which are 
calculated as a percentage of the cost of 
works of development. Council applies 
the maximum allowable levy that is set 
out by the Environmental Planning and 
Assessment Regulation 2021. Council 
applies Section 7.11 contributions for 
individual developments within 
catchments, these individual 
developments under current legislation 
are capped at $20,000 for each dwelling 
or lot, except for greenfield areas, where 
the cap is $30,000. 
Council has an active program of 
advocating to the State for reform 
concerning lifestyle villages, and is 
currently working with the NSW 
Department of Planning on this in 
combination with other councils such as 
Mid-Coast Council. Council has removed 
‘caravan parks’ as a permissible use in 
zones where this type of development is 
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considered inappropriate, with recent 
approval relying on existing use rights. 
Council benchmarks yields and vacancy 
rates each quarter to industry data to 
ensure targets continue to be met.  It also 
undertakes an annual independent review 
of the portfolio to ensure each property is 
fit for purpose and continuing to perform 
in line with expectations, and any that are 
no longer deemed fit for purpose may be 
recommended for divestment as a result.  

Council to consider feedback in relation to 
the proposed special rate variation. 

38. Individual 
22/273254 

Raised issue with survey format 
and does not want to select either 
of the options as there is no 
guarantee that the rate rise won’t 
continue in subsequent years as 
CPI indexation. Requested 
information around productivity 
and waste measures as well as 
how the rate revenue is applied 
across the LGA. 

As per the NSW rating legislation Council 
can only increase its rates income by 
either the annual rate cap or an approved 
special rate variation.  
Council provided link to the draft 
Integrated Planning and Reporting 
revised for a Special Rate Variation which 
contains information requested.  
Council to consider feedback in relation to 
the proposed special rate variation. 

39. Individual 
22/273764 

Objection to the two rate rise 
options, however, felt strong 
support for a 10-15% one-off 
increase. Understanding that 
Council has not had an increase 
for many years but the amount 
asking for is too much. A smaller 
increase even if it does not cover 
expenses for the ten-year period, 
will give Individuals the 
opportunity to see what extra 
rates will fund and get the roads 
repaired. 
Council is not looking at other 
avenues to raise funds, only 
hitting the ratepayers. 

One option of the five rate rise options 
considered was a short-term solution but 
was not supported by the community. 
Council would only have additional funds 
for roads maintenance after the budget is 
repaired and as such the options 
proposed provide that level of additional 
funds.  
Council has investigated all areas of 
revenue prior to considering a special rate 
variation. These include increasing non-
statutory fees and charges, the further 
rollout of paid parking, and investigating 
the sale of underperforming land.  
Council to consider feedback in relation to 
the proposed special rate variation. 

40. Individual 
22/274701 

Council should tighten its belts in 
the economic climate just like 
ratepayers. Preference to reduce 

Council has been tightening its belts for 
the past few years with the impacts of the 
Covid-19 pandemic.  
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employees from the top. Raised 
concerns over the deterioration of 
infrastructures such as potholes in 
the roads and footpaths but yet 
Council has funds for sporting 
fields and tourism. Self-funded 
retirees may have to sell and 
move away from this area as new 
land valuations are becoming 
unaffordable to pay the rate 
increase.  
A lower rate rise may be more 
acceptable if ratepayers could see 
some value for a rates dollar.  

Through the independent assessment 
recently conducted, it was confirmed that 
Council spends less on staff per 
assessment than its typical peer does.  
 
Council is committed to maintaining our 
infrastructure across the LGA, this can be 
seen through our declining infrastructure 
backlog trend since 2009. 
The NSW Valuer General issues land 
valuation every three years, whilst Council 
is not responsible for this determination it 
using the land value when calculating 
rates. Whilst change within the rates 
income may occur depending on the 
variation in land value changes across the 
LGA, Council’s total income does not 
increase with a general revaluation. 
Council has published a video to help 
assist in understanding the rating 
legislation and the land revaluations.   
In addition to its current Hardship Policy, 
Council is proposing a number of 
additional affordability measures to 
mitigate any financial hardship caused by 
a rate increase, which include self-funded 
retiree. 
Council to consider feedback in relation to 
the proposed special rate variation.  

41. Individual 
22/274578 

Opposed rate hike. Council 
should stay with the 4.4% rate cap 
suggested by IPART and manage 
its funding better with projects not 
being mismanaged. The previous 
attempt was overwhelmingly 
rejected by an independent 
umpire. Many Individuals who do 
not have the internet or receive 
the local newspaper would not be 
aware of the council intention to 
increase rates. 

The ongoing impacts of Covid-19 and 
other global matters of the environment 
which we operate in and our financial 
forecasting, in particular inflation, have 
significantly changed since the IPART’s 
determination. IPART announced the rate 
cap for Port Stephens at 4.4% for the 
2023-2024 financial in which they 
indicated is lower than current inflation. 
Whilst the previous SRV application’s key 
purpose was to enhance current services 
and provide new infrastructure to the 
community, this proposed SRV is to 
ensure financial sustainability.  
Council has a corporate Project 
Management Framework based on the 
best practice ‘Project Management body 
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of knowledge’ principles. Our processes 
and projects are regularly reviewed and 
audited to ensure compliance and 
facilitate continuous improvement. 
Infrastructure projects are impacted by a 
range of external factors. Council’s annual 
capital works program as a whole is 
delivered within budget, with all variations 
(changes) to individual project time, cost 
or scope acknowledged reported and 
justified. 
Council has undertaken an extensive 
community engagement program over 
several weeks using a range of 
communication and engagement 
methods, one of which was a double-
sided A4 letter included within the Rate 
Notice issued in July during the first 
phase on engagement.  

42. Individual 
22/274815 

It is the wrong time to propose a 
rate increase after covid-19, rising 
interest rates/cost of living and 
council mismanagement of funds.  
Potholes and lack of road 
maintenance have been a 
constant issue that Council does 
not seem to be able to get on top 
of.  

In addition to its current Hardship Policy, 
Council is proposing a number of 
additional affordability measures to 
mitigate any financial hardship caused by 
a rate increase, which include self-funded 
retiree. 
Potholes occur through a number of ways 
– sometimes due to general wear and 
tear, sometimes due to faults in the 
pavement surface but more often than 
not, it’s a weather event. Council, as with 
most Council’s in NSW have experienced 
increased rainfall which has deteriorated 
our road pavement fasters than usual. 
Council’s takes a risk mitigation approach 
when addressing potholes. For Council to 
be able to get on top of the increased 
potholes we would require funds to 
conduct rehabilitation road maintenance 
works. The majority of ‘additional funds’ 
raised from an approved special rate will 
target this type of road maintenance. 
Council to consider feedback in relation to 
the proposed special rate variation. 

43. Individual 
22/274818 

Objection to the proposed rate 
increases. The 4.4% rate increase 
for 2023-2024 is a terrible 

In addition to its current Hardship Policy, 
Council is proposing a number of 
additional affordability measures to 
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hardship in itself for the average 
ratepayer. Council financial 
situation is not the fault of the 
ratepayers it is the 
mismanagement of ratepayers’ 
money by Council over the years.  

mitigate any financial hardship caused by 
a rate increase, which include self-funded 
retiree. 
Council to consider feedback in relation to 
the proposed special rate variation. 

44. Soldiers 
Point 
Community 
Group Inc. 
22/275192 

No support for either of the rate 
rise options and no support for no 
increase. It was explicitly and 
implicitly suggested by some 
members that a lower rate rise 
would be supported.  
Issues raised include 

- The financial situation is 
not just Covid-19 impacts 

- Previous drainage levy not 
included in the total amount 

- Condition of roads 
- Increased transport/road 

levies payable by 
developers of extra-large 
houses/multi-individual & 
commercial/industrial 
developments,  

- Charge commercial rates 
for rental & Air BnB 
properties. 

- Lack of rates paid by 
relocatable accommodation 

- Increase charge for 
development services & 
Section 94 payments 

- Service reductions 
restrictions 

- Increase user pay options 
- Asset reduction of the 

investment portfolio 
 

Whilst most of our income streams have 
returned after the Covid-19 pandemic 
some are yet to return. Council is 
currently facing and will continue to face 
in the short-to-medium term high inflation 
and cost pressures which are greater than 
our income streams. The Covid-19 
pandemic and the Independent report 
highlighted Council’s reliance and risk of 
these commercial revenues.  
Council’s drainage levy was introduced as 
a $500,000 permanent special rate 
variation in 1997-1998. It is retained in the 
ordinary rate income base. Since 
introduction 26 years ago the drainage 
levy has increased annually by the rate 
peg percentage applicable to Council and 
it currently raises in the order of $1.15 
million per annum (or an average of 
$32.80 per rate assessment). These 
funds are set aside to be used for various 
drainage works that are included in the 
Strategic Asset Management Plan each 
year. 
As per IPART’s guidelines Council is 
required to communicate the total amount 
of the proposed special rate variation and 
not past approved special rate variations. 
Unlike most other NSW Councils, Port 
Stephens does not charge a stormwater 
management charge due to this drainage 
special rate variation. 
Council has 700kms of roads that it 
proactively maintains and manages to 
increase the safety and quality of the road 
network. Council uses Statewide Mutual 
Best Practice and The Austroads 
Standards/Guides to assess and manage 
its assets, including roads. It is noted that 
the increase in rain has deteriorated our 
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road pavements faster than usual and the 
funds available to undertake road 
maintenance is less than the increase in 
the cost of works. The majority of 
‘additional funds’ raised from an approved 
special rate will target road maintenance. 
Registered vehicles for example trucks 
used to carry building materials to 
construct residential dwellings are legally 
able to use our roads. Council does gain 
funds from local quarries for trucking 
movements and funds from the State 
Government that originates from fuel and 
vehicle tax which contributes towards the 
increasing cost of maintaining our road 
network. 
Council is unable to impose a special 
charge on all holiday rentals or separately 
rate relocatable accommodation as the 
current rating and planning regulation and 
legislation does not allow for this to occur. 
Council has made and will continue to 
make representations to State 
Governments for rating reform on this 
matter. 
Council applies Section 7.12 contributions 
for commercial developments which are 
calculated as a percentage of the cost of 
works of development. Council applies 
the maximum allowable levy that is set 
out by the Environmental Planning and 
Assessment Regulation 2021. Council 
applies Section 7.11 contributions for 
individual developments within 
catchments, these individual 
developments under current legislation 
are capped at $20,000 for each dwelling 
or lot, except for greenfield areas, where 
the cap is $30,000. 
Council has an active program of 
advocating to the State for reform 
concerning lifestyle villages, and is 
currently working with the NSW 
Department of Planning on this in 
combination with other councils such as 
Mid-Coast Council. Council has removed 
‘caravan parks’ as a permissible use in 
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zones where this type of development is 
considered inappropriate, with recent 
approval relying on existing use rights. 
Council would not look to reduce services 
in areas where it makes money for 
Council, there is a legislative requirement, 
or in a matter of safety. Any specific 
reduction in services would involve 
community consultation.  
Council has committed to the further 
rollout of paid parking to increase income 
from user pay options which has been 
modelled into the Long Term Financial 
Plan. 
Council benchmarks yields and vacancy 
rates each quarter to industry data to 
ensure targets continue to be met.  It also 
undertakes an annual independent review 
of the portfolio to ensure each property is 
fit for purpose and continuing to perform 
in line with expectations, and any that are 
no longer deemed fit for purpose may be 
recommended for divestment as a result.  
Council to consider feedback in relation to 
the proposed special rate variation. 

45. Individual 
22/275367 

Council should live within their 
budget and cut back on 
unnecessary waste such as street 
beautification projects. Council 
should “up their game” and stick 
with the normal rate rises set out 
by State Government. Every 
household is facing financial 
pressure at the moment and it is 
unaffordable. 

IPART announced the rate cap for Port 
Stephens at 4.4% for the 2023-2024 
financial in which they indicated is lower 
than current inflation.  
In addition to its current Hardship Policy, 
Council is proposing a number of 
additional affordability measures to 
mitigate any financial hardship caused by 
a rate increase.  
Council to consider feedback in relation to 
the proposed special rate variation. 

46. Individual 
22/275386 

No support for either option. 
Taking into consideration that 
while some wages have increased 
3% some have not and everyone 
is experiencing increased living 
expenses. The rate cap of 4.4% 
and will get increased rates based 
on increase in land valuations. 

In addition to its current Hardship Policy, 
Council is proposing a number of 
additional affordability measures to 
mitigate any financial hardship caused by 
a rate increase.  
Council is unable to impose a special 
charge on all holiday rentals or separately 
rate relocatable accommodation as the 
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I acknowledge Council has 
increased costs due to increased 
road repairs caused by wet 
weather damage and increased 
costs for maintenance of council 
properties, materials, 
transportation costs, and fuel.  
Concerns raised on ‘lifestyle/over 
55’s villages’ and requested 
Council lobby with other Council’s 
to change the legislation.  
A rate increase more closely 
aligned to the cap already 
approved by IPART would be 
more acceptable to ratepayers.  
 

current rating and planning regulation and 
legislation does not allow for this to occur. 
Council has made and will continue to 
make representations to State 
Governments for rating reform on this 
matter. 
Council has an active program of 
advocating to the State for reform 
concerning lifestyle villages, and is 
currently working with the NSW 
Department of Planning on this in 
combination with other councils such as 
Mid-Coast Council. Council has removed 
‘caravan parks’ as a permissible use in 
zones where this type of development is 
considered inappropriate, with recent 
approval relying on existing use rights. 
Council to consider feedback in relation to 
the proposed special rate variation. 
 
 

47. Individual 
22/275402 

Opposition for all three scenarios. 
The two rate rise options are a 
huge increase for the average 
household, it is over the top 
extravagant and way too steep a 
rise.  
Raises issues of affordability with 
the pandemic, fires, floods, and 
current rising cost of living. 
There is plenty of funding 
available from State and Federal 
governments for a diverse range 
to contribute to and service 
community needs, in particular 
roads. 
Unsatisfied with the community 
consultation about this rate rise, it 
is an animated, emotional, 
dramatic and unsubstantiated 
forecast of future costs.  Can not 
recall an ounce of information 
from Council.   

In addition to its current Hardship Policy, 
Council is proposing a number of 
additional affordability measures to 
mitigate any financial hardship caused by 
a rate increase.  
Council has a dedicated grants officer to 
pursue and manage all grant funding 
available. The majority of grants that 
Council receives are for capital 
expenditure. Council’s key purpose of the 
proposed rate increase is to address its 
operating budget. Council will continue to 
seek grant funding across all areas 
including road funding.  
Council has undertaken an extensive 
community engagement program over 
several weeks using a range of 
communication and engagement methods 
both print and digital.  
Council to consider feedback in relation to 
the proposed special rate variation. 
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48. Individual 
22/275430 

Welcomes the level and modes of 
consultation over the two stages 
to date, which have been 
significantly better than in the 
past. Acknowledgment and 
commended given for the extreme 
difficulty of communicating clearly 
and engaging effectively with the 
community on the complex 
subject of Council finances. 
Disappointment raised that a 
hybrid approach (cut some 
services and a lesser rate rise) 
was not presented. Also, other 
revenue-raising options (incl. fees 
and charges and asset sales) 
were not included in the survey. 
Suggestion that the survey 
include indicates their broad 
income/wealth levels (in bands) to 
be able to correlate preferences 
against income/wealth levels.  
The rating system is not fit for 
purpose, being fundamentally 
inequitable. Acknowledge the 
responsibility is with State and 
Federal government, but urge 
Council to become active in 
lobbying for fundamental reforms. 
It is essential that Council 
continues to be both more 
transparent and more accountable 
for expenditure, making an 
objective to more clearly explain 
the way Council finances ‘work’, in 
particular the differences between 
capital and operating budget. 

Council has undertaken an extensive 
community engagement program over 
several weeks using a range of 
communication and engagement methods 
with Local Government finances and 
NSW Rating legislation a complex topic.  
The two options proposed were modelled 
upon feedback gained in earlier phases of 
the engagement however, Council takes 
under consideration of a hybrid approach. 
Council has included in the revised Long 
Term Financial Plan the inclusion of other 
revenue income streams such as 
increases to fees and charges and the 
further rollout of paid parking. Council is 
currently investigating a range of 
underperforming land sites for sale, with 
the process involving community 
consultation.  
Through the independent reports a 
Capacity to Pay assessment of the Port 
Stephens Council area was undertaken 
this included a range of ABS financial 
factors such as income levels. 
Council is in agreement that the rate 
capping legislation is not fit for purpose 
during long periods of high inflation and is 
intending to submit a submission to 
IPART’s upcoming review.  
During community information sessions, 
short videos and FAQs Council sought to 
explain the technical detail of Council’s 
finances and budgets and the key 
purpose and need for the proposed 
special rate variation.  
Council to consider feedback in relation to 
the proposed special rate variation. 

49. Individual 
22/275527 

Objection to future rate increases 
above the rate cap. The proposed 
rate increases are above CPI and 
is unsustainable for the average 
and fixed income household.  
It is Council’s responsibility to 
ensure its accounts are kept 
within budget, rein in its spending 

In addition to its current Hardship Policy, 
Council is proposing a number of 
additional affordability measures to 
mitigate any financial hardship caused by 
a rate increase. 
Council has a history of maintaining a 
small budget surplus each year prior to 
the covid-19 pandemic and global 
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and re-examine the way they 
conduct future endeavours to 
reduce its costs and waste.  

economic change. Council runs a whole 
suite of strategies to help save money 
and run efficiently. These include our 
Service Review Program, Business 
Improvement Ideas, and our 
Problem/Opportunity ‘Plan Do Study Act’ 
program. 
Council to consider feedback in relation to 
the proposed special rate variation. 

50. Individual 
22/275588 

Objection to the two proposed 
rate increase options, but would 
consider a much lower amount. 
The total amount does not include 
drainage levy. It is unsustainable 
for myself as a fixed pensioner 
and don’t have additional money.  
Council should instead of looking 
to ratepayers for income, sell 
investments and land which is not 
being used for recreational or 
environmental purposes.  

In addition to its current Hardship Policy, 
Council is proposing a number of 
additional affordability measures to 
mitigate any financial hardship caused by 
a rate increase. 
Council’s drainage levy was introduced as 
a $500,000 permanent special rate 
variation in 1997-1998. It is retained in the 
ordinary rate income base. Since 
introduction 26 years ago the drainage 
levy has increased annually by the rate 
peg percentage applicable to Council and 
it currently raises in the order of $1.15 
million per annum (or an average of 
$32.80 per rate assessment). These 
funds are set aside to be used for various 
drainage works that are included in the 
Strategic Asset Management Plan each 
year. 
As per IPART’s guidelines Council is 
required to communicate the total amount 
of the proposed special rate variation and 
not past approved special rate variations. 
Unlike most other NSW Councils, Port 
Stephens does not charge a stormwater 
management charge due to this drainage 
special rate variation.  
Council is currently investigating a range 
of underperforming land sites for sale, 
with the process involving community 
consultation.  
Council to consider feedback in relation to 
the proposed special rate variation. 

51. Individual 
22/275628 

No support for the proposed 
options but would consider a mix 
of a lower rate rise and some 

There are various factors that have 
contributed to Council’s forecasted 
financial position. Since 2012 Council has 
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increases in service cost to meet 
the Council’s budget deficit. 
Understanding there is a 
difference of opinion as to the 
cause of the Council’s financial 
position, being Covid-19 related or 
failed past SRV related. 
Other issues raised during 
community meetings includes 
road condition, over 55’s housing, 
user pay options, and developer 
contributions.  
Thank you given to the Council 
representatives and ward elects 
for their efforts in engaging with 
the community. A vast 
improvement from the previous 
application.  

consistently delivered a strong, stable or 
‘fit’ financial position achieving an annual 
budget surplus of 1%. Our Long Term 
Financial Plan for some time highlighted 
that 2022/2023 would be difficult years for 
our budgets. Given the ongoing impacts 
of Covid-19 and other global matters the 
environment which we operate in and our 
financial forecasting has significantly 
changed. Council is currently facing and 
will continue to face in the short-to-
medium term high inflation and cost 
pressures which are greater than our 
income streams.  
Whilst the previous SRV application’s key 
purpose was to enhance current services 
and provide new infrastructure to the 
community.   
Council has 700kms of roads that it 
proactively maintains and manages to 
increase the safety and quality of the road 
network. Council uses Statewide Mutual 
Best Practice and The Austroads 
Standards/Guides to assess and manage 
its assets, including roads. It is noted that 
the increase in rain has deteriorated our 
road pavements faster than usual and the 
funds available to undertake road 
maintenance is less than the increase in 
the cost of works. The majority of 
‘additional funds’ raised from an approved 
special rate will target road maintenance. 
Council is unable to impose a special 
charge on all holiday rentals or separately 
rate relocatable accommodation as the 
current rating and planning regulation and 
legislation does not allow for this to occur. 
Council has made and will continue to 
make representations to State 
Governments for rating reform on this 
matter. 
Council has an active program of 
advocating to the State for reform 
concerning lifestyle villages, and is 
currently working with the NSW 
Department of Planning on this in 
combination with other councils such as 
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Mid-Coast Council. Council has removed 
‘caravan parks’ as a permissible use in 
zones where this type of development is 
considered inappropriate, with recent 
approval relying on existing use rights. 
Council currently has a rollout plan for 
paid parking in a number of locations. 
These locations are currently being 
investigated and undergoing community 
consultation. This alternative source of 
income has been modelled into the Long 
Term Financial Plan. 
Council applies Section 7.12 contributions 
for commercial developments which are 
calculated as a percentage of the cost of 
works of development. Council applies 
the maximum allowable levy that is set 
out by the Environmental Planning and 
Assessment Regulation 2021. Council 
applies Section 7.11 contributions for 
individual developments within 
catchments, these individual 
developments under current legislation 
are capped at $20,000 for each dwelling 
or lot, except for greenfield areas, where 
the cap is $30,000. 
Council to consider feedback in relation to 
the proposed special rate variation. 

52. Individual 
22/275677 

Peruse all the Individuals of all the 
retirement village houses for more 
rates. 

Council is unable to impose a special 
charge separately rate relocatable 
accommodation as the current rating and 
planning regulation and legislation does 
not allow for this to occur. Council has 
made and will continue to make 
representations to State Governments for 
rating reform on this matter. 
Council to consider feedback in relation to 
the proposed special rate variation. 

53. Individual 
22/275699 

Opposition to a rate rise. 
Expressed concerns for hardship 
and financial stress on Individuals 
and business owners due to rising 
cost of living.  
Council needs to wait for the 
economy to stabilise, prioritise 

In addition to our current Hardship Policy, 
Council is proposing a number of 
additional affordability measures to 
mitigate any financial hardship caused by 
a rate increase. 
Council is currently investigating a range 
of underperforming land sites for sale, 
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and cut unnecessary spending, 
better manage projects, ensure 
only projects that benefit the 
whole community be completed in 
a cost-effective and timely 
manner, and liquidate 
underperforming assets. 

with the process involving community 
consultation.  
Council has a corporate Project 
Management Framework based on the 
best practice ‘Project Management body 
of knowledge’ principles. Our processes 
and projects are regularly reviewed and 
audited to ensure compliance and 
facilitate continuous improvement. 
Infrastructure projects are impacted by a 
range of external factors. Council’s annual 
capital works program as a whole is 
delivered within budget, with all variations 
(changes) to individual project time, cost 
or scope acknowledged reported and 
justified. 
Council to consider feedback in relation to 
the proposed special rate variation. 

54. Individual 
22/275700 

Strongly objecting to both 
proposed scenarios. There has 
been poor fiscal management and 
no budget constraints. There is no 
transparent accountability for 
ratepayers’ dollars. Either 
proposal is unjustifiable.  

Council operates within a treasury model 
with strict budgetary control. Council was 
commended on its budgetary control 
within the Independent Financial 
Sustainability Report. 
Council publishes each year the 
Integrated Planning and Reporting 
documents along with the Annual Report 
and Annual Financial Statements that 
outlines all financial information relating to 
rating income that is received by Council.  
Council to consider feedback in relation to 
the proposed special rate variation. 

55. Individual 
22/275701 

Management should work within 
the 4.4% rate cap more diligently 
and not be so wasteful. Do not 
want to vote for either option, 
agrees with the need of a rate rise 
but not to this extent. Requested a 
current set of financial statements.  

IPART announced the rate cap for Port 
Stephens at 4.4% for the 2023-2024 
financial in which they indicated is lower 
than current inflation.  
Financial Statements forwarded.   
Council to consider feedback in relation to 
the proposed special rate variation. 

56. Individual 
22/278699 

Not accepting of either rate rise 
option. Council should tighten its 
own belt and live within its means. 
All householders have a budget 
and if it means cutting back that’s 

In addition to our current Hardship Policy, 
Council is proposing a number of 
additional affordability measures to 
mitigate any financial hardship caused by 
a rate increase. 
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what you do. Individuals are 
overwhelmed with their own bills. 
Council is known for the wastage 
of ratepayers’ money.  

Council operates within a treasury model 
with strict budgetary control and runs a 
whole suite of strategies to help save 
money and run efficiently, known as our 
Service Review Program and working 
within the Business Excellence 
Framework.  
Council to consider feedback in relation to 
the proposed special rate variation. 

57. Individual 
22/278669 

Strongly object and reject all the 
proposed rate rise options. The 
rate cap of 4.4% has been 
granted and no further increase 
should be approved. Ratepayers 
should not be responsible for 
Council’s inefficiencies and 
neither of these proposals is a 
solution for Council not directing 
funds where needed.  

IPART announced the rate cap for Port 
Stephens at 4.4% for the 2023-2024 
financial in which they indicated is lower 
than current inflation.  
Council to consider feedback in relation to 
the proposed special rate variation. 

58. Individual 
22/278670 

No support for either option of a 
rate rise. Council will not need a 
rate rise given the increase in land 
values.  
Council should raise revenue by 
charging business rates to 
AirBnBs and rein in over 55 
villages or lobby to state 
government. Stop delivering the 
extras and get down to the core of 
their business.  

Whilst changes within individual rate 
notices may occur depending on the 
variation in land value changes across the 
LGA, Council’s total income does not 
increase with a general revaluation. 
Council has published a video to help 
assist in understanding the rating 
legislation and the land revaluations. 
Council is unable to impose a special 
charge on all holiday rentals or separately 
rate relocatable accommodation as the 
current rating and planning regulation and 
legislation does not allow for this to occur. 
Council has made and will continue to 
make representations to State 
Governments for rating reform on this 
matter. 
Council has an active program of 
advocating to the State for reform 
concerning lifestyle villages, and is 
currently working with the NSW 
Department of Planning on this in 
combination with other councils such as 
Mid-Coast Council. Council has removed 
‘caravan parks’ as a permissible use in 
zones where this type of development is 
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considered inappropriate, with recent 
approval relying on existing use rights. 
Council to consider feedback in relation to 
the proposed special rate variation. 

59. Individual 
22/278681 

No support for either option but 
would consider a mix of a lower 
rate rise and some increases in 
service cost to meet the Council’s 
budget deficit. 
Issues raised include 

- The financial situation is 
not just Covid-19 impacts 

- Previous drainage levy not 
included in the total amount 

- Condition of roads 
- Increased transport/road 

levies payable by 
developers of extra-large 
houses/multi-Individualial & 
commercial/industrial 
developments,  

- Charge commercial rates 
for rental & Air BnB 
properties. 

- Lack of rates paid by 
relocatable accommodation 

- Increase charge for 
development services & 
Section 94 payments 

- Service reductions 
restrictions 

- Increase user pay options 
Asset reduction of the investment 
portfolio 

Whilst most of our income streams have 
returned after the Covid-19 pandemic 
some are yet to return. Council is 
currently facing and will continue to face 
in the short-to-medium term high inflation 
and cost pressures which are greater than 
our income streams. The Covid-19 
pandemic and the Independent report 
highlighted Council’s reliance and risk of 
these commercial revenues.  
Council’s drainage levy was introduced as 
a $500,000 permanent special rate 
variation in 1997-1998. It is retained in the 
ordinary rate income base. Since 
introduction 26 years ago the drainage 
levy has increased annually by the rate 
peg percentage applicable to Council and 
it currently raises in the order of $1.15 
million per annum (or an average of 
$32.80 per rate assessment). These 
funds are set aside to be used for various 
drainage works that are included in the 
Strategic Asset Management Plan each 
year. 
As per IPART’s guidelines Council is 
required to communicate the total amount 
of the proposed special rate variation and 
not past approved special rate variations. 
Unlike most other NSW Councils, Port 
Stephens does not charge a stormwater 
management charge due to this drainage 
special rate variation. 
Council has 700kms of roads that it 
proactively maintains and manages to 
increase the safety and quality of the road 
network. Council uses Statewide Mutual 
Best Practice and The Austroads 
Standards/Guides to assess and manage 
its assets, including roads. It is noted that 
the increase in rain has deteriorated our 
road pavements faster than usual and the 
funds available to undertake road 
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maintenance is less than the increase in 
the cost of works. The majority of 
‘additional funds’ raised from an approved 
special rate will target road maintenance. 
Registered vehicles for example trucks 
used to carry building materials to 
construct residential dwellings are legally 
able to use our roads. Council does gain 
funds from local quarries for trucking 
movements and funds from the State 
Government that originates from fuel and 
vehicle tax which contributes towards the 
increasing cost of maintaining our road 
network. 
Council is unable to impose a special 
charge on all holiday rentals or separately 
rate relocatable accommodation as the 
current rating and planning regulation and 
legislation does not allow for this to occur. 
Council has made and will continue to 
make representations to State 
Governments for rating reform on this 
matter. 
Council applies Section 7.12 contributions 
for commercial developments which are 
calculated as a percentage of the cost of 
works of development. Council applies 
the maximum allowable levy that is set 
out by the Environmental Planning and 
Assessment Regulation 2021. Council 
applies Section 7.11 contributions for 
Individual developments within 
catchments, these Individual 
developments under current legislation 
are capped at $20,000 for each dwelling 
or lot, except for greenfield areas, where 
the cap is $30,000. 
Council has an active program of 
advocating to the State for reform 
concerning lifestyle villages, and is 
currently working with the NSW 
Department of Planning on this in 
combination with other councils such as 
Mid-Coast Council. Council has removed 
‘caravan parks’ as a permissible use in 
zones where this type of development is 
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considered inappropriate, with recent 
approval relying on existing use rights. 
Council would not look to reduce services 
in areas where it makes money for 
Council, there is a legislative requirement, 
or in a matter of safety. Any specific 
reduction in services would involve 
community consultation.  
Council has committed to the further 
rollout of paid parking to increase income 
from user pay options which has been 
modelled into the Long Term Financial 
Plan. 
Council benchmarks yields and vacancy 
rates each quarter to industry data to 
ensure targets continue to be met.  It also 
undertakes an annual independent review 
of the portfolio to ensure each property is 
fit for purpose and continuing to perform 
in line with expectations, and any that are 
no longer deemed fit for purpose may be 
recommended for divestment as a result.  
Council to consider feedback in relation to 
the proposed special rate variation. 

60-
138 

Individuals  
X 78 
 
 

Objection to the rate rise under 
- Severe cost of living 

increases 
- Impact on homeowners, 

businesses, and renters 
- Wage strikes are generally 

only increasing wages at 
three percent 

- Inflation has impacted 
business turnover resulting 
in a reduction in staff and 
many small businesses 
having to close  

Alternative solutions raised 

- Selling non-environmental 
or culturally significant 
properties to cover debt 

- Ensure all projects 
undertaken are in the 
interest of all the 

In addition to our current Hardship Policy, 
Council is proposing a number of 
additional affordability measures to 
mitigate any financial hardship caused by 
a rate increase.  
Council is currently investigating a range 
of underperforming land sites for sale, 
with the process involving community 
consultation.  
Council has a corporate Project 
Management Framework based on the 
best practice ‘Project Management body 
of knowledge’ principles. Our processes 
and projects are regularly reviewed and 
audited to ensure compliance and 
facilitate continuous improvement. 
Infrastructure projects are impacted by a 
range of external factors. Council’s annual 
capital works program as a whole is 
delivered within budget, with all variations 
(changes) to individual project time, cost 
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community and not specific 
individuals/organisations 

- Further contract 
negotiations to obtain 
better pricing and reduce 
unexpected costs 

- Improve project 
management to ensure 
projects are completed on 
time and within budget 

or scope acknowledged reported and 
justified. 
Council to consider feedback in relation to 
the proposed special rate variation. 

Total Submissions Count: 138 
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Introduction 
 
At its meeting on 13 September 2022 Council agreed to move forward with the 
community discussion around financial sustainability. This included placing the draft 
Integrated Planning and Reporting documents on public exhibition to further discuss 
the community’s views on the three narrowed down scenarios: the base rate cap 
scenario and two rate increase options. 
 
A comprehensive communications and engagement plan was developed at the 
commencement of the financial sustainability discussion. It included a three phase 
approach: 
 

• Phase 0 – Community education  
To inform the community on Council’s financial situation and the current and 
short-term mitigation strategies that have been implemented to date. 
 

• Phase 1 – Financial sustainability options 
To provide non-rate increase and rate increase options to the community that 
creates a financially sustainable Council. 
 

• Phase 2 – Public exhibition  
To publically exhibit preferred options within the Integrated Planning & 
Reporting documents (This phase is dependent on the outcome of Phase 1). 

 
Following the completion of first two phases Phase 0 and Phase 1, Phase 2 was 
renamed ‘Rate Rise Options’, making sure the purpose of the engagement was clear 
to the community. The objectives of Phase 2 were to: 
 

• Continue to increase community awareness of Council’s financial situation 
and its journey to date 

• Inform the community about the preferred rate increase options for Council’s 
financial sustainability 

• Seek community feedback on the preferred rate increase options for Council’s 
financial sustainability 

• Identify the community’s view on the preferred rate increase scenarios 
 

This report provides a summary of the community conversation including key 
findings and an analysis of the engagement for the Phase 2 period.   
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Communication and Engagement Methodology 
 
The communication  and engagement program was designed based on the 
demographic analysis or audience profile for the Port Stephens community.  

Phase 2 – Rate rise options (14 September to 12 October) 
A diverse range of communication methods were used throughout Phase 2 to further 
raise community awareness of Council’s financial position and the narrowed down 
options for the community feedback. Table 1 outlines a description and the reach for 
each communication method used.  Further details and examples of all methods are 
included in Appendix A. Table 2 is an outline of engagement methods, as well as the 
community participation for each method. Further details on engagement are 
included in Appendices B to E. 
 

ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION REACH 

Project 
webpage 

Rate rise options dedicated website page 
www.portstephens.nsw.gov.au/council/rate-rise-
options 
Site included the link to short survey; various 
information including increased FAQs; videos; 
webinar from independent experts and a rates 
calculator.  

 
 
1090 visits 
 
 

Rates calculator usage (download requests  
only)  

52 downloads 

Independent Expert Webinar 
58 visits 
44 video views 

Rate Cap Announcement Video 
932 visits* 
28 video views 

Revaluation Explanation Video 
171 visits 
72 video views 

Fact Sheet 932 visits* 

Rate Rise Options Webinar 
932 visits* 
354 video views 

Integrated Planning & Reporting Documents 
(downloads) 57 downloads 

* these resources are hosted on the same page 
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ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION REACH 

Media 

Media releases 
14 September 2022, Rate rise options proposed 
for Port Stephens  
https://www.portstephens.nsw.gov.au/council/new
s/2022/rate-rise-options-proposed-for-port-
stephens  
 
Media related via Media Monitors 
30 September 2022, IPART hands Port Stephens 
a 4.4 per cent rate rise as Councils battle 
inflation. Port Stephens examiner, online edition 
https://www.portstephensexaminer.com.au/story/
7924791/srv-aside-port-stephens-rates-set-to-
almost-double/  
 
12 October 2022, Port Stephens Council 2023 
rate rise proposals: two options on public 
exhibition until October 12.  Port Stephens 
Examiner, online edition 
https://www.portstephensexaminer.com.au/story/
7939049/port-stephens-rate-rise-last-day-to-have-
your-say/  
 
14 September 2022, Rate rise options proposed 
for Port Stephens. What’s on in Our Backyard, 
online edition 
https://www.whatsoninourbackyard.com.au/rate-
rise-options-proposed-for-port-stephens/  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
25,000 
distribution 

Paid print 
advertising 

1 print advertisement 
 
22 September 2022, Port Stephens Examiner,  
p. 9 
 

25,000 
distribution 
 

Radio 

4 radio stories 
• 14 September 2022, ABC Newcastle , 

7:37AM and 7:55AM, 8:00AM, 8:32AM, 
9:00AM 

• 14 September 2022, ABC Upper Hunter, 
8:35AM, 4:30PM, 5:00PM 

• 14 September 2022, NEWFM, 5:56PM 
• 15 September 2022, 2NURFM, 11:41PM 
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ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION REACH 

Social 
Media 
 
 

Facebook posts (organic) - 8 
14 September 2022 ‘Striking a balance between 
the needs of our community and Council’s funded 
future.’ 

12071 reach;  
2342 clicks 

27 September 2022 ‘Community engagement 
sessions’ 

5102 reach; 
319 clicks 

28 September 2022 ‘Community engagement 
session – Boyd Oval, Medowie’ 

4324 reach; 
168 clicks 

29 Septmeber 2022 ‘Outdoor Sunset Cinema 
Medowie’ 

1416 reach; 
43 clicks 

4 October 2022 ‘Rate rise options – Have your 
say’ 

2605 reach; 
350 clicks 

5 October 2022 ‘Rate rise options – Have your 
say’ 

3758 reach; 
442 clicks 

7 October 2022 ‘IPART rate cap announcement’ 
(Video included) 

3423 reach; 
651 clicks 

10 October 2022 ‘Rate rise options – last chance 
to have your say’ (Video included) 

2619 reach; 
586 clicks 

Facebook posts (paid ads) - 1 
Posts focusing on ‘Rate rise options’ asking the 
community for help to identify which of the 
narrowed down options they would prefer. 

 
16596 reach; 
991 clicks 

Direct 
emails 

Special Interest Groups 
19 September 2022 a group email to key 
community groups was sent to offer placeholder 
time at their next meeting pending 13 September 
2022 Council Meeting. 
All Rate Rise Options material has been emailed 
directly to the community groups below 
throughout the public exhibition period.  

• Tomaree Ratepayers & Residents Association 
• South Tomaree Community Association 
• Fern Bay Fullerton Cove Community 

Association 
• Karuah Progress Association 
• Medowie Progress Association 
• Business Port Stephens 
• Voices of Wallalong/Woodville 
• Shoal Bay Community Association Inc. 
• Soldiers Point Community Group 
• Tilligerry Community Association 
• Karuah LALC 
• Wahroonga Aboriginal Corporation 
• Worimi LALC 

13 groups 
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ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION REACH 

Bulk  
e-

newsletters 

E-newsletters distribution 
Article included in e-newsletters 
19 September 2022 ‘Have Your Say’ subscribers 
5 October 2022 ‘Your Port’ subscribers 
 

3913 total 
 
1521 recipients 
2392 recipients 

Phone 
messaging 

On hold messaging 
Throughout the public exhibition period Council 
has a “Rate Rise Options” annoucment within its 
hold messaging. All customers who called 
Council heard the announcement 
 

3159 customer 
service calls 
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Table 2: Phase 2 Engagement methods 

DATE METHOD PARTICIPATION 

Online Survey 

Survey Monkey 
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/rateriseoptio
ns 
Open 14 September – 12 October 2022 

671 surveys 
completed 
883 comments 

Community 
drop in 

sessions 

Sunset Cinema 
• Raymond Terrace 27 September 2022 
• Medowie 29 September 2022 
• Nelson Bay 1 October 2022 

17 total attendees 
• 5 attended 
• 7 attended 
• 5 attended 

Port Stephens Visitor Information Centre 
• 4 October 2022 

 
• 12 attended 

Shopping Centres 
• Salamander Bay 4 October 2022 
• Raymond Terrace 6 October 2022 
• Medowie 6 October 2022 

26 total attendees 
• 10 attended 
• 4 attended 
• 12 attended 

Key 
stakeholder 

meetings 

Special Interest Groups 
• Wahroonga Aboriginal Corporation 12 

September 2022 
• Tilligerry Community Association 28 

September 2022 
• Karuah LALC 4 October 2022*  

*emergency cancellation, reschedule attempted 
• Soldiers Point Community Association 4 

October 2022 
• Voices Of Wallalong/Woodville 5 

October 2022 
• Shoal Bay Community Association 10 

October 2022 
• Tomaree Ratepayers and Residents 

Assocation 10 October 2022 
 

95 total attendees 
• 3 attended 

_________ 
• 12 attended 

 
• Cancelled 

________ 
• 19 attended 

________ 
• 14 attended 

___ 
• 21 attended 

_________ 
• 26 attended 

Interactions 

Interactions include counter enquiries, phone 
calls, or emails where a ratepayer has 
requested more information. 

16 interactions 
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Key findings – Phase 2  
 
The Rate rise options communication and engagement program had a community 
awareness reach of 83999 and participation of 7819. Participation is any time people 
have actively done something to be part of the engagement. This can be completing 
the online survey, visiting the website for more information, clicking or liking a social 
media post, attending a community information session or contacting Council to ask 
questions or find out more.  
 

Key Themes 
A number of key themes came out of community input across all engagement 
opportunities including the online survey comments, community drop in sessions, 
special interest group presentations and Council interactions. As the engagement for 
Phase 2 is tied to the fiscal relationship between the community and Council, being 
that landowners in the LGA pay rates and then Council uses those rates to provide 
services, the key themes were also a reflection of this. The themes encompassed 
the community’s understanding of the Special Rate Variation application process and 
ratepaying in general, as well as the affordability of a proposed rate rise during a 
time where the cost of living is also rising. They also explored Council’s financial 
accountability and the service levels that were currently provided and how this 
should change should a SRV be approved. The key themes include:  
  

1. Level of understanding 
Initially this theme was tied solely to the understanding of complex local 
government financial matters, but during the exhibition period, it grew to also 
include the community’s understanding of the engagement process, 
specifically looking at the short survey and how it was structured. From a 
financial point of view, this included the understanding of rates in general, 
rating inequities, rate valuations and the ‘rate pie’, developer contributions and 
grant funding and how that differs from rating income, and state legislation. 
With regards to the survey, this theme encompassed understanding around 
the questions being asked, how they were being asked and the order they 
were being asked in.  
 
Some participants expressed concern with the directness of the rate option 
questions. Some voiced their displeasure that there weren’t more options to 
choose from or that there wasn’t an option to choose ‘No rate rise’ in Question 
1. A ‘No rate rise’ option was part of a later question (Question 3) and the 
survey was designed this way to give participants understanding of the rate 
rise options up front.  
 

2. Efficiency and cost containment 
Efficiency and cost containment relates to directly to Council spending. This 
included cutting costs and and looking at internal savings and efficiency 
measures. It covered the lack of trust in Council financial management and 
modelling and the community asking for accountability for perceived economic 
mismanagement. Often participants were asking Council to ‘live within their 
means’, cut staff or salaries or to sell the Mayor’s car. 
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3. Affordability  

This theme focused on the community themselves and whether or not they 
could afford a rate rise on top of the growing cost of living. It included financial 
hardship and economic factors, especially for fixed income rate payers. It also 
demonstrated that there was a lack of awareness around the options for 
ratepayers who were experiencing financial difficulties. 

 
4. Service levels 

Service levels has been a key theme across all recent engagements with our 
community, not just during Phase 2, ‘Rate Rise Options’. Within Phase  
2participants were opposing service level priorities, wanting more services but 
being unwilling to pay for them, sections of the community feeling that their 
locality is ignored or that services are always provided elsewhere; and 
explaining their preference for the allocation of surplus funds should a rate 
increase be applied. During the exhibition period, ‘Roads’ was identified as a 
subset of this theme. Many members of the community across the short 
survey, social media and community sessions identified this as a priority. 
 

5. SRV option preference explanation 
This theme was tied to positive responses from the community and where 
they could identify the benefit of a rate rise and the impact it would have on 
the service levels provided by the council. This included explanations for their 
choice of SRV (single year vs multi-year), as well as justification for the 
division of surplus and their decision to support a rate increase. 
 
All comments from questions 1- 3 in the short survey were coded using the 
themes above. When coding the comments there were a number deemed as 
‘Miscellaneous’. This was because the comments were inappropriate or of a 
personal nature, were singular and non-repetitive, they didn’t make sense or 
didn’t offer an explanation for their decision that aligned with the key themes 
(e.g. ‘No rate rise’ or ‘I agree’). 
 

Short survey 
After using the more extensive survey during Phase 1, a short survey was created in 
SurveyMonkey to clarify participants’ views on the narrowed down scenarios by 
streamlining the process to just three questions (excluding demographic questions). 
Each question provide the opportunity for the respondent to also leave a comment. 
Paper copies of the survey were made available at Council libraries and the Council 
administration building for those without online access. 
 
The survey had a total of 671 responses with 883 comments provided. Of those that 
completed the survey, 48% were male and 47% were female. The majority of 
participants were ratepayers living in Port Stephens (92%), while ratepayers living 
outside the LGA were the second-highest polling group at 4%. 53% of respondents 
found out about the survey from social media, with direct email (27%) and media 
such as papers and radio (17%) other popular methods of communication. 
 
The full survey report and survey comments can be viewed in Appendices C and D. 
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Question 1 – Rate rise option preference 
The first question in the survey sought to understand the community’s preference 
between two different rate rise scenarios that had been streamlined from five original 
options during the Phase 1 survey process. Respondents were asked to chose 
between a Single Year Scenario of 26% or a Multi-Year Scenario of 10.5% per year 
(34.92% cumulatively), with results showing a preference for the Single Year 
Scenario, with 61% in favour. (Figure 1.) 

Drawing on the comments, there seemed to be a misunderstanding about the 
purpose of the question and how it fit into the survey as a whole. There was an 
underlying sentiment that the question was leading and did not provide the option to 
say no to a rate rise, or that by answering the question the respondent was in favour 
of raising rates. This was not the intention, but instead the two options were laid out 
in the initial stages to provide greater understanding to aid in answering Question 3, 
where respondents could chose between a rate rise or reduced services. The 
language stated “IF” Council was to apply for a Special Rate Variation and not when, 
seeking preference rather than level of support. The number of comments per theme 
can be viewed in Table 3 below. 

Table 3: Question 1 comments 

Key Themes from 327 comments* 
Level of 

Understanding 
Efficiency 
and Cost 

Containment 

Affordability Service 
Levels 

Roads SRV 
preference 
explanation 

77 100 61 63 46 43 
*comments can include more than 1 theme 

Figure 1: Short Survey – Question 1 results 
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Question 2 – Distribution of funds 

Question 2 was a Likert scale that asked respondents about how supportive they 
were of the proposed distribution of extra funds, should a rate rise occur. The 
community was generally in favour of the financial dispersement (54%) with 22% 
‘very supportive’ and 32% ‘supportive’ of the split. (Figure 2) Conversely, 26% were 
against the proposal, 9% being ‘opposed’ and 17% ‘very opposed’. 19% of 
respondents were unsure of how they felt about it. 

Because of the nature of this question, the comments were heavily weighted towards 
service levels and what the Council was providing for the rates that were paid. The 
comments regarding service levels were generally around two main themes. Either 
the community were critical of the services in their local area (or comparing their 
locality to other parts of the LGA) or they were critical of the roads and road 
maintenance. Those that didn’t identify roads as our main priority listed the natural 
environment as their biggest concern. The number of comments per theme can be 
viewed in Table 4 below. 

Table 4: Question 2 comments 

Key Themes from 259 comments* 
Level of 

Understanding 
Efficiency 
and Cost 

Containment 

Affordability Service 
Levels 

Roads SRV 
preference 
explanation 

35 50 10 139 111 10 
*comments can include more than 1 theme 

Figure 2: Short Survey – Question 2 results 
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Question 3 – Rate rise or reduced services 

Question 3 was the most direct about the financial future of Council. It asked whether 
the community wanted to pursue a rate rise option or a reduced services option. 
Over half of all respondents (53%) were in favour of a rate rise and the benefits that 
increased income would bring. (Figure 3) Analysis of the comments revealed that 
respondents who were against the rate rise (47% of responses) were almost twice 
as likely (1.75x) to comment, resulting in the written sentiment trending towards the 
negative. 

Table 5: Question 3 comments 

Key Themes from 264 comments* 
Level of 

Understanding 
Efficiency 
and Cost 

Containment 

Affordability Service 
Levels 

Roads SRV 
preference 
explanation 

71 106 19 59 42 24 
*comments can include more than 1 theme 

Figure 3: Short Survey – Question 3 results 
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Community drop in sessions and special interest group meetings 
Table 6 and 7 below show participant numbers at both drop in sessions and group 
meetings. 

Table 6: Community drop in sessions 

Location Date Attendance 
Sunset Cinema – Raymond Terrace 27th September 2022 5 

Sunset Cinema – Medowie 29th September 2022 7 
Sunset Cinema – Nelson Bay 1st October 2022 5 

Shopping Centre – Salamander Bay 4th October 2022 10 
Shopping Centre – Medowie 6th October 2022 12 

Shopping Centre – Raymond Terrace 6th October 2022 4 
Visitor Information Centre – Nelson Bay 4th October 2022 12 

 
Table 7: Special interest group meetings 

Location Date Attendance 
Wahroonga Aboriginal Corporation 12th September 2022 3 
Tilligerry Community Association 28th September 2022 12 

Karuah Local Aboriginal Land Council Cancelled due to emergency 
Soldiers Point Community Association 4th October 2022 19 

Voice of Wallalong/Woodville 5th October 2022 14 
Shoal Bay Community Association 10th October 2022 21 

Tomaree Ratepayers and Residents 
Association 

10th October 2022 26 

 
Across both the community drop-in sessions and the meetings with special interest 
groups, found a lot of feedback focused more on how services provided by Council 
would be affected by the proposed rate rise rather than the actual rate rise itself. 
Issues that arose were locally focused, specific to the location and residents where 
the face-to-face session was being held. Some of the specific issues to be raised 
included Air BnBs, Place Plans, Brandy Hill Quarry, Little Beach amenities, tourism, 
boatramps and Smart Parking. There were also broader questions across the 
community that were raised at a number of meetings. These ranged from climate 
change and the natural environment, over-development, over 55s living and land 
revaluations.  
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Interactions 

Council received 16 interactions representing every instance a community member 
contacted Council, regarding Rate rise options. This includes interactions such as 
phone calls acknowledging the receipt of the Rate rise options direct email, request 
to view the hard copy IP&R documents, and information requests regarding the 
engagement methods. Interactions are classified separately from formal 
submissions.  
 
With survey respondents being able to comment on each financial sustainability 
question, we did find some overlap between the issues to be raised by the 
community in face-to-face meetings and the issues raised by the community who 
took part in the survey. The strongest correlation between these two engagement 
methods occurred around the natural environment in Port Stephens, as well as 
development (or over-development) and how rates are assessed for Over 55s living.  
 
Across all forms of engagement the most discussed topic was roads and potholes. 
Whether it was a drop-in session, a community meeting or the survey, it was clear 
that the community’s biggest concern was the state of the road network in the Port 
Stephens LGA. Professional discourse with colleagues from Communications and 
Engagement teams within nearby councils reveals a similar story, with 
unprecedented weather events causing widespread damage and making repairs for 
Council teams difficult.  
 
It is important to note that the Rate Rise Options communications and engagement 
program remained agile and responsive to community needs throughout phase 2, as 
it had during phases 0 and 1. Comments and questions raised in the community 
information sessions, social media posts and online survey comments were 
monitored and responded to publically through a number of channels. These 
included updating factsheets, creating videos and answering questions and 
comments on Rate Rise Option posts on Facebook.  
 
On top of this, IPART announced a change to the rate cap from 2.5% to 4.4% during 
public exhibition, which wouldn’t change the overall rate for the Special Rate 
Variation application but would mean the rate cap will make up a larger proportion of 
the overall special rate. We moved quickly to create a video featuring the General 
Manager to explain this change and that it would not impact the total amount that 
Council was applying for. 
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Submissions 

Council received in total 138 submission from the period of the 13th of September 
2022 to the 12th of October 2022 relating to the Rate Rise Options engagement and 
the draft Integrated Planning and Reporting documents revised for a Special Rate 
Variation. Of the submissions, 58 were from individuals, 1 from a community 
association group and 78 were petition style submission in which an individual put 
their name and address to. Most of the submissions were emailed directly to the 
generic council information address however some were in response to direct emails 
sent as per the engagement plan to raise awareness.  

The common themes from the submissions included concerns around the 
affordability of a rate increase, Council’s efficiency and cost containment measures, 
council’s expenditure on capital projects and not focussing on core maintenance 
services, as well as suggestions for raising revenue through other measures, such 
as separately rating over 55’s lifestyle villages and increasing fees for developers. 
Noting that there were some submissions that acknowledged Council’s need for 
raising rates, its efforts in raising awareness and engaging with the community as 
well a few submission suggested a smaller increase would be more tolerable.  
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Appendix A 
Communication Methods – Phase 2 
Project webpage 
Rate rise options dedicated website page 
www.portstephens.nsw.gov.au/council/rate-rise-options 
 
Rate rise options page promoted to home page via quick access bar 
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Website page included: 
Introduction, general information, media release, webinar from Chief Financial 
Officer, webinar from independent experts, FAQs, details of community drop in 
sessions. 
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Rates calculator  

https://forms.portstephens.nsw.gov.au/RunForm.aspx?formId=2654 
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Independent Expert Advice 

https://www.portstephens.nsw.gov.au/council/rate-rise-options/independent-advice 
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Land Revaluations Explanation Video 

https://www.portstephens.nsw.gov.au/council/rate-rise-options/faqs 

The Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) page was updated to reflect the changes in 
Phase 2 
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Fact Sheet 

https://www.portstephens.nsw.gov.au/trim/other?RecordNumber=22%2F255853 

The fact sheet was updated after the Phase 0 and 1 engagement and to reflect the 
name change following the council resolution. It was available on the Rate Rise 
Options webpage, as well as internally on the MyPort SharePoint page. 
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Rate Rise Options Webinar 

https://www.portstephens.nsw.gov.au/council/rate-rise-options/rate-rise-options 
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Integrated Planning & Reporting Documents 

https://www.portstephens.nsw.gov.au/council/public-exhibitions/current-public-
exhibitions 
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Media releases and associated media 
 
Media releases from Port Stephens Council 
14 September 2022 
Rate rise options proposed for Port Stephens 
https://www.portstephens.nsw.gov.au/council/news/2022/rate-rise-options-proposed-
for-port-stephens 
 
Article – Port Stephens Examiner Thursday 22 September page 3 
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Article – Port Stephens Examiner online Wednesday 12 October 
https://www.portstephensexaminer.com.au/story/7939049/port-stephens-rate-rise-last-day-to-have-your-say/ 
 

 
 
A quarter now or a third later? It's the question facing Port Stephens ratepayers after 
the council narrowed options for its looming rate rise. 
Ratepayers face either a one-off 26 per cent jump from July 1 next year, or three 
consecutive 10.5 per cent rises for a higher overall jump under the proposals 
detailed in documents now on public exhibition. 
 
The council's new general manager, Tim Crosdale, said putting documents including 
the options on public display would let ratepayers weigh in on how the council should 
balance decreasing revenue and rising costs. 
 
"We know from our engagement to date that our community supports a financially 
sustainable council," he said. 
 
"We also know that there's a good understanding that our low residential rates can't 
continue to support the level of services we offer. 
 
"For the past month, we've been talking to residents across Port Stephens. We've 
presented five rate options and asked for feedback on how best to move forward. 
 
"This has helped us drill down to two options that we've incorporated into our 
statutory planning documents." 
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The 10.5 per cent option was recommended by an external advisor. Both plans 
include the annual rate cap, which sits at 2.5 per cent and is under review. 
 
The council's chief financial officer, Tim Hazell, said both options had merits. 
"Under the single year scenario, ratepayers would pay more up front but less over 
time. Council would achieve a balanced budget in one year," he said. 
"We'd be able to immediately deliver improvements to our services. 
"Under the independent recommendation scenario, ratepayers pay less each year 
but more over time. Council would reach its target in three years and the community 
would see a gradual enhancement of services. 
 
"Both options see the predicted budget shortfall eliminated and provide additional 
funds for enhanced services. 
Mr Hazell said the extra cash reaped in the rate rises would allow spending on "the 
community priorities we've been hearing like road maintenance, condition of our 
public spaces, and protecting our waterways and natural environment". 
 
Tomaree Ratepayers and Residents Association spokesman Geoff Washington said 
the group, which opposed the council's last bid for a rise, felt there was more 
justification behind this push but would consult with its members about the two 
specific options. 
 
Mayor Ryan Palmer said the council was under no illusion that it would be easy for 
ratepayers to foot the bill. 
 
"As part of the planning documents we've also proposed a range of additional 
affordability measures to support those most vulnerable," Mayor Palmer said. 
"The community can have their say from 14 September via a short survey, written 
submission or by attending one of the many face to face drop in session held across 
Port Stephens." 
 
The Integrated Planning and Reporting documents are on exhibition until 5pm on 
Wednesday, October 12. 
 
Submissions can be lodged in writing (including email) with the General Manager 
quoting file number PSC2021-02359-002: council@portstephens.nsw.gov.au 
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Paid advertisement  
22 September 2022, Port Stephens Examiner, p. 9 
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Facebook posts (organic) 
14 September 2022 
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 27 September 2022 
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28 September 2022 
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29 September 2022 
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4 October 2022  
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5 October 2022  
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7 October 2022  
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10 October 2022  
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Facebook posts (paid ads) 

21 September to 12 October 
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Special Interest Groups  
Throughout the public exhibition phase special interest groups were continually 
informed regarding the Special Rate Variation application process and how they 
could contribute to the conversation around rate rise options. 
 
Email sent 7th September 2022 

 
Email sent 21st September 2022 
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Email sent Friday 7th October 2022 
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Direct email/E-newsletters 
Newsletter sent to subscribers of ‘Have Your Say’ and ‘Your Port’ e-newsletters  
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Bulk newsletter print copy ‘Your Port’ 
The printed copy of ‘Your Port’ was not used for Phase 2 as it would not have 
reached the community before the end of public exhibition 
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On-hold Messaging 
Throughout the public exhibition period Council has a “Rate Rise Options” 
annoucment within its hold messaging. All customers who call Council will hear the 
announcement. 
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Appendix B 
Engagement Methods – Phase 2 
Rate Rise Options – Short Survey
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Community Drop-in Sessions 
A selection of images from Sunset Cinema and shopping centre community drop-in 
sessions. 
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Key Stakeholder Meetings – Special Interest Groups  
A selection of images from special interest group meetings 
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Appendix C 

Survey Report – Phase 2 
 
Question 1 
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Question 2 
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Question 3 
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Question 4 
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Question 5 
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Question 6 
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Question 7 
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Appendix D 
Survey Comments – Phase 2 
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Port Stephens has better community facilities and parks etc. Increase it in the towns where
the majority of money is to be spent.

113 Efficiency and cost containment Raptor As a squealing pig that has been backed in to a
corner with little choice, my preference would be a straight up hit, however I would also like to
see evidence of savings achieved within the council. An example would be asking the Mayor
to take a standard size $50k SUV instead of a crazy over-priced truck!

10/5/2022 3:44 PM

114 Affordability People are already hurting from cost of living increases. I have chosen the least
cost option that will hurt the most!

10/5/2022 3:43 PM

115 Miscellaneous It may be easier for those financially challenged 10/5/2022 3:38 PM

116 Affordability A lot of people can’t afford any rates ris 10/4/2022 10:55 PM

117 Level of understanding Pretty biased question, you have deliberately excluded a no
additional rate rise option so you can later come out and say one of these two options is
preferred. Pretty deceptive really

10/4/2022 8:04 PM

118 Efficiency and cost containment Service levels Neither option. As a rate payer, the
justification of this is not visible. Council has not maintained areas for some time and we have
put up with it, now you want to increase? Where we live in Corlette, our council maintained
areas are poor, the state of our recreation facilities are in the worst state they have been for
ages. We host big events and council charges local sporting organisations a bomb for this with
some sub par facilities.

10/4/2022 7:10 PM

119 Level of understanding I think for the community to vote they need to be provided with
clearer information. If we vote for the single year scenario, how do we know there won't be a
rate rise immediately following? There needs to be a guarantee of this for the voting to be
considered fair

10/4/2022 5:42 PM

120 Affordability Both options are way too high 10/4/2022 5:25 PM

121 Level of understanding Neither really. Your figures 26 and 34.92 are deliberately misleading.
In NPV terms the Infependent recommendation is cheaper for ratepayers. That is not how you
depict the dotuation.

10/4/2022 5:09 PM

122 Level of understanding Service levels There should be a third option, we should not have to
be forced to chose - this is a flawed process. Neither - stop wasting money on court cases,
failed William Street projects and building works at the Council Depot to accommodate
additional staff (doing what I would like to know - we can't get our road repaired and our roads
are now in worse condition than Dungog Roads).

10/4/2022 4:26 PM

123 Efficiency and cost containment I’d honestly prefer choice C - a competent council who acts
within their budget and prioritises what needs to be done.

10/4/2022 3:51 PM

124 Roads Service levels As long as you use it to fix the bloody roads. Seriously, spending
just 1% of your income on roads and planning on resurfacing just 2% of roads per year
(meaning it will take 50 years to do every road) is just a fail. Also, get different and better road
contractors. The ones you are using build cheap roads that develop potholes just a few months
later.

10/4/2022 3:46 PM

125 Miscellaneous None. This is a BS survey. 10/4/2022 2:47 PM

126 Answer explanation - positive We would appreciate visually seeing our money put to the
purposes intended as per survey and webinar discussions. Thank you

10/4/2022 2:23 PM

127 Roads Service levels No increase the state of our roads is abysmal, my town Karuah has
3 new estates gone in or planned and no new infrastructure to accomodate the increased
population. Cafes and business’s have closed and not opened again, in the terrible weather the
boat ramp is clogged with debris washed downstream but it’s the users who clean it up not
council, there was one huge stump left there in the 2016 storm and council ignored it totally
blocking the ramp, a local pulled it out using his heavy equipment and it is still where he left it
today, council still haven’t cleaned it up. The suburbs on the other side of the bay have
beautiful cycleways built along the waters edge, we get nothing. Karuah and Swan Bay should
not have to pay rates in my opinion.

10/4/2022 1:33 PM

128 Level of understanding Roads Service levels Neither are appropriate, the increase in land
value, and hence 2022-2023 rates, which has increased rates already should be more than

10/4/2022 12:58 PM
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then 12% for the next 4 years if you are going to make an impact on the roads and facilities.

150 Efficiency and cost containment Raptor Roads Service levels no rate rise , our roads
are stuffed and cars now stuffed you refuse to fix the roads so NO . You put up rates by 26%
for a year and after that one year you don't put them back down .PSC can not be trusted with
rate payers money .That's what happens when when you spend tax payers moneys on 4x4 and
think its OK to do it .

9/29/2022 12:44 PM

151 Affordability As self-funded retirees we have suffered a similar or greater impact on your
finances that the Council has experienced. However, we are not able to increase our income
and have suffered a huge increase in the cost of living.

9/29/2022 12:37 PM

152 Efficiency and cost containment The first year of increase will be a real test for council to
see if they can spend our rates wisely and efficiently and most of all be accountable!

9/29/2022 9:50 AM

153 Miscellaneous There should be no rate increase. 9/29/2022 9:01 AM

154 Level of understanding If the rates are increased as per the first option as a 1 off amount are
they still increased by 2.5% a year?

9/29/2022 7:41 AM

155 Efficiency and cost containment Level of understanding Miscellaneous The council is
broke. We see the deterioration in roads and upkeep of our area over the past 5 years. The
mayor says he has delivered on promises but has stripped the coffers bare. There's nothing
left. Apart from needing a new mayor we need to rebuild our council. At least it's making some
sensible headway with changes made by some of the new councillors. And stop allowing
buildings above height limits.

9/29/2022 6:55 AM

156 Efficiency and cost containment Level of understanding This is all wrong, you are
comparing rates to councils with house values and average incomes over 50% more than Port
Stephen’s yet you are expecting us to afford similar rates collection without securing our home
values by increasing the land values. Additionally the other councils are only indexing at a rate
of less than 1% according to the graphs. Furthermore, I’ve not benefitted from ANY of these
luxury projects that the council has funded over the last 3 years I’ve lived here and none of
these projects appear to be any benefit to me as it’s all going to the tourist and retirement
areas that are heavily sheltered from the rate increases. I’m opposed to these increases
regardless of the option.

9/28/2022 8:04 PM

157 Miscellaneous None, you lot made the mistakes that got us here. Stop blaming covid. 9/28/2022 6:32 PM

158 Affordability I am on a pension and any rate increase is not good, considering the council
gets double land rates when you have two units on one lot of land come pair to one single
house on a one lot. There are many units in Port Stephens area on one lot of land which
means the council does very well per lot of land.

9/28/2022 5:41 PM

159 Roads Service levels we need increased services and spending on things like our terrible
roads immediately, this will work better than a staged plan. The trick is ensuring the money is
spent effectively and not just at nelson bay.

9/28/2022 5:27 PM

160 Answer explanation - positive A single year adjustment makes the most sense to me as
improvments to services should be seen quickly and will be easily observable. Also paying
less overall to achieve a faster result is more efficient

9/28/2022 5:23 PM

161 Efficiency and cost containment I have no faith in councils ability to allocate correctly that
the rates we already pay. I have little faith that any further ratesbwill be allocated accordingly.

9/28/2022 2:42 PM

162 Level of understanding Neither as there is so much wasted money . Eg the construction in
the main st at Raymond terrace

9/28/2022 6:09 AM

163 Affordability Current state of the economy is killing general income, this includes an increase
in fuel, electricity etc etc. A massive increase of 26% will just be a burden.

9/27/2022 11:05 PM

164 Roads Service levels Feel rate rise is not justified in my area we have no street light, no
curb and guttering, no town water, no sewage and a road that has so many potholes i can not
safely get my horse float around. so you basically want to charge me that amount of money to
just collect my garbage than no thanks i will take it to the tip.

9/27/2022 9:16 PM

165 Efficiency and cost containment Roads Service levels As a Raymond Terrace resident, I
am appalled that you can't even give us safe roads to drive on and now you are going to take

9/27/2022 6:07 PM
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more money from us at a time when everybody is struggling. Tighten your belts, stop buying
yourself lavish "work perks" and do your job correctly!

166 Affordability I think both amounts are ridiculous - no one is getting a 26% pay rise. It
exceeds inflation amounts, wage increases and shows an absolute disconnect with reality.
Where do you expect people to get this money from?

9/27/2022 5:00 PM

167 Efficiency and cost containment Rate rise beyond core inflation should not be required.
Money is being wasted somewhere.

9/27/2022 3:20 PM

168 Affordability none. A rate rise same as inflation say 5% is acceptable. My income does not
rise 10% a year. It is basically flat. I have only ticked the box cause your survey requires it.
Retirement village residents pay no rates but access council services.Not fair, make them pay
a nominal amount.

9/27/2022 11:53 AM

169 Affordability Service levels To be fair to new home owners and families that are already
struggling I think the best option is for a gradual increase BUT lets hope we see some well
overdue monies spent in our shire

9/26/2022 9:52 PM

170 Level of understanding When using your rate calculator for my land value of $247000 it
showed the rate to be $1111.40 this figure is $403.00 more than that which was shown on my
current rate notice. Can you please explain why?

9/26/2022 2:46 PM

171 Answer explanation - positive Roads Service levels While understandably no-one will
want to pay a higher amount of rates, I support the SRV. For such a beautiful and well off area,
it is quite jarring to have such poorly patched roads. It is a toil for us as permanent residents,
and embarrassing for visitors when we area tourism area. Lets move past temporary filling of
potholes (until it next rains) and set about proper repairs with progfessional patching

9/26/2022 12:28 PM

172 Efficiency and cost containment Miscellaneous Not sure i trust council . Seems like a lot
of smoke and mirrors .Plain words are avoided and pollywaffle seems the go.

9/26/2022 11:47 AM

173 Miscellaneous I would not support any rate rise 9/26/2022 11:14 AM

174 Answer explanation - positive This will provide Council with a much needed injection of funds
for urgent work. In addition, it is a less expensive option for a rate payer and I imagine most
people may pay their rates on a quarterly basis like me then this option(single year option) is a
rather small additional expense.

9/26/2022 9:09 AM

175 Affordability Raptor Roads None this increase percentage will cripple rate payers we are
already hit with cost of living increase this amount is just greed maybe cut costs ie not
purchasing 84000 car for a major instead of pothole continuous filling fix the road I vote no
further increase except cpi

9/26/2022 8:44 AM

176 Level of understanding Wouldn't let me progress without selecting an option. I don't agree
with any special rate rise. Council has attempted this previously and failed. Clearly the people
don't want this.

9/25/2022 6:44 PM

177 Affordability The rates should only rise at the same rate as wages and consider the effect on
low income families

9/25/2022 4:57 PM

178 Answer explanation - positive I prefer this option as only $6 per week extra and it is done an
over. Plus council can start immediately with the things that need to be done

9/25/2022 3:57 PM

179 Efficiency and cost containment Level of understanding Raptor Roads None of the
above. You can't fix the roads but want to waste money beautifying parks or buying expensive
car

9/25/2022 10:35 AM

180 Level of understanding Neither option acceptable. These ridiculous rate rise options have
been rejected before; why are they being pressed onto our community again

9/24/2022 8:12 PM

181 Level of understanding Your graphs are misleading. What is the annual amount pair by the
2026. This amount is not shown nor is the cumulative amount paid over the increase period.
Please place true and comparable data in front of us the rate payer. Also why exceed the cap.
It is close to inflation. Why must I indicate an option when I don’t have all the figures.

9/24/2022 1:00 PM

182 Efficiency and cost containment Level of understanding Why isn’t there a button for no rise
and live within your means?

9/24/2022 11:16 AM

183 Affordability Have increased inflation impacts been taken into account with either of these 9/24/2022 8:56 AM
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expenditure by all levels of staff within council and accountability .

202 Efficiency and cost containment Seems there is potential that council can choose not to
increase the full amount depending on inflation but, in reality that’s not going to happen. While I
understand and respect the increase is required, I have little faith that council will apply the
funds appropriately without squandering and being back in the same position in ten years time

9/22/2022 9:23 AM

203 Answer explanation - positive Efficiency and cost containment Raptor If we have to have
an increase in rates I’m happy to pay it AS LONG AS ITS NOT FOR NEW CARS OR
NATIONAL OR OVERSEAS “WORK” TRIPS by any councillor or mayor and it’s for projects
around Port Stephens.

9/22/2022 9:18 AM

204 Level of understanding None, all properties should pay the same rates across Port Stephens.
Why should a rate payer in Raymond Terrace only pay $852 compared to $1320 in Salamander
Bay. Discrimination by Council

9/22/2022 9:12 AM

205 Miscellaneous Neither 9/22/2022 8:43 AM

206 Miscellaneous No rate rise as steep as you are saying 9/22/2022 7:08 AM

207 Miscellaneous Raptor No rise really the lord mayor can buy a cheaper toy 9/22/2022 6:44 AM

208 Level of understanding Miscellaneous Raptor The mayor has a rate payer funded $85000
Ute. No rate rise. Very cute that we can't choose a no increase option

9/22/2022 6:22 AM

209 Service levels Neither. I live in Tanilba Bay and have done so for more than 20years. I mow
council strips and Foster Park as much as I can because they are poorly maintained by PSC.
The condition of the roads around around here are disgraceful and there are no other suburbs I
travel through in the Port Stephens Council like them. It would seem that our beautiful
peninsula has been neglected and I question why I am paying existing rates for such poor
service. It would seem that if the neglect is not reported to council by many, there is a “nothing
to see here” approach by PSS. Many locals I speak to feel the same way and yet you want
more? Why isn’t there a neither option above because you don’t deserve our existing rate level
for the poor management of our peninsula.

9/22/2022 2:16 AM

210 Affordability I would prefer the non of these options with the current cost of living our family
cannot afford this increase, we would thinking about moving

9/21/2022 7:48 PM

211 Answer explanation - positive Service levels My preference as long as Council is able to
enact the enhanced services immediately with the available resources and staff at hand.
Heaven knows, the Nelson Bay area needs it!

9/21/2022 6:52 PM

212 Level of understanding Service levels put the money to good use across the board of
wards so everybody gets a share NOT just Nelson Bay

9/21/2022 4:20 PM

213 Affordability Every home is feeling the impact of inflation, loan payment increases, oil and
food price increases. A cumulative increase over 3 consecutive years would help people adjust
to the new rate costs.

9/21/2022 3:50 PM

214 Efficiency and cost containment Level of understanding Non. Stay at same level, the
council spends way too much now on issues non related to its core responsibilities. If the
council was fair dinkum there would have been a third choice of no change.

9/21/2022 2:52 PM

215 Answer explanation - positive The increases for single year scenario after year one could be
higher if the weather deteriorates further. Council should apply for SRV to apply continually.

9/21/2022 2:20 PM

216 Efficiency and cost containment Neither, I believe you may need an external audit on your
financial spending

9/21/2022 1:07 PM

217 Efficiency and cost containment These options reflect fiscal mismanagement by PSSC over
many years and justify the Council being sacked and replaced with an Administrator!

9/21/2022 10:45 AM

218 Answer explanation - positive Roads Service levels I prefer the one off option so council
can put it towards fixing our roads!

9/21/2022 10:08 AM

219 Level of understanding Roads If we must have a temporary increase in our rates then we
would prefer the single year option of a 26% increase just for one year. I cannot understand
why councils are running out of money. Are they perhaps trying to do too much with too many
fancy projects. why is it that in years gone by councils never had any financial problems that

9/21/2022 9:39 AM
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are present today is it perhaps because they are not sticking to their brief of rates, roads and
rubbish.

220 Efficiency and cost containment It’s great to get independent experts in to review how to
achieve long term sustainability but did they also consider whether expenditure by Council was
being effectively utilised.

9/21/2022 8:00 AM

221 Affordability Pensioners, unemployed, low income, disabled and special cases should be
able to apply for substantial concession

9/21/2022 6:59 AM

222 Level of understanding Roads Service levels Not many options to chose from which is
disappointing. It seems that your agenda is to give us quite a substantial increase yet our
roads are terrible and so many streets in our area with no paths. So where does all the money
go?

9/21/2022 6:27 AM

223 Efficiency and cost containment Neither I would prefer to see greater transparency on how
our rates are being spent. Mayor’s excessive spend on vehicle for example should perhaps be
looked at before rate rise

9/21/2022 2:13 AM

224 Level of understanding Either option is not palatable. I question whether all options have
been explored. Has an independent review been conducted on waste at Council. Are contracts,
labour rates fair and reasonable and not bloated. Council has a duty of care to ratepayers to
attest that a draconian rate increase through a SRV is unavoidable. Dont give us two options
for this question as it skews the real feeling of ratepayers.

9/20/2022 8:40 PM

225 Roads Service levels The rate rise itself is insulting with the conditions of the roads, the
parks and everywhere else that isn't central Nelson bay - Shoal Bay

9/20/2022 7:21 PM

226 Efficiency and cost containment Would not need a rise if the council didn't waste money 9/20/2022 7:07 PM

227 Roads Service levels Only if the money is used on our roads as the first priority. Get them
right and then use any remaining money for other infrastructures

9/20/2022 6:00 PM

228 Answer explanation - positive everything else has increased so we cannot expect Local
Goverment to be any different.Of course no one wants to pay more for anything but
realistically thats life Hopefully Council will use this increase to benefit the community.

9/20/2022 4:30 PM

229 Miscellaneous Neither option is acceptable 9/20/2022 4:26 PM

230 Affordability Efficiency and cost containment 1. I don't like that the Single Year Scenario
does not include a guarantee of no further increase for the next three years (ie the period of the
Independent Recommendation Scenario). What happens when the Single Year increase funds
are spent and more is needed to complete Councli's budgeted works? I think it is safer to drip-
feed the increased funding to ensure effective spending. 2. 26% increase in one year is too
great an increase for many ratepayers to afford, especially during this time of COVID-recovery

9/20/2022 3:52 PM

231 Miscellaneous Neither our rates are high enough already 9/20/2022 3:34 PM

232 Affordability We personally absolutely cannot afford this level of rate increase. You are
squeezing the very constituents that you are supposed to be supporting. Re-do your budget if
you can’t fit everything into it, that’s what we all have to do.

9/20/2022 3:22 PM

233 Answer explanation - positive Roads We need roads fixed NOW - so get all the money
NOW, and do it !!

9/20/2022 2:40 PM

234 Efficiency and cost containment Level of understanding Neither option is preferred if it
simply to account for wasted funds. It might be prudent to show that is not the case if you
want to go higher than the cap.

9/20/2022 2:10 PM

235 Efficiency and cost containment Raptor Increase rates using cpi figures as the NSW
government requires. Get rid of the excess spending. For example only company cars to be
pool cars. No executive or lower ranking peoples cars. The pool cars to be small eg Susuki
swift.

9/20/2022 1:39 PM

236 Efficiency and cost containment I think a blended option would Be better Maybe look at
cutting some services and better managing funds then maybe 6 or 8% increases over 3 years
might be necessary

9/20/2022 1:25 PM

237 Efficiency and cost containment None, Council should look to hiring independent contractors
to alleviate wasted time and resources and also look internally to see where budget savings

9/20/2022 12:46 PM
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can be made before slogging taxpayers with huge increases. Neither of these choices are
acceptable.

238 Efficiency and cost containment Raptor I don't think either are viable options. How about
you actually look after your rate payers and stop our Mayor over indulging on unessential
purchases. Show me where my money is going and then i will decide if I support this increase.

9/20/2022 12:41 PM

239 Efficiency and cost containment Miscellaneous Would prefer no rate rise at all. SP house
rates are more than the house rates in Chatswood in Sydney.

9/20/2022 10:38 AM

240 Efficiency and cost containment Would sooner reduced services or better still a more
efficient council with reduced money waste The council already gets more money than it
should, the rate payer should have to pay more because the council just wastes it!

9/20/2022 10:25 AM

241 Answer explanation - positive Should give Council a longer flow of income plus 3 years gives
Council more time to use the money wisely.

9/20/2022 10:06 AM

242 Miscellaneous This is a disappointing proposition to me no matter what you propose. I cant
use a large portion of my land as a result of councils development approvals over recent years
shedding their water to my property on one side and trapping it on the other. A great deal of
money went to council as a result of these developments, I have been disadvantages so I
have lost faith in councils ability to protect and do the right thing by me as a resident and my
property.

9/20/2022 10:02 AM

243 Answer explanation - positive Roads Services need to be delivered immediately -
particularly road reconstruction as ongoing minor repairs are inadequate and dangerous

9/20/2022 9:27 AM

244 Answer explanation - positive Short, sharp and it gives immediate relief and some extra cash
to catch up on works backlog.

9/20/2022 8:21 AM

245 Miscellaneous NO RATE RISE 9/20/2022 7:52 AM

246 Answer explanation - positive I think the Council and residents of Port Stephens would be
happy to put this issue behind them, and see immediate benefits of this increase.

9/20/2022 7:28 AM

247 Answer explanation - positive Roads We need to have action now as far as road
improvements and other much needed works.

9/19/2022 11:36 PM

248 Answer explanation - positive Please raise rates so Council can maintain existing
infrastructure.

9/19/2022 8:08 PM

249 Answer explanation - positive It suits us as pensioners to have the increase in one hit. 9/19/2022 7:46 PM

250 Miscellaneous No rate rise should be needed 9/19/2022 6:57 PM

251 Service levels I live in Karuah so we should receive a refund from council 9/19/2022 6:57 PM

252 Roads Service levels This rate rise is less than fair, we have no curb and guttering our road
is atrocious, to the point of having to do 5 kilometres in several sections, the table drains
surrounding us are in dire need of maintenance

9/19/2022 6:55 PM

253 Miscellaneous Neither option 9/19/2022 6:53 PM

254 Efficiency and cost containment In fact I support neither - there us waste in council spending
that has not yet been addressed. Only after waste is addressed should consideration be given
to rate rises

9/19/2022 6:46 PM

255 Efficiency and cost containment Raptor Neither, There is so much wasted monies spent
like justifying car leases, wages, and poor management with government. Reduce the red tap,
save money, get larger industry and corporations to pay more tax. Once again this is taking
from those that work for it.

9/19/2022 6:22 PM

256 Miscellaneous I will go with the majority decision. 9/19/2022 6:16 PM

257 Efficiency and cost containment Hopefully the money collected will be used wisely by the
Council.

9/19/2022 6:15 PM

258 Miscellaneous Just pull the band aid off 9/19/2022 6:13 PM

259 Roads Service levels I understand why rates must rise, I do not understand why you
cannot successfully fix the roads, you successfully take our rates money. LS road was

9/19/2022 6:02 PM
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293 Efficiency and cost containment Neither. It should be no more than inflation at best. Council
already does nothing with the rates it gets for anyone other than Nelson Bay!

9/15/2022 9:44 PM

294 Efficiency and cost containment Level of understanding It's a disgrace having another rate
rise, nothing is being done or maintained properly in medowie, to show value for money. The
community is already paying the price in damaged to personal property.

9/15/2022 9:13 PM

295 Efficiency and cost containment Maybe if three men dont need to watch a remote control
lawn mower mow you could decrease the rate rise. Omg

9/15/2022 6:21 PM

296 Affordability Neither option is very palatable, especially given the increasing rate of inflation
coupled with a continuing decline in real wages and high level of home unaffordability. The
single year option hits residents too hard, while the Independent Recommendation option will
cost more in the long run but is more affordable annually.

9/15/2022 4:54 PM

297 Affordability Level of understanding With inflation already impacting our everyday expenses
I hardly doubt anyone could handle a 27% pay rise on top  this and interest rate rises.

9/15/2022 3:43 PM

298 Answer explanation - positive Less expensive option for rate payers but gives Council
additional funds straight away

9/15/2022 2:52 PM

299 Efficiency and cost containment Level of understanding Roads i object to any rate rise
for improvements as you are not doing your jobs anyway - the roads are a mess, and you dont
care about us locals

9/15/2022 1:45 PM

300 Affordability Level of understanding Raptor This is extremely poor financial planning and
very likely to impact older, self funded retirees and single income families badly. Why not a 5%
increase per year for a period of 4 years and a reduction on rates at 2.5% for each of the next
5. Thus not impacting as heavily, and building a bad for major works. Poor form by the mayor
buying a large 4wd at a time where Council clearly hasn’t taken account of environmental
impacts on the budget.

9/15/2022 1:43 PM

301 Affordability I think it’s disgusting t put rates up 26% in one year or even 10% over three
years , homeowners are struggling with interest rate rises and cost of living rises as it is

9/15/2022 12:07 PM

302 Efficiency and cost containment I feel council needs to focus more on the basics and less
on luxuries and pay rises for councillors and executive during these difficult times

9/15/2022 11:59 AM

303 Efficiency and cost containment Unfortunately I can’t see any money being spent around the
Raymond Terrace area to benefit the community as it is.

9/15/2022 11:09 AM

304 Efficiency and cost containment None maybe stop wasting money on workers that stand
around or 3 in a car to spray weeds from the window

9/15/2022 11:00 AM

305 Affordability How do you expect residents to afford this? We haven't had a pay increase!! 9/15/2022 10:00 AM

306 Efficiency and cost containment However we do not need a rate rise we pay high enough
rates now

9/15/2022 9:44 AM

307 Affordability Efficiency and cost containment Miscellaneous I do not agree with any rate
rise - why is that not an option No rate rise - the previous survey clearly showed that people
wanted to try any other way for council to fund initiatives without rate rise - people can not
afford the increase in cost of living and increasing things again just makes the cycle worse.
Live within budget, cut down on initiatives, user pays etc

9/15/2022 9:06 AM

308 Miscellaneous Roads I only ordered this because there's no other option. Rates are already
extortionate. I am not willing to pay ANY rise until you fix our roads *properly* and clean up
graffiti and rubbish regularly.

9/15/2022 8:42 AM

309 Level of understanding Wages are not increasing in line with the proposed changes…
propose CPI increase and no higher…

9/15/2022 8:28 AM

310 Level of understanding Miscellaneous Roads Should be neither, the roads are disgusting
in Medowie! What are we actually paying for!

9/15/2022 7:54 AM

311 Miscellaneous Roads Neither is an option. Start fixing our roads before you expect us to
except a rate rise. All the money goes into the Bay not the outer suburbs

9/15/2022 7:54 AM

312 Miscellaneous Council does absolutely nothing for me do the point my property is becoming
unusable due to flooding yet council staff are happy to take developer handouts, I will be

9/15/2022 7:32 AM
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seeking a refund not an increase from the scum we call a council

313 Level of understanding Miscellaneous no rate rise sell your new ford 9/15/2022 7:23 AM

314 Level of understanding Miscellaneous I would prefer non as you already have put up rates
this year

9/15/2022 6:59 AM

315 Level of understanding Miscellaneous This is ridiculous a 34% increase??? Where are our
rates going that we pay now?

9/15/2022 6:41 AM

316 Miscellaneous Raptor No rate rise, sell the raptor 9/15/2022 6:32 AM

317 Miscellaneous No increase at all 9/15/2022 6:27 AM

318 Efficiency and cost containment I don’t believe the Council should be asking for anything
over or above the standard 2.5% annual variation. Council has continually mismanaged funds
and now asking its ratepayers to bail then out again.

9/14/2022 10:28 PM

319 Miscellaneous Neither! 9/14/2022 10:17 PM

320 Efficiency and cost containment Whilst I don’t have an issue with paying a fair amount for
rates, I am still not seeing based on your draft plans that there is any improvement in real long
term financial sustainability except the can being kicked down the road again by 10 years.
Where and when are the cost reduction and productivity savings coming into play? The more
money you have it seems the more money you are spending based on all scenarios given.

9/14/2022 9:08 PM

321 Efficiency and cost containment Level of understanding Neither. Work within your budget.
Unfortunately I have to choose an option, which will not give a real reflection, as you don’t
have a choice for just the standard peg rate.

9/14/2022 7:09 PM

322 Answer explanation - positive A single year allows the council to catchup to the neighbouring
councils and then we can forget it and put it behind us with just cpi increases after that. It
looks like our rates are actually cheap compared with Newcastle and Maitland.

9/14/2022 6:53 PM

323 Affordability Even an increase of $6 a week is an amount many, myself included will find
difficult. The rise in petrol, food and energy beyond ridiculous any increase leads to cut back in
necessities such as food and medicine.

9/14/2022 4:14 PM

324 Efficiency and cost containment none of the above manage money better that's what
households are having to do. You can't be trusted with the current budget to spend wisely how
can we trust you with more why we have to tighten our belts.

9/14/2022 4:09 PM

325 Affordability 26% is far too hard on the young families already struggling! I don't even like the
second option - it will really hurt us.

9/14/2022 3:33 PM

326 Efficiency and cost containment I still have not seen any actual commitment from
councillors or staff to address clear financial knowledge lacking from councillors.

9/14/2022 3:12 PM

327 Efficiency and cost containment Neither Why should I pay for councils total mismanagement 9/14/2022 2:51 PM
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10 Roads Service levels The roads are in very bad condition, and the way you fix them is not
working, so maybe finding a different way to fix them would help. If you are going to distribute
14M and fix the roads, in the same way, is a waste of money.

10/12/2022 2:12 PM

11 Roads Service levels We would prefer to see more spent on the natural environment and
waterways (which are under stress and need urgent attention) and less on road maintenance
(which is a bottomless pit!) - although around 40% should go to roads

10/12/2022 12:27 PM

12 Level of understanding Service levels Again, entirely misleading language. Since when was
fixing roads or maintaining public spaces 'enhanced services'? This is Local Governmnet
basics. You arent doing us favours or providing anything additional to what you are legislatively
requoired to provide with our money.

10/12/2022 12:17 PM

13 Roads Service levels You can't even fix the potholes now. I don't believe you will in the
future. You have wasted plenty of money with the pathetic patch up jobs on our roads, which
have now deteriorated further. No wonder the budget has failed thus far. How many more
people need to die on our unroad worthy roads? A one day patch job only lasts about 24-48hrs,
then they are worse than before. Look around Port Stephens and its clear where your willing to
spend money, and where other parts miss out. Natural disasters of higher than average rain,
and fire seasons can't be controlled by an increase in rates. That has been proven year after
year.

10/12/2022 12:00 PM

14 Roads Service levels Where is the evidence that this spread is supported by the
community? Anyway too much on roads . More needed on Protecting our natural environment.
Especially enforcing development rules as was demanded by the local population.

10/12/2022 11:11 AM

15 Level of understanding Service levels Surely Looking after our waterways etc and natural
environment are basically the same category?

10/12/2022 10:49 AM

16 Roads Service levels Although I have found council to pass the buck to others when I
have reported issues on our foreshores. Fixing the roads needs to take precedence, should
have been a priority before now.

10/12/2022 9:32 AM

17 Efficiency and cost containment Council does not spend funds in a sustainable way 10/12/2022 7:18 AM

18 Level of understanding Roads Is that per annum?? How much does a pothole cost to fix?? 10/11/2022 9:49 PM

19 SRV Option preference explanation - positive If and only if this one time rate increase
delivers on a timely and measurable community improvement.

10/11/2022 8:03 PM

20 Efficiency and cost containment Service levels I don't believe you. How can you destroy
natural koala habitat and state you are looking after the environment

10/11/2022 8:01 PM

21 Service levels Only supportive if ALL towns get their roads fixed, not just the tourist towns
and if all towns are treated equally in ALL areas.

10/11/2022 6:57 PM

22 Roads Service levels More of the funds should be directed towards permanently fixing the
roads and not just putting a band-aid on them and also pedestrian/ cyclist safety. More of the
pie to public spaces. Less of the pie to waterways and natural environment which are not
utilised by all residents

10/11/2022 1:35 PM

23 Efficiency and cost containment Roads Service levels Think until you are under control
of your budget and planning things you should leave out the Protecting our natural
environment. Because of all the rain roads should have their allocation as there is so much
road repairs in the Shire that need urgent attention. Also feel that at present, the Airport should
cease to continue its extensions as that must be costing Council thousands if not millions to
pay for.

10/11/2022 12:57 PM

24 Roads Service levels Roads in flood prone areas need fixing and need fixing now!! 10/11/2022 6:52 AM

25 Roads Service levels Our roads are a joke!! Come out to medowie and take a drive around
and take a look for yourselves

10/11/2022 6:16 AM

26 Affordability Efficiency and cost containment If you continue to use poor practices, bad
companies and waste our money then who cares how much you ask, because the out come is
alway going to be the same. Start showing better project management, structured approach to
planning and execution and ethical spending of public resources and then maybe we might
stop being so pissed at you. Maybe if you start from a place of thinking, this isn't money just
to be wasted for the sake of "if we don't spend it we lose it," and start thinking your ripping

10/11/2022 12:55 AM
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road repairs when the repairs themselves are such poor quality and need re- repairing so soon
and often

47 Miscellaneous Not much difference. Outside influences affect the outcome and timing
anyway.

10/9/2022 5:02 AM

48 Affordability Efficiency and cost containment We don't and can't afford extra rates. Council
needs to better manage it's funds, fix roads in a proper manner and seek other avenues

10/8/2022 11:42 PM

49 Level of understanding Roads As there is no break down of where the proposed "fixing our
roads" or any other category, I am opposed just on that principle.

10/8/2022 4:40 PM

50 Roads Service levels There should be even more allocated to fixing the roads, they are
utterly embarrassing!

10/8/2022 2:50 PM

51 Service levels I feel that the 5M for protecting the natural environment should be
substantially reduced and re distributed. Nation Parks and State Government already have
substantial budgets for this purpose? IF there is an identified NEED in this area - you should
be communicating what works/projects are proposed.

10/8/2022 12:35 PM

52 Roads Fixing our roads should be a higher priority 10/8/2022 9:32 AM

53 Service levels Our public spaces and walkways need serious attention. I am Nelson bay. 10/8/2022 8:54 AM

54 Roads Roads, roads, roads, roads! 10/8/2022 6:49 AM

55 SRV Option preference explanation - positive All areas need more funds 10/7/2022 3:38 PM

56 Roads Service levels Providing council use contractors to do the roads, councils track
record is appalling with road works. All roads should by done the same as the section of road
near the old salt ash tennis courts, still ok with no pot holes were normal roads after
completion start to break up within six months. How high do you have to keep lifting the roads
before it sinks in that it is not the problem.

10/7/2022 9:29 AM

57 Roads Service levels Surely Waterways and Foreshores are included in protecting our
natural environment. This should be our priority. The state of roads is an indictment of previous
Councils, their negligence, and lack of control and oversight of extraction industry.

10/7/2022 8:21 AM

58 Roads Service levels Please fix our roads. Not only are they dangerous (full of pot holes)
they are an embarrassment!!

10/7/2022 7:50 AM

59 Roads Service levels Get rid of the incompetent road crews and council property workers
and engage private contractors. Save $ millions, don’t slug us.

10/7/2022 7:10 AM

60 Efficiency and cost containment It is important that Council doesn't suddenly decide that it is
flush with money and start looking for "wish list" projects. Maintain the focus on applying for
any available grants for the wish list.

10/6/2022 8:49 PM

61 Service levels I’d like to see substantial improvements to public spaces in the most popular
beach areas to improve property values. The public toilets at Durchies, Bagnalls and Corlette
are beyond vintage 1970s

10/6/2022 7:03 PM

62 Roads Service levels Would like the extra funds used to fix the roads as the top priority
even if it cost more than $14 mil

10/6/2022 6:01 PM

63 Level of understanding A break down of exactly what those costs cover is needed. Not the
overarching title and spend.

10/6/2022 6:00 PM

64 Roads SRV Option preference explanation - positive Good to see focus on roads,
waterways

10/6/2022 5:35 PM

65 Efficiency and cost containment The same proportions could also be applied to a smaller
rate rise

10/6/2022 1:28 PM

66 Affordability The priorities, assuming Council ACTUALLY sticks with them seem OK. I
reiterate that the proposed increase in rates is unacceptable to me.

10/6/2022 12:57 PM

67 Roads Service levels Roads are a major issue accords the electorate 10/6/2022 12:49 PM

68 SRV Option preference explanation - positive Council have a job to do and need up front
funds. But please do not waste the money on pressure groups. These loud high profile groups

10/6/2022 11:19 AM
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87 Level of understanding These calculations don't add up. Typical of council I guess. 10/5/2022 4:10 PM

88 Efficiency and cost containment Stop council waste and workers 1 hour lunches 10/5/2022 3:58 PM

89 Service levels I would like to see the distribution of funds based on Town 10/5/2022 3:48 PM

90 Roads Service levels Our rates should be for the benefit of us ratepayers by improving the
roads (potholes) kerb and gutters

10/5/2022 3:41 PM

91 Affordability How has council shown impact of your current expenditure? This cost increase
has a significant impact on our young family of 5 and we see very little benefit from this.

10/4/2022 7:12 PM

92 Efficiency and cost containment I believe "extra funds" should live in the pockets of the
people in the community

10/4/2022 5:42 PM

93 Roads Service levels Roads should be the priority but how much would it cost to fix them
and how much time would it take to do so - these graphs are not helpful as there is no context
in relation to these questions

10/4/2022 4:30 PM

94 Efficiency and cost containment Roads Service levels I’m opposed as the way I
currently see council operating is just wasting money. You fix potholes, but with Band-Aid
solutions that don’t even last a week. I’m ashamed of Port Stephens Council and it’s
inadequate and incompetent nature. Take a lesson from Port Macquarie Council - having just
visited there, I’m jealous of their roads, their facilities and their clear maintenance programme.

10/4/2022 3:54 PM

95 Roads Service levels The roads are critical. It is embarrassing when visitors from outside
our LGA see the sorry state of our roads. I have seen better roads in third world countries.

10/4/2022 3:48 PM

96 Miscellaneous No rate rise 10/4/2022 2:48 PM

97 Miscellaneous Provided the money is ACTUALLY used for the proposed items. 10/4/2022 1:39 PM

98 Efficiency and cost containment Without measures of real productivity and time/motion
studies any increases will include unacceptable levels of financial waste

10/4/2022 12:19 PM

99 Efficiency and cost containment Service levels No rate rise required. Reduce your
spending. Also, absolutely no funds should be directed towards any programs or projects
related to reducing emissions or renewable energy until such time as thrse are affordable and
cheaper than what is currently available.

10/4/2022 12:11 PM

100 Level of understanding Service levels Depends on where this money is to be spent! List
the areas!!

10/4/2022 10:47 AM

101 Roads SRV Option preference explanation - positive The roads are goat tracks. Get them
fixed even if you have to double the yearly rates

10/4/2022 8:45 AM

102 Miscellaneous The most important help for the future is council works closer with the
community which we hope a plac plan means.

10/4/2022 12:36 AM

103 Miscellaneous if councils were serious about protecting our natural environment they would
not be allowing developer after developer to literally bulldoze every tree in existence on
estates.

10/3/2022 5:50 PM

104 Service levels There should be more funds spent on public space. Footpaths and bicycle
paths would be a start.

10/2/2022 11:41 PM

105 Roads Service levels Too much focus on roads 10/2/2022 9:20 AM

106 Service levels Maintaining infrastructure and environment are probably the two most
important areas Council needs to focus on.

10/2/2022 12:27 AM

107 Miscellaneous Bad management 10/1/2022 6:32 AM

108 Roads Service levels Fixing roads should be only priority. What does protecting our natural
environment look like, surely this would include the other two options.

10/1/2022 5:41 AM

109 Level of understanding Service levels I would appreciate seeing some heirarcy of
expenditure showing exactly what roads and what sort of environmental protection cotal
protection or enhancement of public space

9/30/2022 3:02 PM

110 Roads Roads probably won't get fixed 9/30/2022 2:34 PM
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111 Miscellaneous How many financial advantages are given by PS Council to Multinational
Companies, that can use AI to reduce employment , that encourages these to proliferate here
at the expense of the small business employers?

9/30/2022 12:25 PM

112 Affordability Efficiency and cost containment During high living costs like we are seeing
now, we should be rolling back council spending not increasing.

9/29/2022 9:27 PM

113 Raptor Only if it includes rangers for the whole team of course. 9/29/2022 5:32 PM

114 Service levels Rise needs to be no only sufficient to make council sustainable but to also fix
and upgradevthe rundown infrastructure.

9/29/2022 1:44 PM

115 Efficiency and cost containment Raptor Roads Service levels no rate rise , our roads
are stuffed and cars now stuffed you refuse to fix the roads so NO . You put up rates by 26%
for a year and after that one year you don't put them back down .PSC can not be trusted with
rate payers money .That's what happens when when you spend tax payers moneys on 4x4 and
think its OK to do it .

9/29/2022 12:44 PM

116 Miscellaneous The proof of the pudding …….. 9/29/2022 9:53 AM

117 Efficiency and cost containment Miscellaneous Stop asking for more $ & better manage
the $ & assets you have. From memory the CEO position at Council is paid a ridiculous
amount. Plus ridiculous amounts are spent on things towns don't want or need. You
redeveloped Karuah boat ramp & it's crap. It was better & safer before. You do not truly listen
to Community you pretend to ask then don't listen & act.

9/29/2022 7:44 AM

118 Efficiency and cost containment You are just wasting all these funds rather than investing in
having a sustainable, low cost approach to maintaining the public spaces. Also, these projects
appear to just be benefiting bays and further increasing their property values while making my
home unsustainable.

9/28/2022 8:07 PM

119 Miscellaneous You fix your stuff up out of your own pockets. Go back to being a council and
stop all the unnecessary crap. You and your predecessors are responsible for this mess

9/28/2022 6:35 PM

120 Roads Service levels The standard of road repairs needs to be improved, as does
productivity of Council's workforce.

9/28/2022 6:26 PM

121 Miscellaneous I have made my comments in the last question. 9/28/2022 5:42 PM

122 SRV Option preference explanation - positive The split up is similar and has good interests 9/28/2022 5:28 PM

123 Level of understanding I would like to see more detail on the proposed projects before I
would feel comfortable being "very supportive"

9/28/2022 5:24 PM

124 Efficiency and cost containment Council should learn to live within it means like everybody
else

9/28/2022 10:30 AM

125 Roads Service levels But make sure the roads are fixed properly so they don't have to be
continually redone.

9/28/2022 6:48 AM

126 Service levels We live at the top end of the council. We see no money spent on roads and
we are forgotten

9/28/2022 6:11 AM

127 Roads Service levels More money needs to be spent on roads, they are damaging our cars
and generally causing many issues. Protecting our environment is well, we only get one of
these... Public space is really a non issue, we have some nice area but honestly we need
more businesses and population to actually warrant more use. Waterways... see comment on
environment.

9/27/2022 11:07 PM

128 Roads Service levels I think the roads crisis in the area is more important than waterways
and foreshores that you want to spend more on than roads just shows why our roads are all
crap.

9/27/2022 9:18 PM

129 Roads Service levels Roads need urgent attention. The state of our roads currently show
that you have not been assigning resources responsibly.

9/27/2022 5:01 PM

130 Service levels Consideration needs to be made for a longer term solution for the Lagoons
Estate. Pumping water directly into the drain at Trafalgar Street doesn’t seem permanent and
the amenity and environmental impact, in particular to the marine park as I understand this
drain flows directly to Fly Point, is unacceptable.

9/27/2022 4:27 PM
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154 Efficiency and cost containment Councillors must, absolutely must, live within Councils
means, particularly in tough economic times like we are currently enduring. Refocus on what is
necessary as opposed to a Wishlist of projects that can wait until they can be afforded

9/22/2022 11:35 AM

155 Roads Service levels Fix the roads! Roads in and around Port Stephens are a disgrace,
potholed goat tracks leading into major centers do not present an favorable vista to visitors
and just wrecks vehicles.

9/22/2022 11:15 AM

156 Miscellaneous Don't raise rates. 9/22/2022 11:00 AM

157 Level of understanding Port Stephens rate payers are taxed, tourists are not. There must be
a “tourist tax” applied.

9/22/2022 10:49 AM

158 Service levels As a resident of Anna Bay it always appalls me to see the lack of
infrastructure and maintenance that isn't carried out in our area in comparison to what is being
done in Nelson Bay.Anna Bay has one of the highest volume of tourist visits yet attracts far
less funding than Nelson Bay for the above mentioned areas .More revenue to the council will
still continue to see a council that is Nelson Bay centric

9/22/2022 10:48 AM

159 Roads Service levels While roads are critical it Would be good to see a higher percentage
applied to natural environment and waterways. Unsure what is meant by natural environment.
Can only hope it applies to increasing resources applied to urban greening and reducing urban
heat. Looking in from the outside, it appears this is an area which PSC requires significant
change and improvement.

9/22/2022 9:30 AM

160 Level of understanding All rate payers should pay the same- Salamander Bay $1320
compared to Raymond Terrace $852 - Discrimination

9/22/2022 9:14 AM

161 Efficiency and cost containment The work can be done if the workers actually did some work
. And i have watched them. Also get rid of consultants

9/22/2022 6:46 AM

162 Efficiency and cost containment Raptor The mayor has a rate payer funded $85000 Ute.
No rate rise. You councils have to live within your means like the rest of us.

9/22/2022 6:24 AM

163 Service levels Depends on the allocation to which suburbs. Clearly you have let Tanilba Bay,
Lemon Tree Passage and Mallabula as the low priority to the point of neglect, so are you going
to prioritise your funding to where it is most needed?

9/22/2022 2:25 AM

164 Affordability Family’s cannot afford this increase 9/21/2022 7:49 PM

165 Service levels Natural environment should be somewhat public responsibility and stop
causing damage to fauna and flora then less needs to be spent on that sector and a little more
on others

9/21/2022 4:29 PM

166 Level of understanding I need to know more. When Council states Looking after public
space, Protecting our natural environment and Looking after our waterways & foreshore - doing
what, and how - explain more and provide examples

9/21/2022 4:25 PM

167 Efficiency and cost containment Reduce employee costs, get rid of unnecessary functions 9/21/2022 2:54 PM

168 Roads Service levels Enhanced Services should be a priority for Port Stephens at all
times. Maybe roads need even more than 14.1M to do proper repairs which could last years
instead of days

9/21/2022 2:24 PM

169 Affordability Efficiency and cost containment Our paychecks are not getting bigger, so we
have to look at our spending habits. About the same situation as yourselves

9/21/2022 1:08 PM

170 Miscellaneous These proposed rate THEFTS are like being caught between a ‘rock and a
hard place’!

9/21/2022 10:54 AM

171 Roads Service levels I definitely support fixing our roads. This is a priority. I also think
council needs to tend to the overgrown trees in our environment that pose a threat to people
and property.

9/21/2022 10:09 AM

172 Roads Service levels I fully support fixing our roads as I don’t even have a footpath to walk
on where I live. As for the other three I’m not so sure what they mean, as when I walk around
all I see are overgrown trees everywhere that have been planted decades ago and allowed to
take over and impinge on people’s private property, not to mention the damage they cause
during storms.

9/21/2022 9:48 AM
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173 Level of understanding Your budget for current and planned services is excessive. These
four key areas you are proposing for ‘extra funds’ should indeed be core areas of spending -
not added extras to a massively overpriced budget. Stick to what councils are supposed to do:
service their community.

9/21/2022 9:30 AM

174 Efficiency and cost containment Supportive to the extent the vast majority of this windfall
goes back into the community and only a small percentage on administration and personnel.

9/21/2022 7:03 AM

175 Level of understanding This does not tell me enough to make a real informed decision as you
have not broken it down to areas within Port Stephens which might have more look at this in a
better perspective.

9/21/2022 6:29 AM

176 Efficiency and cost containment Roads Service levels Only supportive if roads are fixed
properly, what we have seen to date has been a waste of $’s

9/21/2022 2:15 AM

177 Miscellaneous Neutral. I do not see any of it happening, honestly. 9/20/2022 7:22 PM

178 Efficiency and cost containment Does this assignment of funds align with funding shortfalls?
Would be interested in seeing/understanding climate change considerations.

9/20/2022 4:54 PM

179 Roads Service levels Instant especially FIXING Our Roads 9/20/2022 4:46 PM

180 Miscellaneous No increase in rates! 9/20/2022 4:27 PM

181 Roads Service levels Local residents value our natural environment - flora and fauna on
land and waterways. Visitors come to experience these same assets. Ongoing wet weather will
see a continuation of road damage makin gthis a priority for all.

9/20/2022 4:06 PM

182 Roads Service levels I know fixing our roads is a priority, however I prefer a small
redistribution. We must make sure that our waterways, foreshores and public spaces are
maintained to a high level - they are why many of us moved here and it is what attracts visitors
who then invest in the local economy.

9/20/2022 3:57 PM

183 Affordability Paying enough already 9/20/2022 3:35 PM

184 Efficiency and cost containment I would like to see a productivity study first which reflects
actual costs versus presumed costs. Are we talking about increasing staffing here?

9/20/2022 2:13 PM

185 Efficiency and cost containment The level of rate increase is far in excess of that amount
required to successfully achieve your few responsibilities.

9/20/2022 1:41 PM

186 Efficiency and cost containment Really this is the best you can come up with. Why not try
some outsourcing and stop wasting our money.

9/20/2022 12:49 PM

187 Roads Service levels Take $1M from Protecting the Natural environment and put it to
Fixing Roads for the first 3 years. We have the worst road conditions in the Hunter.

9/20/2022 11:55 AM

188 Miscellaneous Complete waste! 9/20/2022 10:26 AM

189 Miscellaneous A gradual approach should include more thought rather than knee jerk
reactions.

9/20/2022 10:08 AM

190 Service levels this needs to be far more be more specific, are we actually going to do
something with the long overdue issue that is Medowie west and the water retention issues?
raised level of the dam, development etc has drastically added to the issues we face.

9/20/2022 10:04 AM

191 Roads Service levels See previous question comment. Major and minor roads are in
atrocious condition. Significant sections of roads need to be rebuilt/resurfaced. Potholes
appear continually, are dangerous and damage vehicles. Vehicles have to swerve sharply as
they move along the road. Continually filling potholes is inadequate (we often waiting weeks as
they grow in size) and they break up again within weeks.

9/20/2022 9:36 AM

192 Roads Service levels Priorities need to be better defined - ie. fix the worst roads first and
do it properly.

9/20/2022 9:31 AM

193 Roads Service levels All the money should go to our roads they are dangerous. 9/20/2022 7:53 AM

194 Roads Service levels I'd like to see more for the protection of our environment, and less for
the roads.

9/20/2022 7:31 AM

195 SRV Option preference explanation - positive Its time we all did "our bit" to put Port 9/19/2022 7:47 PM
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area to provide jobs We do not have disposable income to cover the increase... Where does it
come from?

241 Service levels Fernbay needs more funding for local community infrastructure. Population
has grown expedentially with zero community benefits

9/15/2022 9:59 AM

242 Roads Service levels Roads are MOST important on the above they don’t get looked after
now

9/15/2022 9:45 AM

243 Efficiency and cost containment Cut down other spend and spend money on a highest needs
basis - work within the budget you have just like every households has to do. People will have
to sell up or go without to pay for increased rate rises

9/15/2022 9:07 AM

244 Roads Service levels Majority of the money needs to be used to fix the roads. They are
currently “third world” condition and causing major damage to vehicles. Need to stop paying the
pothole fillers every three months to refill the same hole. Apply to government for a minimum
100 million and fix the roads properly.

9/15/2022 8:44 AM

245 Miscellaneous No rate rise! 9/15/2022 8:43 AM

246 Roads Service levels Fixing our roads needs to be the number one priority. They are
unsafe and people are likely to be injured or killed. Also, need paths around the acreage areas
of Medowie for children and mothers with prams.

9/15/2022 8:29 AM

247 Roads Service levels Fix our roads! 9/15/2022 7:54 AM

248 Roads Service levels Upgrading the bay does not help me when I cannot drive Fien my
street without damaging my car

9/15/2022 7:54 AM

249 Roads Service levels Looks good on paper but it would be nice to see something done in
Medowie. I have been here 10+ years and apart from filling holes that reappear days later,
that’s basically the extent of the practical things that have occurred. Our facilities are very
basic opposed to our surrounding suburbs and our roads looks like we’re auditioning for an
upcoming scene in Jurrasic Park.

9/15/2022 7:52 AM

250 Miscellaneous Raptor If it is used for another new car for any it’d the members on council I
will be very disappointed

9/15/2022 7:30 AM

251 Level of understanding learn how to live within your means like everyone else 9/15/2022 7:24 AM

252 Efficiency and cost containment I don't believe the council will spend the money as
promised, they certainly haven't as yet!

9/15/2022 6:42 AM

253 Miscellaneous No rate rise, sell the raptor 9/15/2022 6:32 AM

254 Miscellaneous No rate rise 9/15/2022 6:27 AM

255 Level of understanding Operate within your means. Audit the Council itself. 9/14/2022 10:18 PM

256 Roads Service levels I would prefer to see a higher investment in roads. Your plans seem
to show quite limit amount of roads are fixed with an large increase. Still not acceptable given
the state of roads

9/14/2022 9:10 PM

257 Roads Service levels These things are all very important and roads are a safety issue, so
have to get the most money. if we have to cop pain in the hip pocket, it is good to see at least
some improvements in maintenance of public areas and infrastructure.

9/14/2022 6:56 PM

258 Roads Service levels roads are more important 9/14/2022 6:36 PM

259 Efficiency and cost containment Roads The council should look at being more efficient
with there $. Like in the roads and infrastructure sector. I know there is people there fully
milking the budget for personal gain. Poor planning and willingness to get the job done
efficiently and right. They are more concerned about setting up a lunch room less than 1km
from the main site yard hiring portable toilets when there are public toilets 10meters away!!!

9/14/2022 3:57 PM
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52.65% 328

47.35% 295

Q3 What is your preference on the path forward?
Answered: 623 Skipped: 48

TOTAL 623

# COMMENTS DATE

1 Service levels I get no services anyway. Fern Bay only gets bin collection but we pay the
same as everyone else

10/12/2022 10:08 PM

2 Service levels How can it possibly be any more reduced than the services are now ! 10/12/2022 9:57 PM

3 Service levels If you zero base you will get the same services at a reduced rate. Cutting
services is not the way forward.

10/12/2022 7:32 PM

4 Miscellaneous Only way to Go To grow the BAY 10/12/2022 5:19 PM

5 Efficiency and cost containment We don’t need to change to electric vehicles for our fleet, I
know this is a discussion at moment

10/12/2022 4:23 PM

6 Level of understanding Rate cap has already been raised to 4.4% by Ipart 10/12/2022 4:09 PM

7 Roads Service levels We need road repairs. Restructured and rebuilt, all the money that
goes into holiday parks sell off or lease out to developers over a 10 year period. We have four
from Fingal Bay to Soldiers Point. That money would go towards repairs to our roads, and then
put back into Council funds. Tomaree Headland could be sold off and it could be anything
within reason.

10/12/2022 3:46 PM

8 Miscellaneous A defeatist attitude flows strongly through the wording of "Reduced Services"
option. I would prefer council NOT have an increase of this magnitude and instead focus on
"left-field" ways to solve the problem and deliver the required services (eg merger with another
council so as to realise economies of scale and reduce duplication, asset sales, etc).

10/12/2022 2:37 PM

9 Service levels You only really spend your money up the bay . Everyone else are nothings in
councils book

10/12/2022 1:20 PM

10 Service levels A lot of council provided services are used by a minority of people actually
living in Port Stephens. One suggestion would be to have a look at your planning department

10/12/2022 12:44 PM

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Rate Rise
Option - a r...

Reduced
Services Opt...

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Rate Rise Option - a rate increase above the rate cap (2.5%) known as a Special Rate Variation (SRV): a sustainable
council, maintaining current services and enhancing some services

Reduced Services Option (current path) - a rate rise only in line with the rate cap (2.5%): an unsustainable council,
reducing service levels across a range of council services
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recurring admin expenses such as salaries and more spend on capital expenses is a better
mix

77 Efficiency and cost containment Roads Learn to stop spending and fix roads 10/5/2022 7:57 PM

78 Roads Service levels Sorry but cut the unnecessary over time. If we got value for money
people would not mind. but so far not close. And the rain has only been a problem for the last
few years, the pot hole problem has been here for well over a decade.

10/5/2022 6:02 PM

79 Efficiency and cost containment Council should be better managing their money! We all
know this is a result of your incompetent negligence.

10/5/2022 5:28 PM

80 Efficiency and cost containment Raptor Roads Service levels How about you employ
people who know how to do a job properly? Half the roads you built fall apart within weeks and
are epic fails. Scrap the idea of building a Medowie community centre and wasting loads of
money on making areas pretty like the main street of raymond terrace or Nelson bay. We just
want our rubbish collected, decent roads to drive on and no huge rate rises! How hard is it.
Why can't there be a limit on the maintenance of money spent on a mayors car also. That
would fill a few potholes around Port Stephens I'm sure!!!!

10/5/2022 5:07 PM

81 Efficiency and cost containment This option because I don't believe the Council has done
enough to reduce its overheads.

10/5/2022 4:56 PM

82 Efficiency and cost containment Miscellaneous Knock community engagement officers on
the head for starters.

10/5/2022 4:54 PM

83 Efficiency and cost containment Raptor Maybe reduce the amount of spending council
members are paying for their work vehicles? That’s unsustainable and unethical. Sell off the
holiday parks to fund the deficit they have to be worth millions sitting on prime real estate.

10/5/2022 4:48 PM

84 Service levels Please don't let us down. We need to see things happening as you say
IMMEDIATELY.

10/5/2022 4:44 PM

85 Raptor Service levels Reduce services for example sell a few overpriced council cars 10/5/2022 4:12 PM

86 Efficiency and cost containment Level of understanding Stop council waste and workers 1
hour lunches

10/5/2022 4:06 PM

87 Efficiency and cost containment Roads This sounds very much like a veiled threat. You
talk of recent savings through cutting services. - but no mention of efficiency levels within
government. How did we reach this position? No evidence of overspending on roads and
kerbing in recent years. It is reasonable for us residents to see a more detailed annual report
outlining labour & subcontracting costs, staffing levels, salaries etc. Let's be more transparent
if you want to milk the gravy train.

10/5/2022 3:55 PM

88 Miscellaneous SRV option preference explanation - positive I would be happy with an
increase if we had a different Mayor.

10/5/2022 3:52 PM

89 Efficiency and cost containment In reading the above, you are telling me you have ONLY
saved money by REDUCING services offered to residents. Have you made any attempt to
achieve cost savings within your organisation? I can't imagine any other organisation getting
away with reducing services without losing customers! Again, using the squealing pig scenario,
I feel I have little choice here based on the information available.

10/5/2022 3:51 PM

90 Service levels Karuah has always had reduced services, won’t make a difference 10/5/2022 3:50 PM

91 Miscellaneous Employ more staff to process all applications faster 10/5/2022 3:43 PM

92 Efficiency and cost containment Council has wasted ridiculous amount’s of tax payers
money

10/4/2022 10:57 PM

93 Efficiency and cost containment Level of understanding Raptor Is it possible for you
guys to word is survey in a more biased manner? Maybe you should manage the money you
have more efficiently. You could probably get a good price for the mayors range that we paid
for

10/4/2022 8:08 PM

94 Level of understanding More costs again - this survey is misleading as it doesn’t give you
alternative responses to one’s you want to see in your data.

10/4/2022 7:13 PM

95 Efficiency and cost containment If other councils can manage their finances responsibly so 10/4/2022 5:43 PM
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being fixed properly and efficiently the first time. Grader drivers don’t even know how to grade
a road properly

130 Efficiency and cost containment Raptor Seriously, you talk about saving $7.4 million
dollars, but the Mayor buys an 80k car? I would suggest automating applications and such
thus allowing you to stop requiring human lead requests/reactions and make use of technology
to issue/deal with trivial requests via internet website.

9/27/2022 11:13 PM

131 Service levels Council do very little in Karuah and I don’t fancy funding council projects for
Nelson bay

9/27/2022 10:39 PM

132 Service levels I dont recieve any services other than rubbish collection 9/27/2022 9:19 PM

133 Service levels I don't think the council do anything for the Raymond Terrace area anyway.
This threat of reducing services will only bother the areas you actually take care of.

9/27/2022 6:10 PM

134 Miscellaneous Roads Why not ask for volunteers to support local park maintenance etc.
there are gardening clubs that could support. Roads are a community safety issue.

9/27/2022 5:04 PM

135 Efficiency and cost containment Prefer to see an emphasis on PSC improving its
productivity, and removing waste in its staffing. Capital improvement projects should be
through grants, not rates. PSC access to grants (eg. during the Covid era) was abysmal
compared to other neighbouring councils.

9/27/2022 3:51 PM

136 Efficiency and cost containment Have you considered reducing salaries for executives and
senior staff? Do they get work provided vehicles for personal use? Shop around when
conducting business, local government gets fleeced.

9/27/2022 3:25 PM

137 Level of understanding Rate rise of 2.5% is not sustainable. Keep rate rises in line with
inflation only. Say 5%

9/27/2022 11:56 AM

138 SRV option preference explanation - positive Rates should always be increased to reflect the
costs to maintain and improve our community.

9/26/2022 4:56 PM

139 Roads Service levels As long as the increase went to fixing our roads over the first 12 to
18 months

9/26/2022 2:50 PM

140 Service levels As previous, the only areas I find benefits in is a small amount of road and
our garbage being collected

9/26/2022 2:06 PM

141 SRV option preference explanation - positive Having originally lived in South east
Queensland, I am surprised at how low the rates notices are in Port stephens. Our rates can
increase if we all want a decent service.

9/26/2022 12:33 PM

142 Service levels If, and only if, there is a discernible increase in the level of council services. 9/26/2022 12:17 PM

143 Service levels You need to look at what your spending on I'm sure you can find savings we
pay enough for very little return

9/26/2022 8:47 AM

144 Miscellaneous Not much of an option really 9/26/2022 12:00 AM

145 Efficiency and cost containment When rate payers see Ford Rangers being purchased for
the private use of councillors it is rude to expect them to be happy about any rate rises

9/25/2022 5:04 PM

146 SRV option preference explanation - positive I favour the single 26% in one year - let's move
forward

9/25/2022 4:00 PM

147 Roads Service levels Only if it is used to fix roads, improve infrastructure (bike paths) and
not be spent on “pretty” projects around the bay area

9/25/2022 7:51 AM

148 Service levels The mowing of the grassed areas on traffic islands in the middle of the roads
don’t need to be done on Saturday’s and Sundays on overtime!!

9/24/2022 11:44 PM

149 Level of understanding There are other options other than rates rises. Has the Council looked
at a royalty levy on the Sand mining conducted throughout Port Stephens. This impacts our
roads and natural resources. If there is already a levy on sand mining , increase it, If not, get
the additional require funds from a levy on Sand Mining

9/24/2022 8:15 PM

150 Miscellaneous Don’t sell out to developers just get money and destroy the bay village feel in
the process

9/24/2022 6:31 PM
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170 Efficiency and cost containment Raptor Once again, as long as the funds are not used to
buy new cars or “work” trips for ANY of the councillors

9/22/2022 9:22 AM

171 Level of understanding All rate payers in Port Stephens to pay the same. Raise the rates in
the west to the same as the east and your problem is fixed. User pays its not that hard if you
have the Will and ability to lead the council.

9/22/2022 9:16 AM

172 Efficiency and cost containment Raptor Same as we all have to do only spend within our
means. Look at what we spend on for better options eg Ranger Ute top of the line when a lower
model would still carry the mayor around

9/22/2022 8:49 AM

173 Efficiency and cost containment You get enough learn how to use it 9/22/2022 6:47 AM

174 Efficiency and cost containment Roads Seriously your threatening us with more potholes.
Council has to make do with the funds they get. We all do.

9/22/2022 6:31 AM

175 Efficiency and cost containment If I felt the current allocations were distributed to the
suburbs fairly on a needs basis, I would be more than happy to pay more. But it is smackingly
obvious that our suburbs of Tanilba, Lemon Tree Passage and Mallabula aren’t being treated
maintenance wise like other suburbs in the Port Stephens LGA. Maybe you’ve already let them
down so much no matter how much we give you, you can’t delivery a the standards other
ratepayers in other LGA because you have to much neglect to catch up on.

9/22/2022 2:40 AM

176 Affordability Please we cannot afford this rate rise 9/21/2022 7:51 PM

177 Affordability Some wards are rapidly expanding Medowie , Karuah there a lot more rates
coming in , not everybody in Port Stephens is RICH

9/21/2022 4:33 PM

178 Level of understanding I have ticked Rate rise option but if I had have gone for the other
option, Council has not explained what would the fewer community events be for example

9/21/2022 4:32 PM

179 SRV option preference explanation - positive Local area need investment to attract visitors
and future residents.

9/21/2022 2:25 PM

180 Efficiency and cost containment One way of saving money is to reduce the Mayoral
allowance for the current Mayor whose sole function it appears to be involved in any and every
photo opportunity!

9/21/2022 10:58 AM

181 Efficiency and cost containment I do not want to pay more, I know that if I agree to a rate
rise above 2.5% this will be ongoing and will blow out to an unaffordable amount in future.
Council needs to prioritise its spending .

9/21/2022 10:11 AM

182 Efficiency and cost containment Roads We feel that councils everywhere should learn to
live within their means. We do not want to see a rate rise above 2.5% as all that will happen is
council will completely waste this money and keep asking for more. We will soon find
ourselves over the next few years in a situation where we cannot afford to pay our council
rates. Where has all the money gone that council has collected in rates? If council
concentrated on their core responsibilities and stuck to roads, rates and rubbish then we would
not have this problem.

9/21/2022 9:58 AM

183 Level of understanding Your proposed rate rise options send families into the same (worse)
financial stress that you’re saying council will have to face. Find other ways to adjust your
budget just like we all are having to.

9/21/2022 9:34 AM

184 Level of understanding Until an independent efficiency audit verifies that Council are on the
right track and don’t have excess ‘Fat’ that could be cut I would stay on the 2.5%. There
needs to be independent auditing before such a huge rate increase is implemented.

9/21/2022 8:07 AM

185 Miscellaneous Clever strategy. A “no brainer” choice. 9/21/2022 7:06 AM

186 Level of understanding If you want more money from rate payers you need to give more
information and definitive action showing how, when & where.

9/21/2022 6:31 AM

187 Affordability Given the situation for a lot of folk in our community I think some simply could
not afford this rise now, why not tax tourists or those who can afford to have a holiday house
sitting waiting for their visit

9/21/2022 2:25 AM

188 Level of understanding I am amused that Council reduces services in order to save money.
Yes that it one approach. What about wastage in Council that can be tightened up and thus
money saved. Look internal and not just external with subsequent service reduction. The

9/20/2022 8:45 PM
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options provided in this question are too limiting and the results will not reflect Ratepayer
feeling. This survey should be abandoned and the results NOT used by Council to determine a
way forward.

189 Miscellaneous Service levels I have not seen a difference in the last 10 years. Have not
even noticed the service level change

9/20/2022 7:24 PM

190 SRV option preference explanation - positive I see that some additional services should be
considered in the increased budget spend- eg contributions to facilities such as regional
cultural, arts and museum centre, to facilitate state or federal grants which require local
government contributions.

9/20/2022 4:58 PM

191 Affordability I do however have concerns for low income earners struggling to pay bills now. 9/20/2022 4:08 PM

192 SRV option preference explanation - positive Reducing service levels will only make the area
unpleasant to live in, and will slowly deteriorate the visitor levels - subsequently reducing
money that is spent in the local area.

9/20/2022 4:00 PM

193 Efficiency and cost containment None of the above is necessary! Poor management, too
many people in office work judging by number of cars at chambers.

9/20/2022 3:57 PM

194 Efficiency and cost containment Roads Once again every employee from the top down
needs to be included in a productivity review, especially but not only the road repair gangs.

9/20/2022 2:15 PM

195 Efficiency and cost containment This might force the council to better manage their funds
then we can look at a rate rise once the spending is under control

9/20/2022 1:27 PM

196 Efficiency and cost containment Get rid of rid of the 9 day fortnight 9/20/2022 12:51 PM

197 Efficiency and cost containment Roads Out source the road maintenance (pot hole fixing),
contract professionals in this area and get rid of the sheltered workshop that currently exists.
Re-build roads that have had pot holes filled more that 5 times.

9/20/2022 11:59 AM

198 Efficiency and cost containment Reduced service would not impact me in anyway! How
about reducing the amount of people council employs, instead of two people doing a one
person job just employee one  ♂ 

9/20/2022 10:32 AM

199 SRV option preference explanation - positive The community needs services; the Council
needs funds to provide these services. Those people who think that Council should pay for
everything don't understand that the money has to come from a number of sources, one of
which are ratepayers.

9/20/2022 10:10 AM

200 Level of understanding neither of these are a good option, and I don't believe these are the
only 2 options available.

9/20/2022 10:05 AM

201 SRV option preference explanation - positive Services need to be maintained and increased
as they are currently inadequate.

9/20/2022 9:37 AM

202 Efficiency and cost containment Council manage the existing funding poorly in my opinion.
Reduce services and trim some dead wood in your employees.

9/20/2022 7:54 AM

203 SRV option preference explanation - positive If putting the rates up will solve most of the
current problems (and there are a lot) then we support it.

9/19/2022 7:48 PM

204 Efficiency and cost containment We are family living within our means with raising costs
hitting us left right and centre, I believe wages & allowances within council could have a major
overhaul & take some cuts before port Stephens should suffer

9/19/2022 7:05 PM

205 Level of understanding Service levels Hahaha you couldn’t possibly further reduce services
to Karuah as you don’t provide any

9/19/2022 7:00 PM

206 Level of understanding This got voted down years ago, why again? 9/19/2022 6:58 PM

207 Level of understanding Again, with all councils there is so much money poorly spent, bad
management and over spending at the top. I have been self employed running a business for
over 35 years, I get things done. Red tape, political correctness, corruptions, jobs for the boys,
academics that don't get ground zero, is what stuff things up. With the amount of people
moving to the area, the impact of population on the infrastructure that all of this will be
useless. You will need a 100% rate rise

9/19/2022 6:31 PM

208 Service levels I consider environmental concerns if major importance. 9/19/2022 6:19 PM
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community grants and events for a couple of years. These are 'nice to have' but are not
'essential functions'.

229 Level of understanding Council could conduct senior management restructuring and
redundancies.

9/16/2022 7:13 AM

230 Service levels You don't deliver services currently; nil change to existing. 9/15/2022 11:43 PM

231 Level of understanding Service levels Reduce staff hours, unnecessary projects, “art
installations”, unnecessary upgrades. You could even seek to reduce waste services. Port
Stephens got rid of the green bin altogether. You could make yellow bins fortnightly.

9/15/2022 11:13 PM

232 Efficiency and cost containment Pfft. Reduced service. I didn't know there was any service
to start with. More potholes. Not possible.

9/15/2022 9:49 PM

233 Affordability Efficiency and cost containment The SRV is not sustainable to many
household budgets. For many services we have to travel out of Port Stephens, most notably a
proper hospital. Therefore, petrol is a major cost to most households.

9/15/2022 9:41 PM

234 Efficiency and cost containment If you did your job properly it wouldn't have been
unsustainable to begin with.

9/15/2022 9:21 PM

235 SRV option preference explanation - positive Reducing services will result in job losses. I
don’t want to see people lose their jobs. It needs to be pointed out to residents that Our rates
are cheaper than other councils.

9/15/2022 8:23 PM

236 Efficiency and cost containment Council should consider ways of managing their resources
more efficiently and effectively. This includes maintaining their current assets and not letting
them deteriorate.

9/15/2022 7:27 PM

237 Efficiency and cost containment Try looking at your internal set up. To many bludgers 9/15/2022 6:22 PM

238 Efficiency and cost containment Roads This question doesn't gel with the questions asking
which of the two large rises we prefer, while you've now reverted to a question of no significant
rise and cutting services! Council needs to ensure that it spends its money on quality
(especially road building/repair) not the pathetic poor quality builds/fixes we see all the time.
Isn't fixing potholes a part of "providing community safety"?

9/15/2022 5:00 PM

239 Roads SRV option preference explanation - positive We need to continue to maintain our
infrastructure & services. Unkept parks, buildings and roads will be to our detriment -
community satisfaction will decrease. Community events bring much needed funds to our
towns (there should be more of these - MCC example). I personally would like to see parks &
gardens continuing to be maintained and paths improved.

9/15/2022 3:20 PM

240 Level of understanding Roads You cant tell me in the question previous that you are going
to allocate $14million to roads then in this question ask me if I am ok with potholes because
you don't have enough money??? What a load of rubbish, if you are allocating $$ to roads then
actually fix them and allocate the money correctly to maintain them. Don't threaten potholes
whilst asking for more money above the huge 26% you just asked for. Take the $$ from
somewhere else. If you ask any single resident what their #1 issue with council is at the
moment its ROADS. So maybe take a look at what else you can cut out of your budget and
don't threaten more potholes.

9/15/2022 3:17 PM

241 Efficiency and cost containment Level of understanding Money allocated on preferred
works that answer the needs of residents and tourists alike! Fix the roads- no DA approvals for
premises over three levels within three streets from any water front. And perhaps safe storage
facilities to be developed by council for tourists to leave marine equipment at. Fee paying. No
parking of caravans or boats on council roads or footpath without permits- $500 per year for
residents/ holiday period permits $50 per week.

9/15/2022 1:55 PM

242 Efficiency and cost containment SACK SOME OF THE INCOMPETENT STAFF YOU HAVE
AND DECREASE YOUR SELF CONGRATULATORY MORNING TEAS THAT WE FUND -
SELL OFF A HOLIDAY PARK AND WE CAN ALL BENEFIT FROM IT

9/15/2022 1:46 PM

243 Level of understanding You only provide two options , reduced services or rate rise above the
rate cap , you should provide a medium rate rise I would support a rise above the cap but not
26% in one year

9/15/2022 12:41 PM

244 Affordability Level of understanding People cannot afford a rate rise. I don’t see how a rise 9/15/2022 11:15 AM
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264 Efficiency and cost containment Cut the fat and run a more effective team to make the $ go
further

9/14/2022 3:58 PM
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Q4 Age:
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0.16% 1

3.40% 21

15.72% 97

17.83% 110

19.12% 118

22.04% 136

16.69% 103

2.59% 16

0.00% 0

2.43% 15

TOTAL 617
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47.81% 295
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91.73% 566

3.73% 23

1.62% 10
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1.30% 8

Q6 I am a:
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53.48% 330

13.61% 84

26.90% 166

5.67% 35

5.83% 36

12.32% 76

16.69% 103

0.16% 1

5.35% 33

Q7 How did you learn about this project? (tick all that apply)
Answered: 617 Skipped: 54

Total Respondents: 617  

# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 No info from council 10/12/2022 10:08 PM
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2 All the negative comments on how badly this council is run. 10/12/2022 5:04 PM

3 Living on the border of Port Stephens and mid coast council 10/12/2022 12:06 PM

4 Community Group TRRA AGM presentation by council officers. 10/12/2022 11:15 AM

5 Community Group TRRA 10/11/2022 9:27 PM

6 Miscellaneous No rate rise 10/10/2022 6:03 PM

7 Miscellaneous The previous consultation haas been poorly distributed and I only became
aware of this recently

10/10/2022 2:18 PM

8 A active good council member who listens to the community 10/10/2022 1:15 PM

9 Community Group through community organisation and email 10/9/2022 2:56 PM

10 Community Group TRRA 10/8/2022 12:38 PM

11 Email 10/6/2022 8:14 PM

12 Community Group TRRA 10/6/2022 1:31 PM

13 At libraries 10/6/2022 12:48 PM

14 A lot of your rate payers are elderly and have no idea about this proposal. I'm sure you are
aware of that.

10/6/2022 7:53 AM

15 Carrier pigeon 10/4/2022 9:31 PM

16 I object to being asked if I'm non binary. What garbage. That's the first way to you could save
money.

10/4/2022 12:15 PM

17 Family member 10/3/2022 2:25 PM

18 Family member who is an employee of Council. 9/26/2022 5:28 PM

19 Community Group Community association 9/26/2022 2:06 PM

20 Miscellaneous Local talking about whether we should be paying any rates at all for such poor
service and priority to our area. The roads are disgusting in Tanilba, Lemon Tree Passage and
Mallabula and like no other suburbs in the Port Stephens LGA.

9/22/2022 2:44 AM

21 Miscellaneous Why didn’t I get an email from Council alerting me to this? 9/21/2022 8:08 AM

22 Miscellaneous You have rigged this survey to get your desired result. Get efficient. Reduce
the number of staff cars and council vehicles. Learn to fix potholes properly etc etc

9/20/2022 4:02 PM

23 Miscellaneous I learned via this survey only. 9/20/2022 9:39 AM

24 Tim 9/20/2022 8:23 AM

25 Facebook 9/19/2022 5:46 PM

26 email from PSC 9/19/2022 5:18 PM

27 Miscellaneous PSC would have more luck convincing rate payers that they need a SRV if
you provided benchmark data showing that the current rates are way below par. I have not
seen this to date. Again, not very transparent from council

9/19/2022 4:35 PM

28 Employment at Council 9/19/2022 10:41 AM

29 work 9/19/2022 7:05 AM

30 NBN News 9/16/2022 9:49 AM

31 Miscellaneous how about bill the over 55 homes you seem to love so much 9/15/2022 7:27 AM

32 NBN news. 14.9.22. First we’d heard. Totally gobsmacked! 9/14/2022 10:25 PM

33 NBN news 9/14/2022 8:57 PM
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Appendix E 
Submissions 
A summary of each submission and a Council response has been provided with the 
Council Report – Special Rate Variation – revised Integrated Planning and reporting 
Documents – Rate Rise Options Engagement – 25 October 2022. 
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Appendix F 
Rate Cap Announcement 
IPART Media Release 
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Video Update 
As IPART announced the rate cap during public exhibition, Port Stephens Council 
published a message form the General Manager via Facebook to explain how this 
change would affect our application for a Special Rate Variation and what it meant 
for ratepayers. Video published Friday 7th October 
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CHANGES TO THE 2023 TO 2033 INTEGRATED PLANNING AND 
REPORTING DOCUMENTS REVISED FOR A SPECIAL RATE VARIATION 

No. of 
change 

Summarised key issues incorporated in the 
documents 

Recommended changes to the 
documents  

1. Administrative correction - Formatting Delete ‘DRAFT’ from document covers 
and footer of all Integrated Planning and 
Reporting documents. 

2. Administrative correction - Rate Cap Announcement 

The Independent Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal 
(IPART) announced the 2023-2024 rate cap for Port 
Stephens of 4.4% which is higher than the assumed 
2.5%.  

Replace ‘2.5%’ with ‘4.4%’ with the 
related commentary and forecasted 
financial modelling updated to reflect the 
rate cap announcement.  

3. Community feedback – Roads prioritisation 

In consideration of the Council’s engagement with the 
community on the ‘Rate Rise Options’ with respect to 
enhanced services that would be funded by a Special 
Rate Variation. Council has modified the timing of 
expenditure to ensure that roads will be prioritised in 
the first three years of the ten-year financial plan.  
The percentage of distribution of ‘additional funds’ will 
remain the same across the four areas identified.  

Modify the schedule of enhanced 
services works to prioritise road 
maintenance.  

4. Administrative correction / Community Feedback – 
Productivity and Cost Containment 

Council to provide further specific details of planned 
productivity and cost containment strategies that have 
been modelled into the Long Term Financial Plan.   

Insert specific planned examples to the 
Productivity and Cost Containment 
Measures commentary. 

Council’s current and ongoing strategies 
help Council save money and run 
efficiently. These practices are engrained 
in our culture and reviews are undertaken 
continuously and systematically. 
Scheduled for 2023, Council has planned 
productivity and cost containment 
initiatives such as Solar PV 
implementation, reduced contractor 
works and improved service delivery in 
our Holiday Parks and Cemeteries, and 
digitization projects that reduce printing 
costs.  

Council is committed to continual 
improvement and providing cost-effective 
and efficient services through Council’s 
Service Review Program, Business 
Improvement Ideas, and our 
Problem/Opportunity ‘Plan Do Study Act’ 
program. 
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Rate rise options additional affordability measures 
We understand that it may be difficult for some of our community to pay for an increase in rates. We have a range of current initiatives 
in place to assist ratepayers experiencing hardship, whether it be for a short or long time. These can be found in our existing Debt 
Recovery and Hardship Policy. 

To ensure that there is ample assistance available to those who may experience financial stress as a result of an approved rate 
increase Council is proposing additional affordability measures that will be considered as part of the special rate variation. This would 
include,  

• Include pensioners, and increase the amount of assistance for non-pensioners. 
• Financial assistance to include waste charges reduction for koala carers and ratepayers with medical conditions that result in 

large amounts of waste.  
• Include referral of financial hardship matters to Council in the event of a significant event affecting Port Stephens primary 

producers.  
• Increase the debt balance threshold for commencement of legal action 

We are asking our community to provide further feedback on these proposed additional affordability measures. Details of these 
proposed additional affordability measures can be found in appendix four in this document and on Council’s website. 
 

Productivity and Cost Containment Measures 
Council runs a whole suite of strategies to help save money and run efficiently. These include our Service Review Program, Business 
Improvement Ideas, and our Problem/Opportunity ‘Plan Do Study Act’ program. All of these are designed to ensure business 
improvement and excellence. Since 2012 over $7 million dollars in savings, (hard and reinvested efficiency savings) have been 
achieved.  
 
These programs utilise the Australian Business Excellence Framework (ABEF), which ensures a consistent approach to continuous 
improvement across the whole organisation, while better managing scarce resources. PSC is one of the first councils in NSW to 
implement these types of regular efficiency reviews. Our focus on improving efficiency and finding productivity enhancements is 
supported by dedicated teams to do just that and we now average 30 reviews per annum and continually refine our process.  
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To contain our costs council use a centralised treasury model approach to budgeting. This means 
that our Executive set the overall budget parameters and our financial services team then ensure 
control over council’s budget. This ensures a uniform approach and transparency. Deviations from 
the budget are highly scrutinised through a rigorous approval process. This budgeting approach 
encourages business units within Council to coordinate and collaborate with each other so that 
resources are optimally pooled and programs appropriately targeted to inclusively service the 
needs of the community. 
 
Independent experts Professor Dollery and Professor Drew looked into how efficiently we are 
operating when compared to other similar NSW local Councils. Our efficiency was close to the 
typical score when assessed against 67 Councils. In their reports, the Professors assured that 
Council is providing good value for money. 
 
Council’s current and ongoing strategies help Council save money and run efficiently. These 
practices are engrained in our culture and reviews are undertaken continuously and systematically. 
For 2023, Council has planned productivity and cost containment initiatives estimated to save 
approximately $135,000 of hard savings and further reinvested efficiency savings. These include 
Solar PV Implementation, reduced contractor works and improved service delivery in our Holiday 
Parks and Cemeteries, and digitization projects that reduce printing costs. Council is committed to 
continual improvement and providing cost effective and efficient services through Council’s Service 
Review Program, Business Improvement Ideas, and our Problem/Opportunity ‘Plan Do Study Act’ 
program. 
 
It goes without saying that Council will continue to implement strict budget controls and pursue 
productivity efficiencies. But it is clear that the current financial position is unsustainable, and that 
significant change will need to be made.  
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*Expenses out are for the period 2023-2024 to 2026-2027 under the base scenario and are rounded to the nearest million  

Our Community 

Expenses out 

$41 million* 

We will deliver 
Delivery Program  
activities 
Operational Plan  
actions 

Our Environment 

Expenses out 

$127 million* 

We will deliver 
Delivery Program  
activities 
Operational Plan  
actions 

 

Our Council 

Expenses out 

$193 million* 

We will deliver 
Delivery Program  
activities 
Operational Plan  
actions 

 

Our Place 

Expenses out 

$247 million* 

We will deliver 
Delivery Program  
activities 
Operational Plan  
actions 

8 

8 

11 

17 

4 

6 

12 

15 
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Single Year Scenario: 26% increase for a single year, being 2023-2024 only. 

 

Fixing the budget, delivering planned 
services 
$99 million over ten years 
Current levels of services to stay 
Delivering planned services as outlined in the CSP 

Below enhancements immediately funded  

 

Fixing our roads 
$14 million over three years 
Targeting roads with a high number of reoccurring potholes 

 

Protecting our natural environment 
$5 million over eight years + continued funding  
Dedicated recurrent works focused on protecting and enhancing our 
natural environment 

 

Looking after our waterways and 
foreshores  
$4.5 million one-off 3-year target program 
Funding for three years of targeted works focused on looking after our 
waterways and foreshores across Port Stephens  

 

Looking after our public space 
$3 million over four years 
Fixing defects throughout our community buildings,  and replacing 
lighting with more energy-efficient LED globes 
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The LTFP 2023 to 2033 presents financial forecasts associated with the following 
scenarios. 

INCOME Base 
Scenario 
Rate Cap 

Single Year 
26% one 
year 

Independent 
34.92% 
Cumulative  
10.5% for three 
years 

Rates    
Pegging factor applied            4.40% 26.00% 10.50% 
Ongoing peg factor beyond 
2023/2024 

2.50% 2.50% 10.50% until 
2026 

2.50% beyond 
2027  

New annual rates assessment 150 150 150 
User fees and charges 
*5% one off increase for non-

statutory 2023-2024 

2.50% 2.50% 2.50% 

Operating grants and 
Contributions Annual factor 

1.00% 1.00% 1.00% 

Other    
Cash investment returns 2.00% 2.50% 2.50% 
Other income 1.00% 2.00% 2.50% 
Rental income 1.00% 1.00% 1.00% 
Airport dividend  
*unknown return at this time. 
Any dividend received to be 
held in the financial 
sustainability & resilience 
fund. 

Nil Nil Nil 
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EXPENSES Base 
Scenario 

Single Year Independent 
Recommendation 

Salaries and 
allowances 

2.25% 2.25% 2.25% 

Materials and contracts  
2024 
2025 
2026 - beyond 

 
6.00% 
4.50% 
3.50% 

 
6.00% 
4.50% 
3.50% 

 
6.00% 
4.50% 
3.50% 

Other expenses 2.50% 2.50% 2.50% 
Services levels Reduction 

required 
Maintain current 

service levels 
(subject to our 
rolling service 

review program) 
Some 

enhancements 
funded through 
additional SRV 

funding 

Maintain current 
service levels 

(subject to our 
rolling service 

review program) 
Some 

enhancements 
funded through 
additional SRV 

funding 
 

PROJECTED 
RESULT 

$’000 

Base Scenario Single Year 
Scenario 

Independent 
Recommendation 

2022-2023 

(Current) (1,122) (1,122) (1,122) 

2023-2024 (1,981) 1,376 538 

2024-2025 (3,361) 1,557 1,252 

2025-2026 (4,303) 1,289 2,020 

2026-2027 (6,721) 1,598 1,977 

2027-2028 (7,735) 1,109 1,711 

2028-2029 (8,697) 1,582 1,493 

2029-2030 (9,982) 1,912 1,151 

2030-2031 (11,365) 1,103 947 

2031-2032  (12,421) 651 615 

2032-2033 (13,686) 12 306 
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Appendix two: Statement of revenue policy 
Council is considering making an application to the Independent Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal (IPART) for a special rate variation 
(SRV) to ordinary rates. 

Two SRV scenarios are being considered and have been modelled in these Integrated Planning and Reporting documents. Both SRV 
scenarios are inclusive of the state imposed rate peg. 

Council is proposing that the increase be retained permanently in the rates general income base. This means that rate levels in the 
first year after the SRV and subsequent years will only increase by the rate peg set by the State Government and rates will not be 
reduced to pre-SRV levels.  

The following rates are proposed for 2023-2024, and key elements of Council’s rating policy are: 

• Base Scenario – 4.4% state imposed rate cap assumption; 
Special Rate Variation Scenarios: 
 
• Single Year Scenario – A 26% increase for a single year, being 2023-2024 only; 
• Independent Recommendation Scenario - A cumulative increase of 34.92%, being a 10.5% increase for three consecutive years 

2023-2024 to 2025-2026; 
 

• All scenarios include continuation of sub-categories in the residential and farmland categories aligned with the Williamtown 
Management Area; 

 
• It is proposed to continue to make the farmland rate the same as the residential rate; 

 
• 35% base amounts are proposed to continue in the main residential rate category and business rate category 
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Base Scenario Rate Structure 
4.4% - rate cap 

Category Sub-Category Ad Valorem 
Rate in $ 

Base 
Amount $ 

Base 
Amount 
Yield % 

Estimated Rate 
Yield ‘000s 

Residential n/a 0.002994 420 35 $38,819 

Residential Williamtown Primary Zone 0.001996 280 39 $17 

Residential Williamtown Secondary Zone 0.002246 315 41 $120 

Residential Williamtown Broader Zone 0.002695 378 40 $238 

Farmland n/a 0.002994 420 21 $898 

Farmland Williamtown Primary Zone 0.001996 280 30 $8 

Farmland Williamtown Secondary Zone 0.002246 315 25 $23 

Farmland Williamtown Broader Zone 0.002695 378 26 $23 

Business n/a 0.008270 1,803 35 $9,849 

Mining n/a 0.008270 0 n/a Nil 

Total $49,996 
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Budget Summary – 4 year Budget Forecast  

Revenue and Expenditure for 2023-2027 reflects the forecasted impacts of COVID-19 pandemic, however as the pandemic continues 
to evolve we will remain flexible and agile to respond as required, with financial impacts and adjustments reported to Council through 
the Quarterly Budget Review and Annual Reporting process. 

Revenue 2023-2024, 2024-2025, 2025-2026, 2026-2027 ($000s) - Base Scenario 
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Expenditure 2023-2024, 2024-2025, 2025-2026, 2026-2027 ($000s) – Base Scenario 

Refer to the Long Term Financial Plan 2023-2033 document for more details of the Budget Summary. 
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Executive Summary 

The Long Term Financial Plan 2022-2032 (LTFP) aligns the long term aspirations and 
goals of the Community Strategic Plan (CSP) with Council’s financial ability to deliver 
these ambitions. 

It provides a robust yet dynamic framework in which Council can review and assess 
its financial sustainability in conjunction with its core functions and responsibilities. The 
LTFP contains a set of long range financial projections based on a set of assumptions. 
It covers a 10 year period from 2023-2024 to 2032-2033.   

At its meeting on the 13 September 2022, Council resolved to develop the revised 
integrated and planning documents including the LTFP.  This iteration of the LTFP is 
to model and inform residents on the outcomes of the three financial scenarios based 
on the extensive engagement conducted surrounding financial sustainability. Two 
scenarios are inclusive of a special rate variation.  

A special rate variation would see council submit an application to the Independent 
Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal IPART and if approved rate income would increase 
above the anticipated rate cap set by IPART. Council’s key purpose for applying for a 
special rate variation would be financial sustainability. The increased income raised 
by a Special Rate Variation would be used to eliminate forecasted shortfalls, covering 
the rising costs associated with delivering planned services to our community. This 
would mean council will be able to fund and meet community expectations as outlined 
in the Community Strategic Plan (CSP), Delivery Program (DP) and Operational Plan 
(OP). 

A summary of each scenario is as follows: 

The future sustainability of Council is dependent upon generating sufficient funds to 
meet the costs of maintaining and renewing assets to deliver services.  

Base Scenario - State imposed rate cap  

In this scenario, income budget parameters are set at state imposed levels of the 
rate-capping regime. IPART announced the 2023-2024 rate cap for Port Stephens to 
be 4.4% and then to resume at 2.5% for the remainder of the plan. The outcome is 
that Council would not generate sufficient funds to continue providing current service 
levels or renew its assets when required. Council will not be financially sustainable 
and we will look at reducing or ceasing services. This scenario would result in annual 
operating shortfalls if no corrective action occurred.  

Single year Scenario – Special Rate Variation - 26% for a single year (inclusive of 
the 2.5% rate cap) 

Under this scenario, as a result, of an approved special rate variation for 26% for a 
single year. After which rate capping would be re-instated at 2.5%. Council would 
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The main assumptions used for each scenario is as follows: 

INCOME Base 
Scenario 
Rate Cap 

Single Year 
26% one 
year 

Independent 
34.92% 
Cumulative  
10.5% for three 
years 

Rates    
Pegging factor applied            4.40% 26.00% 10.50% 
Ongoing peg factor beyond 
2023/2024 

2.50% 2.50% 10.50% until 
2026 

2.50% beyond 
2027  

New annual rates assessment 150 150 150 
User fees and charges 
*5% 23/24 for non-statutory  

2.50% 2.50% 2.50% 

Operating grants and 
Contributions Annual factor 

1.00% 1.00% 1.00% 

Other    
Cash investment returns 2.00% 2.50% 2.50% 
Other income 1.00% 2.00% 2.50% 
Rental income 1.00% 1.00% 1.00% 
Airport dividend – unknown return 
Any dividend received to be held 
in the financial sustainability & 
resilience fund. 

Nil Nil Nil 
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EXPENSES Base 

Scenario 
Single Year Independent 

Recommendation 
Salaries and allowances 2.25% 2.25% 2.25% 
Materials and contracts  
2024 
2025 
2026 - beyond 

 
6.00% 
4.50% 
3.50% 

 
6.00% 
4.50% 
3.50% 

 
6.00% 
4.50% 
3.50% 

Other expenses 2.50% 2.50% 2.50% 
Services levels Reduction 

required 
Maintain current 

service levels 
(subject to our 
rolling service 

review program) 
Some 

enhancements 
funded through 
additional SRV 

funding 

Maintain current 
service levels 

(subject to our 
rolling service 

review program) 
Some 

enhancements 
funded through 
additional SRV 

funding  
 

PROJECTED 
RESULT 

$’000 

Base Scenario Single Year 
Scenario 

Independent 
Recommendation 

2022-2023 

(Current) (1,122) (1,122) (1,122) 

2023-2024 (1,981) 1,376 538 

2024-2025 (3,361) 1,557 1,252 

2025-2026 (4,303) 1,289 2,020 

2026-2027 (6,721) 1,598 1,977 

2027-2028 (7,735) 1,109 1,711 

2028-2029 (8,697) 1,582 1,493 

2029-2030 (9,982) 1,912 1,151 

2030-2031 (11,365) 1,103 947 

2031-2032  (12,421) 651 615 

2032-2033 (13,686) 12 306 
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can have a major impact on future financial plans. The three scenarios within the LTFP 
allow Council to model the potential impact of various assumptions and is a critical 
management tool. 

Quarterly Budget Reviews provide the ability to regularly monitor the LTFP forecasts 
against actual activity, update assumptions and make amendments that have a 
permanent impact on the Plan. Council also reviews and updates relevant sections 
and projections of the Long Term Financial Plan on an annual basis. 

1.5 Key Assumptions 

The LTFP and the financial models are based on a number of key assumptions. 

Rate Increases  
Council is subject to an annual rate-capping regime to be determined by The 
Independent Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal (IPART) each year and as such, IPART 
has announced the 2023-2024 rate cap for Port Stephens is 4.4%. IPART continues 
to instruct Councils to assume a rate cap increase of 2.5% when preparing their Long 
Term Financial Plan (LTFP) and upcoming financial year budgets.   

This iteration of the LTFP incorporates two scenarios of SRV. Both SRV scenarios are 
inclusive of the rate cap for Port Stephens.  
 

• Single Year Scenario – A 26% increase for a single year, being 2023-2024 
only. 
 

• Independent Recommendation Scenario - A cumulative increase of 
34.92%, being a 10.5% increase for three consecutive years 2023-2024 to 
2025-2026. 

 

Council is proposing that the increase be retained permanently in the rates general 
income base. This means that rate levels in the first year after the SRV and 
subsequent years will only increase by the rate peg set by the State Government and 
rates will not be reduced to pre-SRV levels. 

Certainty of Revenue Streams 

Projections of revenue streams over the next ten years are based on historic trends, 
planned pricing methodologies, known and recurrent grants, current statutory prices 
and the assumption of the continuation of annual rate capping. Pricing methodologies 
are aimed to provide services in a sustainable manner, with the community's capacity 
to pay taken into consideration. 

Due to the level of support received from the Financial Assistance Grant (FAG) 
program, any reduction in the overall available funds for distribution is likely to result 
in a diminished allocation to Council. This will have a direct impact on the level of 
works able to be delivered by Council. 
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Council's rating strategy and structure is reviewed every year as part of the annual 
Operational Plan process. Council's proposed rating structure provides for three 
different categories of ordinary rates: residential, farmland and business. The rate type 
applicable to a particular property is determined on the basis of the property's rating 
categorisation. All properties are categorised in accordance with the provisions set out 
in the Local Government Act 1993.  

5.1.2 Comparison of rates with other councils 

Comparison of rating between councils is affected by the rating and charging 
strategies they have each adopted. Some councils rely solely on the ordinary rate for 
rate income while others levy special rates and annual charges for specific purposes 
that supplement ordinary rate income.  

Income from ordinary rates, special rates and drainage services are subject to State 
government rate capping while domestic waste management service annual charges 
are limited to recovering the reasonable cost of providing those services.  

Councils may choose a mix of ordinary and special rates and vary those from year to 
year, however the annual increase in total rate income from all rates is not to exceed 
the percentage specified by IPART each year. Council currently has no special rates.  

The Office of Local Government (OLG) publishes annual comparative information on 
council rating, financial indicators, service costs and service performance. The 
information is separated into 11 groups of similar councils based on size and 
character. Port Stephens Council is placed within OLG's Group 5. The data published 
by the OLG indicates Councils ordinary rates are low compared with other Hunter 
Councils and other Group 5 Councils. 

Rating assumptions  

This LTFP includes three different rating assumptions 

Base Scenario – 4.4% for the 2023-2024 year and then 2.5% state imposed rate 
cap assumption onwards; 
Single Year Scenario – A 26% increase for a single year, being 2023-2024 only; 
Independent Recommendation Scenario - A cumulative increase of 34.92%, being 
a 10.5% increase for three consecutive years 2023-2024 to 2025-2026; 
 
Domestic Waste Charges 

Council's Domestic Waste Management Program is self-funded by way of an 
externally restricted reserve. The Local Government Act 1993 limits annual domestic 
waste management charges to an amount sufficient to recover the costs of providing 
the service. As such, revenue from Council's annual domestic waste charges included 
in this LTFP is based on the projected full cost to provide the waste service over the 
next ten years. For the 2023 and 2024 financial years the projected charge per 
household is as follows: 
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7. Financial Modelling Assumptions and Results  
 

The LTFP is structured as a series of 'scenarios', each of which shows a specific 
financial outlook. Each of the scenarios relates to particular Council plans or policies. 
The scenarios are cumulative so that each scenario incorporates the assumptions and 
financial outcomes of the previous scenarios. The scenarios can also be looked at in 
isolation. 

Base Scenario - State imposed rate cap  

In this scenario, income budget parameters are set at state imposed levels of the 
rate-capping regime. IPART announced the 2023-2024 rate cap for Port Stephens to 
be 4.4% and then to resume at 2.5% for the remainder of the plan. The outcome is 
that Council would not generate sufficient funds to continue providing current service 
levels or renew its assets when required. Council will not be financially sustainable 
and we will look at reducing or ceasing services. This scenario would result in annual 
operating shortfalls if no corrective action occurred.  

Single year Scenario – Special Rate Variation - 26% for a single year (inclusive of 
the 2.5% rate cap) 

Under this scenario, as a result, of an approved special rate variation for 26% for a 
single year. After which rate capping would be re-instated at 2.5%. Council would 
repair the budget in the first year of the special rate variation and eliminate every 
year of forecasted shortfalls of the base scenario. Council would remain above the 
1% resilience target for the majority of the life of the plan and would see a steep 
injection of additional funds in the first year of the SRV. Where additional funds are 
generated Council will be able to increase funding into community priorities being 
road maintenance, condition of our public spaces, and protecting our waterways and 
natural environment. An annual operating surplus is achieved under this scenario 

Independent Recommendation Scenario – Special Rate Variation - A cumulative 
increase of 34.92%, being a 10.5% increase for three consecutive years (inclusive 
of the 2.5% rate cap) 

Under this scenario, as a result, of an approved special rate variation for 10.5% for a 
three-year period, being a cumulative increase of 34.92%. After which rate capping 
would be re-instated at 2.5%. Council would break even in the first year of the 
special rate variation and eliminate every year of forecasted shortfalls of the base 
scenario. Council would remain above the 1% resilience target for the entirety of the 
plan. It would see a slow growth of additional funds over the three-year period of the 
SRV. Where additional funds are generated Council will be able to increase funding 
into community priorities being road maintenance, condition of our public spaces, 
and protecting our waterways and natural environment.  An annual operating surplus 
is achieved under this scenario 
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Permanent in nature 

Council is proposing that the special rate variations increases be retained permanently 
in the rates general income base. This means that rate levels in the first year after the 
SRV and subsequent years will only increase by the rate peg set by the state 
government and rates will not be reduced to pre-SRV levels.  

INCOME Base 
Scenario 
2.5% Rate 
Cap 

Single Year 
26% one 
year 

Independent 
34.92% 
Cumulative  
10.5% for three 
years 

Rates    
Pegging factor applied            4.40% 26.00% 10.50% 
Ongoing peg factor beyond 
2024 

2.50% 2.50% 10.50% until 
2026 

2.50% beyond 
2027  

New annual rates assessment 150 150 150 
User fees and charges 
*5% one off for non-statutory 

2.50% 2.50% 2.50% 

Operating grants and 
Contributions Annual factor 

1.00% 1.00% 1.00% 

Other    
Cash investment returns 2.00% 2.50% 2.50% 
Other income 1.00% 2.00% 2.50% 
Rental income 1.00% 1.00% 1.00% 
Airport dividend  
*unknown return at this time. 
Any dividend received to be 
held in the financial 
sustainability & resilience 
fund. 

Nil Nil Nil 
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EXPENSES Base 
Scenario 

Single Year Independent 
Recommendation 

Salaries and allowances 2.25% 2.25% 2.25% 
Materials and contracts  
2024 
2025 
2026 - beyond 

 
6.00% 
4.50% 
3.50% 

 
6.00% 
4.50% 
3.50% 

 
6.00% 
4.50% 
3.50% 

Other expenses 2.50% 2.50% 2.50% 
Services levels Reduction 

required 
Maintain current 

service levels 
(subject to our 
rolling service 

review program) 
Some 

enhancements 
funded through 
additional SRV 

funding 

Maintain current 
service levels 

(subject to our 
rolling service 

review program) 
Some 

enhancements 
funded through 
additional SRV 

funding  
 

PROJECTED 
RESULT 

$’000 

Base Scenario Single Year 
Scenario 

Independent 
Recommendation 

2022-2023 

(Current) (1,122) (1,122) (1,122) 

2023-2024 (1,981) 1,376 538 

2024-2025 (3,361) 1,557 1,252 

2025-2026 (4,303) 1,289 2,020 

2026-2027 (6,721) 1,598 1,977 

2027-2028 (7,735) 1,109 1,711 

2028-2029 (8,697) 1,582 1,493 

2029-2030 (9,982) 1,912 1,151 

2030-2031 (11,365) 1,103 947 

2031-2032  (12,421) 651 615 

2032-2033 (13,686) 12 306 
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8. Financial Statements – Base Scenario 

Base Scenario – Income Statement 

 

INCOME STATEMENT
For the period ended 30 June 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032 2033

$'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000
Revenue
Rates & Annual Charges 68,994     72,202     74,176     76,199     78,273     80,399     82,578     84,812     87,101     89,448     91,853    
User Fees and Charges 47,079     52,272     53,916     55,469     57,061     58,692     60,365     62,079     63,836     65,637     67,483    
Interest & Investment Revenue 1,063        1,460        1,635        1,696        1,623        1,648        1,649        1,640        1,614        1,566        1,463      
Other Revenues 4,330        4,416        4,505        4,595        4,687        4,780        4,876        4,974        5,073        5,174        5,278      
Operating Grants and Contributions 12,761     12,328     12,752     12,879     13,008     13,138     13,269     13,402     13,536     13,671     13,808    
Capital Grants and Contributions 19,573     7,319        7,393        7,467        7,541        7,617        7,693        7,770        7,847        7,926        8,005      
Gain on Sale of assets 250           250           250           250           250           250           250           250           250           250           250         
Other Income - Rental Income 3,098        3,129        3,160        3,192        3,224        3,256        3,289        3,322        3,355        3,388        3,422      
Other Income - Fair Value increment 843           1,237        1,274        1,312        1,351        1,392        1,434        1,477        1,521        1,567        1,614      
Total Revenue 157,990   154,614   159,060   163,059   167,018   171,172   175,402   179,724   184,133   188,628   193,176 

Operating Expenses
Employee Benefits & On-Costs 56,552     58,373     60,652     62,803     64,789     66,843     68,979     71,197     73,487     75,868     78,330    
Borrowing Costs 1,713        1,757        1,653        1,562        1,611        1,525        1,436        1,382        1,296        1,211        1,148      
Materials & Services 55,916     59,270     61,938     64,805     67,399     69,758     72,200     75,477     77,342     80,049     82,851    
Depreciation & Amortisation 18,999     19,528     20,267     20,748     21,386     21,784     22,037     22,479     22,974     23,035     23,157    
Other Expenses 4,586        4,752        4,865        5,032        5,152        5,277        5,402        5,545        5,688        5,834        5,985      
Total Operating Expenses 137,766   143,680   149,374   154,951   160,337   165,188   170,054   176,080   180,787   185,997   191,470 
Operating Surplus / (Deficit) 20,224     10,933     9,686        8,108        6,681        5,985        5,349        3,644        3,347        2,630        1,706      
Other Comprehensive Income -            -            -            -            -            -            -            -            -            -            1              

Total Comprehensive Income 20,224     10,933     9,686        8,108        6,681        5,985        5,349        3,644        3,347        2,630        1,707      

Net Operating Result before Capital Grants 651           3,614        2,293        641           (860)          (1,632)      (2,344)      (4,125)      (4,501)      (5,295)      (6,298)     

Adjustments for Underlying Result
Gain on Sale of assets (250)          (250)          (250)          (250)          (250)          (250)          (250)          (250)          (250)          (250)          (250)        
Investment property fair value increases & 
royalties (2,679)      (3,109)      (3,184)      (3,260)      (3,339)      (3,419)      (3,501)      (3,586)      (3,672)      (3,761)      (3,852)     
NAP Profit 1,156        (2,235)      (2,220)      (2,134)      (2,272)      (2,434)      (2,601)      (2,771)      (2,943)      (3,115)      (3,286)     
Local election costs -            -            -            700           -            -            -            750           -            -            -          
Underlying result (1,122) (1,981) (3,361) (4,303) (6,721) (7,735) (8,697) (9,982) (11,365) (12,421) (13,686)
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8.1 Base Scenario – Statement of Financial Position (Balance Sheet) 

 
STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
As at 30 June: 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032 2033

$'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000
ASSETS
Current Assets
Cash and Cash Equivalents 14,043 21,037 23,491 20,560 21,554 21,598 21,237 20,205 18,301 14,161 10,130
Investments 37,247 37,247 37,247 37,247 37,247 37,247 37,247 37,247 37,247 37,247 37,247
Receivables 11,027 11,864 12,289 12,677 13,076 13,484 13,902 14,331 14,770 15,219 15,680
Inventories & Other 2,647 2,647 2,647 2,647 2,647 2,647 2,647 2,647 2,647 2,647 2,647
Total Current Assets 64,965 72,795 75,673 73,131 74,524 74,976 75,034 74,430 72,964 69,275 65,704

Non Current Assets
Infrastructure, Property, Plant & Equipment 1,098,970 1,104,025 1,107,650 1,115,443 1,118,161 1,121,201 1,123,740 1,126,323 1,129,104 1,132,374 1,136,244
Right of Use Asset 2,031 1,776 993 3,405 3,185 2,428 2,071 1,850 1,093 3,504 3,285
Investments using Equity Method 431 431 431 431 431 431 431 431 431 431 431
Inventories & Other 7,427 8,437 9,457 10,487 11,528 12,579 13,641 14,713 15,796 16,889 17,994
Investment Properties 41,223 42,460 43,733 45,045 46,397 47,789 49,222 50,699 52,220 53,787 55,400
Intangibles 5,645 5,162 4,767 4,444 4,183 3,976 3,814 3,692 3,604 3,545 3,513
Total Non Current Assets 1,155,726 1,162,291 1,167,032 1,179,256 1,183,886 1,188,404 1,192,919 1,197,708 1,202,248 1,210,532 1,216,869
Total Assets 1,220,691 1,235,085 1,242,705 1,252,387 1,258,409 1,263,380 1,267,952 1,272,138 1,275,212 1,279,807 1,282,573

LIABILITIES
Current Liabilities
Trade & Other Payables 17,065 17,669 18,149 18,665 19,132 19,556 19,996 20,586 20,922 21,409 21,913
Lease liabilities 795 840 850 617 690 740 755 709 785 839 688
Borrowings 2,312 1,524 1,552 1,580 1,597 1,382 1,323 1,054 1,074 1,094 1,116
Provisions 16,624 17,146 17,008 17,306 17,742 18,212 18,285 19,331 20,081 19,762 22,350
Total Current Liabilities 36,795 37,179 37,559 38,168 39,161 39,890 40,360 41,680 42,862 43,106 46,071

Non Current Liabilities
Trade & Other Payables 1,831 1,286 740 195 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Lease liabilities 1,235 935 144 2,788 2,496 1,688 1,316 1,142 308 2,665 2,597
Borrowings 36,154 39,630 38,077 36,497 34,899 33,518 32,194 31,140 30,066 28,971 27,855
Provisions 1,294 1,741 2,185 2,632 3,063 3,509 3,959 4,410 4,862 5,320 4,599
Total Non Current Liabilities 40,514 43,591 41,146 42,110 40,458 38,715 37,469 36,691 35,235 36,957 35,053
Total Liabilities 77,309 80,770 78,704 80,278 79,620 78,605 77,829 78,371 78,098 80,063 81,124
Net Assets 1,143,382 1,154,315 1,164,001 1,172,108 1,178,790 1,184,775 1,190,123 1,193,768 1,197,114 1,199,744 1,201,450

EQUITY
Accumulated Surplus 729,034 739,967 749,654 757,762 764,443 770,427 775,776 779,421 782,768 785,396 787,101
Asset Revaluation Reserves 414,346 414,346 414,346 414,346 414,346 414,346 414,346 414,346 414,346 414,346 414,346
Total Equity 1,143,380 1,154,313 1,164,000 1,172,108 1,178,789 1,184,773 1,190,122 1,193,767 1,197,114 1,199,742 1,201,447
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8.2 Base Scenario – Statement of Cash flows 

 
CASHFLOW STATEMENT
For the period ended 30 June 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032 2033
Cash Flows from Operating Activities $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000
Receipts:
Rates & Annual Charges 66,623 71,365 73,751 75,810 77,875 79,991 82,160 84,384 86,662 88,997 91,392
User Charges & Fees 47,079 52,272 53,916 55,469 57,061 58,692 60,365 62,079 63,836 65,637 67,483
Interest & Investment Revenue Received 1,063 1,460 1,635 1,696 1,623 1,648 1,649 1,640 1,614 1,566 1,463
Grants & Contributions 29,721 16,982 17,425 17,572 17,720 17,869 18,019 18,169 18,321 18,474 18,627
Other Income - Rental Income 3,098 3,129 3,160 3,192 3,224 3,256 3,289 3,322 3,355 3,388 3,422
Other 4,330 4,416 4,505 4,595 4,687 4,780 4,876 4,974 5,073 5,174 5,278
Payments:
Employee Benefits & On-Costs (57,259) (59,342) (60,958) (63,547) (65,657) (67,759) (69,503) (72,693) (74,690) (76,007) (80,197)
Materials & Contracts (55,795) (59,329) (61,872) (64,776) (67,671) (70,183) (72,639) (76,066) (77,678) (80,537) (83,356)
Borrowing Costs (1,713) (1,757) (1,653) (1,562) (1,611) (1,525) (1,436) (1,382) (1,296) (1,211) (1,148)
Other (3,653) (2,639) (4,334) (3,459) (3,008) (2,589) (3,493) (1,283) (2,658) (4,478) (1,155)
Net Cash provided (or used in) Operating Activities 33,493 26,557 25,575 24,989 24,241 24,181 23,287 23,141 22,539 21,004 21,809
Cash Flows from Investing Activities
Receipts:
Sale of Infrastructure, Property, Plant & Equipment 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250
Payments:
Purchase of Real Estate Assets (1,000) (1,010) (1,020) (1,030) (1,041) (1,051) (1,062) (1,072) (1,083) (1,094) (1,105)
Purchase of Infrastructure, Property, Plant & Equipment (30,977) (20,272) (19,542) (24,279) (19,784) (20,557) (20,205) (20,746) (21,303) (21,877) (22,468)
Purchase of Intangible Assets (400) (424) (443) (459) (475) (491) (508) (526) (545) (564) (583)
Net Cash provided (or used in) Investing Activities (32,127) (21,456) (20,756) (25,518) (21,050) (21,850) (21,525) (22,094) (22,680) (23,284) (23,906)
Cash Flows from Financing Activities
New Borrowings 5,000
Repayment of leases principal (606) (795) (840) (850) (617) (690) (740) (755) (709) (785) (839)
Repayment of Borrowings & Advances (3,147) (2,312) (1,524) (1,552) (1,580) (1,597) (1,382) (1,323) (1,054) (1,074) (1,094)
Net Cash Flow provided (used in) Financing Activities (3,753) 1,893 (2,365) (2,402) (2,198) (2,287) (2,122) (2,079) (1,763) (1,859) (1,934)

Net Increase/(Decrease) in Cash & Cash Equivalents (2,387) 6,993 2,454 (2,931) 994 44 (360) (1,032) (1,905) (4,139) (4,031)
plus: Cash - beginning of year 16,430 14,043 21,037 23,491 20,560 21,554 21,598 21,237 20,205 18,301 14,161

Cash - end of the year 14,043 21,037 23,491 20,560 21,554 21,598 21,237 20,205 18,301 14,161 10,130
plus: Investments - end of the year 37,247 37,247 37,247 37,247 37,247 37,247 37,247 37,247 37,247 37,247 37,247
Total Cash & Investments - end of the year 51,290 58,284 60,738 57,807 58,801 58,845 58,484 57,452 55,548 51,408 47,377
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8.3 Base Scenario – Graphs 
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9. Financial Statements - Single Year Scenario 
9.1 Introduction 

Single year Scenario – Special Rate Variation - 26% for a single year (inclusive of 
the 2.5% rate cap) 

Under this scenario, as a result, of an approved special rate variation for 26% for a 
single year. After which rate capping would be re-instated at 2.5%. Council would 
repair the budget in the first year of the special rate variation and eliminate every 
year of forecasted shortfalls of the base scenario. Council would remain above the 
1% resilience target for the majority of the life of the plan and would see a steep 
injection of additional funds in the first year of the SRV. An annual operating surplus 
is achieved under this scenario 

Permanent in nature 

Council is proposing that the special rate variations increases be retained permanently 
in the rates general income base. This means that rate levels in the first year after the 
SRV and subsequent years will only increase by the rate peg set by the state 
government and rates will not be reduced to pre-SRV levels.  
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9.2  Financial Statements – Single Year Scenario 

Single Year Scenario – Income Statement   

 

INCOME STATEMENT SRV Yr 1

For the period ended 30 June 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032 2033
$'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000

Revenue
Rates & Annual Charges 68,994     82,147     84,370     86,648     88,984     91,377     93,831     96,346     98,924     101,566   104,274 
User Fees and Charges 47,079     52,272     53,916     55,469     57,061     58,692     60,365     62,079     63,836     65,637     67,483    
Interest & Investment Revenue 1,063        1,460        1,725        1,906        1,977        2,204        2,432        2,683        2,959        3,233        3,468      
Other Revenues 4,330        4,416        4,505        4,595        4,687        4,780        4,876        4,974        5,073        5,174        5,278      
Operating Grants and Contributions 12,761     12,328     12,752     12,879     13,008     13,138     13,269     13,402     13,536     13,671     13,808    
Capital Grants and Contributions 19,573     7,319        7,393        7,467        7,541        7,617        7,693        7,770        7,847        7,926        8,005      
Gain on Sale of assets 250           250           250           250           250           250           250           250           250           250           250         
Other Income - Rental Income 3,098        3,129        3,160        3,192        3,224        3,256        3,289        3,322        3,355        3,388        3,422      
Other Income - Fair Value increment 843           1,237        1,274        1,312        1,351        1,392        1,434        1,477        1,521        1,567        1,614      
Total Revenue 157,990   164,559   169,344   173,718   178,082   182,707   187,438   192,302   197,300   202,412   207,602 

Operating Expenses
Employee Benefits & On-Costs 56,552     58,373     60,652     63,428     65,432     67,507     69,662     71,901     74,212     76,615     79,099    
Borrowing Costs 1,713        1,757        1,653        1,562        1,611        1,525        1,436        1,382        1,296        1,211        1,148      
Materials & Services 55,916     65,859     67,306     69,252     69,507     71,796     73,289     75,477     77,342     80,049     82,851    
Depreciation & Amortisation 18,999     19,528     20,266     20,744     21,379     21,774     22,022     22,458     22,947     23,002     23,116    
Other Expenses 4,586        4,752        4,865        5,032        5,152        5,277        5,402        5,545        5,688        5,834        5,985      
Total Operating Expenses 137,766   150,269   154,741   160,018   163,082   167,878   171,811   176,763   181,485   186,710   192,197 
Operating Surplus / (Deficit) 20,224     14,290     14,603     13,700     15,001     14,829     15,627     15,539     15,815     15,702     15,404    
Other Comprehensive Income -            -            -            -            -            -            -            -            -            -            1              

Total Comprehensive Income 20,224     14,290     14,603     13,700     15,001     14,829     15,627     15,539     15,815     15,702     15,405    

Net Operating Result before Capital Grants 651           6,971        7,211        6,233        7,460        7,212        7,934        7,769        7,968        7,776        7,400      

Adjustments for Underlying Result
Gain on Sale of assets (250)          (250)          (250)          (250)          (250)          (250)          (250)          (250)          (250)          (250)          (250)        
Investment property fair value increases & 
royalties (2,679)      (3,109)      (3,184)      (3,260)      (3,339)      (3,419)      (3,501)      (3,586)      (3,672)      (3,761)      (3,852)     
NAP Profit 1,156        (2,235)      (2,220)      (2,134)      (2,272)      (2,434)      (2,601)      (2,771)      (2,943)      (3,115)      (3,286)     
Local election costs -            -            -            700           -            -            -            750           -            -            -          
Underlying result (1,122) 1,376 1,557 1,289 1,598 1,109 1,582 1,912 1,103 651 12
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Single Year Scenario – Statement of Financial Position (Balance Sheet) 

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
As at 30 June: 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032 2033

$'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000
ASSETS
Current Assets
Cash and Cash Equivalents 14,043 24,631 31,894 34,710 43,805 52,929 62,974 73,991 84,959 94,354 104,544
Investments 37,247 37,247 37,247 37,247 37,247 37,247 37,247 37,247 37,247 37,247 37,247
Receivables 11,027 12,909 13,359 13,775 14,201 14,637 15,084 15,542 16,011 16,492 16,984
Inventories & Other 2,647 2,647 2,647 2,647 2,647 2,647 2,647 2,647 2,647 2,647 2,647
Total Current Assets 64,965 77,434 85,147 88,379 97,899 107,459 117,952 129,426 140,864 150,740 161,422

Non Current Assets
Infrastructure, Property, Plant & Equipment 1,098,970 1,103,929 1,107,417 1,115,031 1,117,525 1,120,293 1,122,510 1,124,720 1,127,071 1,129,854 1,133,175
Right of Use Asset 2,031 1,776 993 3,405 3,185 2,428 2,071 1,850 1,093 3,504 3,285
Investments using Equity Method 431 431 431 431 431 431 431 431 431 431 431
Inventories & Other 7,427 8,437 9,457 10,487 11,528 12,579 13,641 14,713 15,796 16,889 17,994
Investment Properties 41,223 42,460 43,733 45,045 46,397 47,789 49,222 50,699 52,220 53,787 55,400
Intangibles 5,645 5,162 4,767 4,444 4,183 3,976 3,814 3,692 3,604 3,545 3,513
Total Non Current Assets 1,155,726 1,162,195 1,166,799 1,178,844 1,183,249 1,187,496 1,191,689 1,196,105 1,200,215 1,208,012 1,213,800
Total Assets 1,220,691 1,239,628 1,251,946 1,267,222 1,281,148 1,294,955 1,309,641 1,325,531 1,341,079 1,358,751 1,375,223

LIABILITIES
Current Liabilities
Trade & Other Payables 17,065 18,855 19,115 19,465 19,511 19,923 20,192 20,586 20,922 21,409 21,913
Lease liabilities 795 840 850 617 690 740 755 709 785 839 688
Borrowings 2,312 1,524 1,552 1,580 1,597 1,382 1,323 1,054 1,074 1,094 1,116
Provisions 16,624 17,146 17,008 17,474 17,916 18,391 18,470 19,521 20,277 19,964 22,558
Total Current Liabilities 36,795 38,365 38,525 39,137 39,715 40,436 40,741 41,870 43,058 43,307 46,278

Non Current Liabilities
Trade & Other Payables 1,831 1,286 740 195 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Lease liabilities 1,235 935 144 2,788 2,496 1,688 1,316 1,142 308 2,665 2,597
Borrowings 36,154 39,630 38,077 36,497 34,899 33,518 32,194 31,140 30,066 28,971 27,855
Provisions 1,294 1,741 2,185 2,632 3,063 3,509 3,959 4,410 4,862 5,320 4,599
Total Non Current Liabilities 40,514 43,591 41,146 42,110 40,458 38,715 37,469 36,691 35,235 36,957 35,053
Total Liabilities 77,309 81,956 79,671 81,247 80,173 79,151 78,209 78,561 78,293 80,264 81,331
Net Assets 1,143,382 1,157,672 1,172,275 1,185,975 1,200,976 1,215,805 1,231,432 1,246,970 1,262,786 1,278,487 1,293,891

EQUITY
Accumulated Surplus 729,034 743,324 757,929 771,628 786,629 801,457 817,084 832,624 848,439 864,139 879,543
Asset Revaluation Reserves 414,346 414,346 414,346 414,346 414,346 414,346 414,346 414,346 414,346 414,346 414,346
Total Equity 1,143,380 1,157,670 1,172,275 1,185,974 1,200,975 1,215,803 1,231,430 1,246,970 1,262,785 1,278,485 1,293,889
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Single Year Scenario - Statement of Cash Flow 
CASHFLOW STATEMENT
For the period ended 30 June 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032 2033
Cash Flows from Operating Activities $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000
Receipts:
Rates & Annual Charges 66,623 80,266 83,920 86,233 88,558 90,941 93,384 95,888 98,454 101,084 103,781
User Charges & Fees 47,079 52,272 53,916 55,469 57,061 58,692 60,365 62,079 63,836 65,637 67,483
Interest & Investment Revenue Received 1,063 1,460 1,725 1,906 1,977 2,204 2,432 2,683 2,959 3,233 3,468
Grants & Contributions 29,721 16,982 17,425 17,572 17,720 17,869 18,019 18,169 18,321 18,474 18,627
Other Income - Rental Income 3,098 3,129 3,160 3,192 3,224 3,256 3,289 3,322 3,355 3,388 3,422
Other 4,330 4,416 4,505 4,595 4,687 4,780 4,876 4,974 5,073 5,174 5,278
Payments:
Employee Benefits & On-Costs (57,259) (59,342) (60,958) (64,341) (66,306) (68,427) (70,191) (73,402) (75,421) (76,759) (80,972)
Materials & Contracts (55,795) (67,104) (67,020) (69,056) (69,358) (72,208) (73,558) (75,870) (77,678) (80,537) (83,356)
Borrowing Costs (1,713) (1,757) (1,653) (1,562) (1,611) (1,525) (1,436) (1,382) (1,296) (1,211) (1,148)
Other (3,653) (268) (4,774) (3,454) (3,840) (2,604) (3,823) (1,664) (2,647) (4,466) (1,143)
Net Cash provided (or used in) Operating Activities 33,493 30,055 30,245 30,553 32,111 32,979 33,356 34,795 34,957 34,017 35,440
Cash Flows from Investing Activities
Receipts:
Sale of Infrastructure, Property, Plant & Equipment 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250
Payments:
Purchase of Real Estate Assets (1,000) (1,010) (1,020) (1,030) (1,041) (1,051) (1,062) (1,072) (1,083) (1,094) (1,105)
Purchase of Infrastructure, Property, Plant & Equipment (30,977) (20,176) (19,404) (24,096) (19,553) (20,275) (19,869) (20,351) (20,847) (21,356) (21,878)
Purchase of Intangible Assets (400) (424) (443) (459) (475) (491) (508) (526) (545) (564) (583)
Net Cash provided (or used in) Investing Activities (32,127) (21,360) (20,617) (25,335) (20,818) (21,567) (21,189) (21,700) (22,225) (22,763) (23,316)
Cash Flows from Financing Activities
New Borrowings 5,000
Repayment of leases principal (606) (795) (840) (850) (617) (690) (740) (755) (709) (785) (839)
Repayment of Borrowings & Advances (3,147) (2,312) (1,524) (1,552) (1,580) (1,597) (1,382) (1,323) (1,054) (1,074) (1,094)
Net Cash Flow provided (used in) Financing Activities (3,753) 1,893 (2,365) (2,402) (2,198) (2,287) (2,122) (2,079) (1,763) (1,859) (1,934)

Net Increase/(Decrease) in Cash & Cash Equivalents (2,387) 10,588 7,263 2,816 9,095 9,124 10,046 11,016 10,969 9,395 10,190
plus: Cash - beginning of year 16,430 14,043 24,631 31,894 34,710 43,805 52,929 62,974 73,991 84,959 94,354

Cash - end of the year 14,043 24,631 31,894 34,710 43,805 52,929 62,974 73,991 84,959 94,354 104,544
plus: Investments - end of the year 37,247 37,247 37,247 37,247 37,247 37,247 37,247 37,247 37,247 37,247 37,247
Total Cash & Investments - end of the year 51,290 61,878 69,141 71,957 81,052 90,176 100,221 111,238 122,206 131,601 141,791
Less restricted Cash (NAL) (14,234) (16,228) (18,127) (20,216) (22,493) (24,959) (27,613) (30,452) (33,475) (36,681) (40,066)
Cash, Cash Equivalents & Investments - end of the year 37,057 45,650 51,014 51,741 58,558 65,216 72,609 80,786 88,731 94,920 101,725
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9.3 Single Year Scenario Graphs 
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Single Year Scenario A 26% increase for a single year, being 2023-2024 only. 

Priority Area  Detail 

Fixing our roads 
 

 
 

$14 million 
Over 3 years 

Sections of roads have been identified for SRV funding based on current 
data, not limited to the condition rating, the number of potholes, re-occurring 
need for heavy patching, and sections of roads where we don’t expect grant 
funding to be available. Under the single year scenario, enhanced road 
maintenance works would be prioritised in the first three years of the rate 
rise.  

2024 
 

• Clarencetown Road, Seaham 
• Italia Road, Balickera 
• Lewis Drive, Medowie 
• Marsh Road, Bobs Farm 
• Medowie Road, Campvale 
• Medowie Road, Williamtown 
• Phillip Street, Raymond Terrace 
• Taylors Beach Road, Taylors Beach 

2025 
 

• East Seaham Road, East Seaham 
• Kindlebark Dr , Medowie 
• Kirrang Drive, Medowie 
• Lemon Tree Passage Road, Lemon Tree Passage 
• Lemon Tree Passage Road, Salt Ash                                                                                                                                                                                               
• Links Drive, Raymond Terrace 
• Tarean Road, Karuah 

2026 
 

• Corrie Parade, Corlette 
• Hinton Road, Nelsons Plains 

CSP Strategy P2.1 Deliver and maintain sustainable community infrastructure 
Delivery Program 2022 to 2026 Activity P2.1.4 Deliver the program for maintenance of Council's assets 
Operational Plan 2023 to 2024 Action P2.1.1.1 Provide, manage and maintain community assets 
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Priority Area  Detail 

Protecting our  natural 
environment  

 

 
 

$5 million 
Over 8 years + CONTINUED funding 

 

Council would utilise SRV funds to enhance our current range of 
works that protect our natural environment. These funds would 
allow Council to undertake further works more frequently and in a 
proactive matter. 
 
Areas of focus for increased maintenance and ongoing programs 
would commence in the third year after the rate rise and include 
• Bush regeneration 
• Environmental/cultural burn programs 
• Habitat improvements 
• Strengthening animal movement corridors 
 
 

CSP Strategy E1.1 Protect and enhance our local natural and built environment  
Delivery Program 2022 to 2026 Activity E1.1.1 Develop and deliver a program for Council to implement environmental strategies and policies 

E3.1.1 Develop and deliver a program for Council leading the way to a climate positive future and mitigating 
environmental risks 

Operational Plan 2023 to 2024 Action E1.1.1.2 Provide environmental impact assessment services and a range of nature conservation, biosecurity and 
rehabilitation programs 
E3.1.1.2 Implement Climate Change Adaptation Action Plan encompassing mitigation and adaptation for Council and 
Community 
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Priority Area  Detail 

Looking after our 
waterways and foreshores  

 

 
 

$4.5 million 
one-off 3-year target program 

 

Council would inject SRV funds to enhance our current range 
of waterways and foreshores initiatives. These funds would 
see a three-year targeted program starting in the third year 
after the rate rise.  After the three-year program works would 
return to pre-SRV levels 
 
Areas of focus would align with unfunded works identified in 
the incoming Coastal Management Plan and would include 
works such as,  
 
• Waterway, foreshore, and dune area restoration 
• Strengthening fencing 
• Access points improvements 
• Beach management activities 
• Seawalls, rock revetment, and larger scale revegetation 

stabilisation 
 
 
The Coastal Management Plan is currently being finalised through community consultation. 

CSP Strategy E3.1 Support community resilience to climate change including coastal and waterway hazards 
Delivery Program 2022 to 2026 Activity E3.1.1 Develop and deliver a program for Council leading the way to a climate positive future and mitigating 

environmental risks 

Operational Plan 2023 to 2024 Action E3.1.1.2 Implement Climate Change Adaptation Action Plan encompassing mitigation and adaptation for 
Council and Community 
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Priority Area  Detail 

 
 

Looking after our 
public space 

 

 
 

$3 million 
Over 4 years 

 
 

 

The proposed works would look at enhancing the condition of our public spaces and 
community amenities. Getting back to basics by fixing known defects as well as 
ensuring more energy-efficient lighting. These additional public space maintenance 
works would start in the third year after the rate rise. 

2024 

• Beach fencing  - Fingal Bay Foreshore 
• Boardwalk handrails/repairs  - Pirralea Gardens Boardwalk, Gula Park 
• Field lighting - fitting replacement - Ferodale Sports Complex, King Park Sports 

Complex, Tomaree Sports Complex 
• Building Renovation - e.g. fixing defects/painting - Boomerang Park Dog Club 

Amenities 
• Building Renovation - remove demountable  - Williamtown Oval Amenities 

2025 

• Boardwalk repairs  - Tanilba Bay Boardwalk 
• Field lighting - fitting replacement - Fingal Bay Oval, Lakeside Sports Complex 
• Building Renovation - e.g. fixing defects/painting - Karuah Tennis Clubhouse, Korora 

Oval Amenities 

2026 

• Field lighting - fitting replacement - Salamander Sports Complex 
• Shade Shelters  - Tilligerry Aquatic Centre 
• Building Renovation - e.g. fixing defects/painting - Medowie Tennis Clubhouse, 

Raymond Terrace RFS Station 

2027 

• Beach fencing  - Shoal Bay Foreshore 
• Field lighting - fitting replacement - Fern Bay Tennis Courts, Fingal Bay Tennis, 

Karuah Tennis, Lionel Morton Oval, Mallabula Sports Complex, Stuart Park, Stuart 
Park Tennis, Tomaree Aquatic Centre 

• Building Renovation - e.g. fixing defects/painting - Tanilba Bay Sailing Club Amenities, 
Soldiers Point Community Hall, Tilligerry Library, Tomaree Netball Clubhouse 

CSP Strategy P2.1 Deliver and maintain sustainable community infrastructure 
Delivery Program 2022 to 2026 Activity P2.1.4 Deliver the program for maintenance of Council's assets 

Operational Plan 2023 to 2024 Action P2.1.1.1 Provide, manage and maintain community assets 
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